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• Housing and the law

• Lab accident

Stillwater apartments' new policy is illegal

Umaine to buy
safety gear

By Tony Hallett

By Kristen Coffey

Staff Writer

Staff Writer
The Stillwater Village apartment
complex in Orono has expressed a
desire for a change in renting policy.It is a change that managers and
owners of the complex feel will
bring a comfortable mix ofworking
class and students into the Stillwater complex.
It is a policy which some students feel brings preferential treatment to residents of a certain age
and marital status.
It is a policy, which according to
the Attorney General's office, is in
violation of state law.
"We just don't want an all-student apartment complex," manager
Guy Carmel told a campus reporter
Village Apartments.(LeClair Photo.)
last Friday. "We used to have a Stillwater
comfortable mix. We want a mix people and a percentage to another When we came back and did it, she
yelled at us and threatened to have
which is at least 50/50: 50% stu- group of people. It's illegal."
Younger tenants see signs of our car towed," Wren Unetic and
dents and 50% working class."
Carol Roberts, spokeswoman preferential treatment, which may Marcy Whitcomb said. Wren and
Marcy have been living at the Stillfor the Attorney General's office, discourage student renters.
water complex since September.
in,
moving
were
we
"When
sees a problem in this policy.
Other tenants also had uncomthe
in
park
could
we
us
told
(Gail)
decide
arbitrarily
not
"You can
to rent a percentage to one group of centerlot while unloading our stuff. fortable experiences.

"I was home alone one day and
Guy came in hollering and waving
his fists around, ranting and raving
and calling me f-ing this and that. I
finally told him 'look, you'd better
leave',"said renter Shawn Haskell.

Safety eye glasses have been
ordered after an accident occured
in a biology lab last week, said
an associate professor Wednesday.
"Students will be required to
wear the safety glasses when
handling chemicals that will potentially splash,even though the
risk is small," said biology professor Ian Davison. "In other
instances, they will be available
to students, but not required."
The accident may have been
avoided if safety glasses had
been worn.
Kelly Machalek, the lab
teaching assistant, said the accident happened when a capillary
tube broke as a result of too
much pressure being applied,and
splashed a small amount of acetone in to the student's eye. The
student was treated, and no seri-

See STILLWATER page 4

See LABS page 4
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• Decision '94

• Abortion controversy

Maine sees first black
Protesters, rock throwing
attempt to rattle Bangor clinic legislature candidate
Lockhart indicated on the day
Dr.Gregory Luck'sofficeclosed
after
Staff Writer
that protestors planned to move their
efforts to Bangor. Two weeks later,
Two broken windows and an
MWWHC had four protestors outincreasing number of protestors at a
local clinic Wednesday are signs
side its facility, up from the normal
that the abortion battle in Bangor is
number of one.
Abortion protestor Terence J.
heating up.
Hughes, who said he was not at the
clinic Wednesday,said the protestors
he knows are not violent. He said,
though he had no proof,he was suspicious ofthe rocks thrown through the
window.
"It smells like an inside job,"
Hughes said.
Hughes said he has been personally attacked in four other situations,
at sites other than MWWHC.He said
he recites rosaries, shows large photos of aborted fetuses and tries to
inform passers-by of"Bangor's Auschwitz."
Hughes said he felt the reason for
hostility against pro-life protestors
Two members of UMaine's thriving canine population meet, was because the subject was distastewhile Orono's humans have mixed feelings about college ful.
dogs. Story on page 6. (File Photo.)
See CLINICS page 5

By Malcolm Smith

WEATHER
tv\r
PAGE 8

"I can't let the fear of random
violence stop us from providing this
service," Ruth Lockhart, executive
director of the Mabel Wadsworth
Women's Health Center told the
BangorDailyNewsWednesday,"Of
course,itincreasestheclimate offear.
Terrorism always does."

• Local
Clerical workers'
association sues the
University of Maine.
page 3

• Editorial
When does 'no' mean no?
Don't ask the Dean of
Student Services.
page 12

,
11
1

Jill Duson.(Courtesy Photo.)

By Amy Farrell
Staff Writer
This November voters in
Maine have the opportunity to
vote for the first African-American female member to the Maine
State Legislature.
Jill Duson is campaigning for
a seat in the Maine House representing District92 which includes

• Arts
Word up! Chuck D and
Public Enemy lay it down
on their latest CD.
page 9

Hallowell, Chelsea, Pittston and
Randolph.
Duson,who won in a three-way
primary this summer, is not going
the typical high-financed way to
getting elected.
"We are running an extremely
grass-roots campaign,"Duson said.
"We are trying to knock on the
door ofevery home in the district."
Instead of seeking large contributions from supporters, Duson
said she is concentrating on raising
money through fund raisers such
as bottle drives, yard sales and
church suppers.
"We're trying to raise a little
money from a lot of people," she
said.
Duson's campaign is being
managed by James Varner, an adviser to the University of Maine
African American Association. He
said Duson's campaign style reflects how much she really cares
about this election.
"That woman is out every night
See DUSON page 8

• Sports
Men's soccer team
recovers and boots
Harvard.
page 21
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• Kuwait oblivious to threats of invasion
• Aristide to return to power in Haiti Saturday
• Israeli talks with PLO brought to a halt

• Middle-East

• Religion

Kuwaitis not fearful of Hussein

Church gives hope to the poor

1

KUWAIT(AP)— If the Iraqis are coming, they had better bring their wallets
and get ready to wait in traffic. Unimpressed by Saddam Hussein's bluster and
shielded by strong allies, Kuwait is in no mood to be invaded again.
Four years ago, Iraqi armor blitzed Kuwait before anyone could believe what was
happening. This time, people think the Iraqis blitzed themselves.
"Hah!" snorted Ibrahim Besayah,squatting in the sun by an iridescent tiger woven into
a rug at his al-Mubarakiyia market stall. "I have done nothing to get ready. For what? This
Saddam, he has no brains."
At the posh Salhyia shopping center,Nursun Ajaman was busy collecting hefty deposits
from her regulars for Louis Vuitton purses expected from Paris.
"We are all concerned, but no one is scared," she said. "Would people spend like this
if they were going to flee? We're completely convinced that nothing will happen."
In the Shuwaik district, where foreign workers cart the cement and steel that add fresh
glitz to this rebuilt emirate, Assif Kasmi, a young Indian, carried his boss's money to the
bank.
"We are relaxed," he said."Everyone has taken his money out ofthe bank,got a ticket,
stocked food. Whatever happens, we are not worried."
Along the border,a few Kuwaitijeeps and dug-in tanks dot the open desert, waiting with
no great trepidation for reinforcement by U.S. forces.

PORT-AU-PRINCE,Haiti(AP)— Whether in rags or Ralph Laurens,Haitians
heard the same Gospel last Sunday in their crowded slum chapels and comfortable
hillside churches.
"Give away all that you have to the poor," Jesus tells the rich young man,"and come
follow me."
Same passage, but different messages. In the slums, a message of hope. In the upland
enclaves, one of fear.
The rise and fall and resurrection of Jean-Bertrand Aristide, poor man's priest and
deposed president, has been the most dramatic chapter in the 30-year story of "liberation
theology," the struggle by Roman Catholic clergy and lay activists to reshape Third
World societies.
Aristide's triumphant return to power this Saturday will turn a new page in that story
— either to peace within the deeply split Haitian church,or to deeper division and rancor.
"There are two churches in Haiti really, the church of the rich and the church of the
poor. That's what Aristide must reconcile," said Canadian priest Rene Giroux, a slum
pastor.
Haiti is as Catholic as it is poor. It is a place where church bells wake the roosters on
Sundays, where bright slum murals show technicolor Christs breaking the chains that
enslave the people.

2

• Kidnapping

Israeli-American taken
by Palestinian gunmen
JERUSALEM (AP) — A frightened Israeli soldier, only months out of high school, stood beside a
masked gunman and pleaded Wednesday for the release of Palestinian prisoners.
"If not, they will kill me," 19-year-old Cpl. Nachshon
Waxman, who holds dual American-Israeli citizenship, said
in a televised appeal.
The young soldier's abduction by the militant Islamic
group Hamas shocked Israel and thrust the Middle East peace
process into its deepest crisis yet.
Hamas,the leading opponentofthe Palestinian autonomy
accord, said it would kill Waxman unless 200 imprisoned
Palestinians are freed by Friday.
Waxman is the 10th Israeli to have been kidnapped by
Islamic militants since 1989. All the previous captives were
killed.
Israeli leaders said they held Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat responsible for the soldier's safety, and threatened to
freeze talks on expanding Palestinian self-rule if Arafat did
not act decisively to win his release.

3

• Assassination

Police capture new
suspect,identify motives

• North Korea

U.S. offers to allow five "Doomsday"leader Luc
•.•
years to open facilities Journet body identified

MEXICO CITY (AP) — Police say a newly
captured suspect in a major political assassination
has confirmed a motive for the killing — but they are
SEOUL (AP) — The United States has offered
not yet saying what that was.
concessions that would give North Korea five years to
The federal attorney general's office grilled congresopen its nuclear facilities to full outside inspections, a
sional aide Fernando Rodriguez Gonzalez all day Tuesday,
Seoul official said Thursday.
a day after he was captured in the north-central state of
The reported concessions may touch off new frictions with
Zacatecas.
South Korea, which is unhappy with what it perceives as
He and his boss, Congressman Manuel Munoz Rocha,
Washington's conciliatory stance on the North's nuclear proare accused of masterminding the Sept. 28 assassination of gram.
Jose Francisco Ruiz Massieu, No. 2 man in the ruling
The concessions were reached in talks with North Korea
Institutional Revolutionary Party, or PRI.
under way in Geneva, Lee Se-ki, chief policy-maker of the
Munoz Rocha remains a fugitive. The attorney general's governing Democratic
Liberal Party, said in a report to a party
office has offered a reward for his capture.
meeting.
Police were unusually tight-lipped about Rodriguez
The U.S. proposal means inspections of two suspected
Gonzalez' testimony.
North Korean nuclear facilities could be delayed until work on
In its only official statement so far,the attorney general's two planned reactors in the North is 75 percent complete,Lee
office said late Tuesday that Rodriguez Gonzalez "ratified said.
the motive of the homicide."
The proposal clashes with South Korea's insistence that
But it was unclear if he confirmed theories advanced by special inspectionsshould be made before new reactors are built.
officials: personal vengeance by disappointed office-seekLee's remarks came amid signs that the United States and
ers, opposition to Ruiz Massieu's policies or the involve- North Korea were close to breaking a deadlock over how to open
ment of drug traffickers.
the North's nuclear facilities to full international inspections.
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• Cult

5

6

GENEVA(AP)— The apocalyptic leader of a
cult at the center of a 53-death mystery has been
identified among the dead,Swiss police said Thurs-

day.
The body of the cult leader, Luc Jouret,came from 25
charred corpses found in a chalet in the Alpine village of
Grange-sur-Salvan, ending an international hunt.
Police had issued an international warrant for him on
suspicion of premeditated murder and arson in connection with the deaths last week of members of the Order of
the Solar Temple cult.
Twenty-five people were found in the chalets, 23 in a
farmhouse in another Swiss village, and five in an apartment north of Montreal, Canada.
Police have said many of the victims were murdered.
No details were given on the cause of Jouret's death.
Police also said Elie di Mambro, the son of the cult's
mastermind Joseph di Mambro, was among the dead.
Swiss police have said many of the 48 victims in
Switzerland were murdered. Of the five deaths in Canada, two were thought to be suicides.
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• Lawsuit

UMaine office lab workers sue BOT

the contract ransom for the $700,000," Marc
Sevigny said Sevigny works with the COLT
association on the collective bargaining process.
Originally ASCUM,the union that represents COLT in its collective bargaining negotiations, took the expired contract before the
Maine Labor Relations Board to obtain payment of the step increases.
The administration has paid the employees
based on the statusquo atthetimetheoldcontract
expired—withoutcontinuing thestep increases.
In July of 1993the MLRB issued a decision
ordering UMaine to pay the COLT workers
based on the wage schedule of the old contract
— including step increases.
The Board ofTrustees appealed the MLRB
decision to Kennebec County Superior Court.
In April of this year, Justice Donald G. Alexander sustained the Administration's appeal
and overturned the ruling of the Labor Board.
The matter is scheduled to go before the
Maine Supreme Court. The clerk of the Law
Court said it could take anywhere from two
weeks to six months for the court to issue a
decision on the case.
Catherine O'Connor,an attorney representing the Board ofTrustees,said theoralarguments
will begin at 10a.m.on Nov.2,and thateach side
will have twenty minutes to present its case.
"It'sa very importantcaseforthe state.Ithas
implications for labor relations state-wide,"
added.
The university's clerical worker's orga- O'Connor
she couldn't predict an outcome,
Although
nization, COLT, is set to argue in court
"The University has a
maintained,
O'Connor
next month against UMS,claiming that
we prevailed in Supethat
fact
The
case.
good
the system owes its members $700,000
that, but you never
of
indicative
is
Court
rior
Photo.)
in back pay.(Lachowski
know on these things."

tal —pay increases.COLT,with650members, ing our contract hostage."
David Lane,directorofstaffemployee relahas been withouta contractsince June 30,1992.
The old contract had certain step increases built tions and chief negotiator for the administration, maintains that "we (the administration)
The association ofclerical,office,laborato- in for particular employees.
continue to meet and bargain in good faith."
still
are
Meanwhile, contract negotiations
ry and technical workers of the University of
"The $700,000 is a separate issue from the
the
and
on
administrati
the
Maine system is suing the Board ofTrustees for under way between
it's noton the table forthe present
bargaining—
COLT workers.
$700,000.
said.
Lane
contract,"
COLT
the
of
president
state
Fletcher,
Nancy
Oral arguments are set to begin on Nov.2
the university is holding
believes
"ASCUM
the
of
Staff
COLT
(Associated
ASCUM
union,
before the Maine Supreme Court.
Atissue is $700,000in step—orincremen- University of Maine)said,the lawsuit is"hold-

By James A. Billings
Staff Writer

Morale
•

UMS employees growing restless
By James A. Billings
Staff Writer
As contract negotiations drag on for
full and part-time faculty, COLT workers, and professional staff associations,
the morale of University of Maine System employees is declining.
An example of this occurred at the
Farmington campus last month, when a
dinner planned by the president for the
employees was cancelled.
The All-Campus Dinner and Recognition Night is held at the beginning of
the school year on the Farmington campus to recognize service to the university
and to greet other employees.
Members of the unions that represent
UMaine employees were asked not to
attend the function to protest the lack of
contracts.
University of Maine at Farmington
President Thoedora Kalikow was forced

to postpone the event.
According to a letter from her office,
the event was cancelled because, "If the
dinner turned into an occasion to drive
wedges between colleagues, that would
be too bad... I think the best thing under
the circumstances is to postpone the dinner to later in the year, when we hope the
collective bargaining process will be concluded to everyone's satisfaction..."
Nancy Fletcher, state president of
UMaine COLT workers,said,"Downsizing had a big effect. Downsizing happens
at our(staff) level — not where it's needed — the administrative level."
Fletcher stated the affect of Downsizing is to "give us (staffers and COLT
workers) more duties with no additional
pay."
Fletcher said that morale is low —
especially among non-faculty employees.
See MORALE page 4

k
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53 Main Street, Orono
Next to the Fire Department

SANDWICHES 6( BAKERY

FRESH EXPRESS

MADE TO ORDER SANDWICHES
FRESH EXPRESS

FRESFVEXPRESS

Deli Style Sandwiches - Hot
each
Buy one get one FREE

Deli Style Sandwiches - Cold

same type sandwichsOrono
valid thru 10/31/94 with coupon

same type sandwicheOrono
valid thru 12/31.L94 with couLon

FRESFVEXPRESS

FREE • FREE • FREE

2.49.

'Baked muffins and a 12 oz
I cut of great coffee
L.

With coupon valid through 10/31/94

+ taxj

each
Buy one get one FREE
$1•
9

+ tax

SPRINT - INSTANT FONCARD
Call anywhere within the United States for 5 minutes

FREE - NO CHARGE!
L

VALUE OF $2.50.
WITH THIS COUPON •
• NO PURCHASE NECESSARY • ONE PER CUSTOMER•
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST CHRISTY'S - ORONO

call your sandwich orders in • telephone 866-4911
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Labs

from page 1

ous injury resulted.
should wear their goggles at all times.
Victoria Justus, director of the Depart"Safety eye goggles should be worn
ment ofEnvironmental Health and Safety, over the eyes, not around the neck or on
said that safety eye glasses should be re- top of the head," said Justus.
quired in all labs, like textbooks are reDavison said that precautions are made
quired for a classes.
to minimize risks of injury in the labs.
"Eye injuries are one of our highest
"We try to guard against risks by
injury potentials on campus," said Justus. continually reviewing labs for possible
"Accidents do happen, so let's try to pre- hazards," said Davison. "The students
vent them."
are made aware of potential hazards, and
He suggested,in order to avoid further they sign a sheet saying they have reaccidents in the biology lab, students ceived safety instructions."

Stillwater

Davison said that a large amount of polish remover.
safety is in the student's hands.
"In small amounts it is not hazardous,
"Students can make an experiment we in large amounts it can be," said Davison.
deem safe very dangerous," said Davison. "The amount of acetone involved in this
Davison said that 20,000 students have accident was less than a drop."
gone through this course, and this is the
The risk involved when handling hazfirst accident to occur.
ardous chemicals depends on the environ"I wish I could have had a crystal ball ment, how the chemicals are used and the
and said we need safety glasses this se- amount ofthe chemical used,said Davison.
mester," said Davison.
"The exposure to hazardous amounts
Davison said that acetone is a com- of chemicals is minimal in Biology 100,"
mon solvent found in products like nail said Davison.

Morale

from page 1

He related an incident where a person had
been spinning up gravel in the parking lot.
Guy had blamed Haskell for the incident,
though the tenant contends he knew nothing
about what was going on.
"I have been told how some tenants have
had to talk to Gail and Guy through a closed
door because they wouldn't open it for them.
Others have had doorsslammed in theirface."
Shellie Batuski, an attorney at Studen Legal
Services, said.
Andrew Weymouth and his two roommates Glen Reed and Chris Darling, have
been living at Stillwater for three years. Weymouth cites the proximity to UMaine and the
low costs as reasons for staying. But the trio
have their share of problems as well.
"I don't think I'd recommend this place.
Our dishwasher hasn't worked for three
years," Weymouth said. "They've come a
couple of times and told us nothing was
wrong with it." He,like all the other collegeaged tenants, has difficulty in getting maintenance in the apartments.
"They (management) always let the machine answer the calls and never return them.

Now any requests for maintenance have to
be in writing," Weymouth said. He said that
this makes putting in requests more difficult.
Even when the requests are in writing,
however,response time is less than immediate.
"It takes at least a week," Weymouth
said.
Othertenantsconfirm Weymouth's statements.
"When we called to rent our apartment,
Gail told us it was the last phone call she
would be taking today,and she was going to
shut the phone off," Unetic said.
Unetic and Whitcomb told how their
toilet ran for four days before anyone came.
When someone arrived, it was only because
they had heard it running next door, where
maintenance personnel were working on a
married couple's ceiling.
Older tenants,like Joan Eaton and Freda
Finch have different views.
"Ilike living here alot.Iam very pleased,"
Eaton said from a room overlooking the
Stillwater river.
Eaton,45,attends classes at UMaine but

Re-Elect

does not have the difficulties that the other
tenants have.
"I moved here because I felt the people to
be reasonable," Eaton said. She added that
the managers are friendly and responsive to
her needs.
"When I call for repairs, they're usually
here within a day,"Eaton said. Eaton wenton
to add her calls were always returned and
"somebody is usually here."
Finch echoed Eaton's convictions. Finch
is also a non-traditional student at UMaine
and around Eaton's age.
"They get right on to things," she said.
Eaton and Joan paid around $545 to hold
their rooms.
Weymouth, Haskell and other college
tenants who spoke to the Campus reported
that they had paid anywhere between $1600
to $2000 up front to hold their rooms.
Roberts said this is another practice prohibited by state law.
"You cannot charge a different amount
for a security deposit if the rooms are the
same," Carol Roberts, a spokeswoman for
the Maine Attorney Generals office, said Thursday. Roberts added that if "one was a
two-bedroom,the other three," or if one was
a suite, different security deposits could be
charged.
According to Orono tax records,the complex is owned by Stillwater Center Limited
Partnership, a Colorado-based company.
Hal B. Tudor, spokesman for Stillwater
Limited Partnership, had no comment.

from page 3

"They (faculty) are salaried and we
are hourly, plus the faculty have respect
and the staff has none. We are low man
on the totem pole."
Fletcher said, "It has taken longer for
the faculty to get riled up and have morale affected, but even they are beginning
to get frustrated."

The Maine Campus
recycles.

Share it with a friend.

The Maine Campus
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper

NaTiOlial Student
Exchange
st
erlar%
vhaerIedve
SPRING 1995 SEMESTER

sawswarirloWle1"--N

LIMITED OPENINGS AVAILABLE
'THROUGH NSE

State Senator

John O'Dea
Elected to the Maine House of Representatives while still a
student at U. Maine,
John O'Dea now represents Orono in the State Senate.

AT SELECT U.S. CAMPUSES

JACK COLLINS
NSE COORDINATOR
215 CHADBOURNE HALL
581-1297
(PLEASE CONTACT BEFORE Oc.TUBER 25 1994)

As Chairman of the legislatures Education Committee,
John has been an effective advocate for the University of Maine.

Let's Re-elect John on Tuesday, November 8.

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE + 5713 CHADBOURNE HALL
ORONO, ME 04469-5713 + TEL: 207-581-1297
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• Going from A to B

rnative to car commutes
Bicycles a popular, healthy alte
By M. Jon Rinaldi
Staff Writer

Many students, weather permitting, prefer a bike ride over a short car trip.
(Page Photo.)

• Biology... of TERROR!

Real,fake sea monsters
come together at lecture
By Stephen Allan
Staff Writer
Swimming in a dark ocean you can feel
them squirming around you with their long
tentacles and sharp teeth, you are vulnerable
to their attack.
Sea monsters of the imagination and of
science were the topic of a two-part discussion Wednesday at the Maine Center for the
Arts. "Science & Fiction: What's Really
Beneath the Sea?" was held in observance
of both Coastweek '94 and National Arts
and Humanities Month.
"This is one of the stranger invitations
that I've received," said Bob Steneck,one of
the speakers at the afternoon program.
Steneck, a marine ecologist in the Department of Oceanography here at the university, began the discussion with a slide
and video presentation on real life predators
off the coast of Maine.
In video taken by Steneck in his research
over the past ten years, he showed the audience studies on such predatory fish as cod
and wolffish. According to Steneck, the
population of such fish in coastal waters has
declined due to human factors.
"There is a sense of superiority by destroying large predators," said Steneck.
Using slides that showed the trends of

Bicycle commuting is a healthy alternative to the daily automobile commute at the
University of Maine.
Besides the obvious cardiovascular benefits,biking provides stress relief and reduces the number of people killed on the nation's highways.
Only 2 percent of traffic fatalities involve bicycles and 90 percent of those are
results from accidents with cars, according
to an article in World Watch Magazine.
In the United States about 4 million
people commute regularly by bicycle.
"It's silly to drive a car in and out oftown
when I like to bike," said Matt Williams a
certification student at UMaine, whose daily 12 mile commute takes him to work and
back.
As well as the personal health benefits of
bike commuting, there are environmental
benefits as well.
Unlike automobiles, which emit 13 percent of the gases entering the atmosphere,
acording to statistics released in World
Watch Magazine, a bike emits no carbon
dioxide into the air.
States, cities and the federal governments are promoting bikes as an alternative
form of transportation.
A 1991 proposal by Rep. Joe Kennedy
(D-Mass)called for the government to spend
at least 3 percent of transportation funds —
over $200 million a year at current levels —
on cycling facilities such as bike lanes,road
shoulders and new trails.

fish population over the past several hundred years, Steneck showed that there are
less predatory fish but an increase in smaller
predators, as well as lobsters and sea urchins.
"Which is scarier? The predators, or the
humans who eat the predators?," said Steneck in his closing remark.
The second part of the discussion was
held by Welch Everman and Jeff Evans of
the UMaine English department. They introduced two B-movies about sea monsters
and discussed the significance of the movies.
Evansintroduced thefilm,"It Came From
Beneath the Sea." He began with his recollection of going to the world premiere of the
film in 1955 in San Francisco, where the
film takes place.
"I saw the city I grew up in destroyed
before my eyes that weekend," said Evans.
Evans went on to discuss the differing
genres of movies, stating that creatures of
horror are motivated by revenge and aliens
are usually superior, but the sea monster
isn't very smart at all.
Monsters are usually seen as a kind of
instrument of punishment of a society, according to Evans.
See JAWS page 8

Although biking is safe for the environment, the factors of time, weather, safety,
parking and security concern some.
For his six-mile commute to his job,
Williams said,"I had to start a little earlier,
not much. By car it took about 10 minutes,
by bike it was 20."
Campus is usually no more than five or
ten minutes away from Orono or Old Town,
which has a convenient bike path that runs
straight to the university, avoiding most
automotive traffic.
The Maine winters can be a big deterrent.
"I would just bundle up in the winter. It
was nice since cars would usually give you
more room because of the snowbanks,"
Williams said.
"Some people are nice, some people are
cranky and some are just oblivious to bikers," Williams said.
The American Automobile Association
states that "statistics suggest that cyclists
may be at fault in approximately 75 percent
of accidents" between cars and bikes.
According to a pamphlet distributed by
the UMaine public safety department, to
ride safely bikers should ride as far to the
right as possible and obey all traffic laws.
"And always wear a helmet," Williams
adds.
In light of the parking situation at
UMaine, bikes could take a lot of the pressure off since they take up a tenth as much
parking space as a car.
Security is a problem that is addressed
by common sense. Buying a lock and using
it can be the best protection of all.

Clinic

from page 1

"If you don't like the message, you attack
the messenger," he said.
Rollin Stearns,treasurerofthe BangorChapter ofthe Maine Right To Life,said his group is
notinvolved in the protests,although individual
memberscan participate ifthey choose.He said
his group focuses on educational works,tables
and booths and legislative lobbying.
"Basically we tell people the facts,"Steams
said Thursday.
Steams said he does not advocate violence
and did not think the violence seen in Florida,
especially the murders,is a possibility in Maine.
"I know the people up here in Maine,"
Steams said. "These are not people that are
going to pack iron."
Hughes feels that abortion protestors are
being portrayed unfairly as terrorists, when all
they are doing,he said,is trying to help unborn
babies. He criticized what he called an "illegitimate" government, and said abortion is the
legal ability to wipe out an entire people.

"The only restriction is that you have to be
trapped in the womb and unable to defend
yourself," he said.
Lockhart was unavailable for comment
Thursday,but at the National Organization for
Women conference on Oct. 1, she expressed
concern regarding protesting violence.
"I think that the people who are opposed to
women taking control of their own lives and
making their own choices are going to be happy
with however it turns out," she said. "It could
mean the threat of violence, it could mean
picketing day in and day out. I think however
they feel they're successful, that's the path
they're going to take."
Lockhart said none of her staff has been
threatened personally, but threatening messages had been left on the clinic's answering machine.
Bangor Police Lt. Tim Reid said Thursday
that it was impossible to tell who was responsible for the window-breaking incident.

-f-
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• World Food Day

• Arf!

TeleConference
brings world to
Food Day

Free-roaming dogs at center of debate

By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer
University of Maine will act as a receiving site for a satellite teleconference
as part of World Food Day 1994 on Friday, Oct. 14.
"The goal of World Food Day is to
acknowledge the importance offood production world wide," Nick Houtman,acting director of the Water Resources Program said.
Every year the World Food Day Foundation picks an important issue as the
theme for World Food Day. This year's
topic is water, Houtman, co-host of the
teleconference, said.
The teleconference titled "Sharing
Water: Farms, Cities, and Ecosystems,"
will be telecasted from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m.
in 219 Alumni Hall, John Jemison, water
quality specialist with Cooperative Extension said.
The teleconference will discuss water
issues in countries around the world, particularly third world countries, Houtman
said.
The teleconference takes place at
George Washington University,in Washington D.C., and will be aired across the
world. The conference will deal with uses
of water in different countries such as
agricultural and drinking, and the effects
water has on countries socially and economically, Jemison said.
The moderator of the teleconference
is National Public Radio reporter and
producer Alex Chadwick.
The panelists include: Jose Felix Alfaro of Peru, international consultant on
water resource planning, development
and evaluation; Sandra Postel, director
of Global Water Policy Project in Cambridge, Mass.; Rita Schmidt Sudman,
executive director of the Water Education Foundation in Sacramento, Calif.;
and Hans W. Wolter, chief of the Water
Resources Development and Management Service of the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization.
The teleconference is also a forum for
discussion. Those who have questions
can call in and have them discussed.
Meeting the needs of people in countries with environmental depravation is
See FOOD page 8

By Mike Lane

tying dogs to the trees, they damage the
branches and dig around the roots," said
Grounds Supervisor Orman Folwer.
Dogs on campus are becoming an isThe Orono Police Department said that
sue at the University of Maine.While the while Orono does have a leash law they
Town of Orono does enforce its leash law, only act upon complaints.
some students are in favor of dogs roam"If somebody has a complaint, we give
ing the campus at will.
a warning. The second time we issue a
"Dogs add diversity to campus. They summons," said an Orono police officer.
are a very big part of my life," said Mark
University of Maine Public Safety DeMueller, "I don't think they cause any tective William Laughlin, however, said
problems. I like dogs."
that only voice control of dogs is required.
Many students at UMaine share Muel"The requirement for dogs is voice
ler's opinions about dogs on campus.
control only, there is an oversight, howev"The dogs are good when they don't er, when students go into the Union and
steal my burrito. They are bad when I leave the dogs unattended," said Laughcan't get the burrito back," said Greg lin.
Johnston.
The problem lies when the dogs inEmployees of Facilities Management, fringe on other student's lives, Laughlin
however,said the dogs are a serious prob- said. For students trying to study in buildlem affecting the upkeep of the universi- ings around campus, like Stevens Hall, it
ty's grounds.
can be very distracting, he said.
"Dogs are always a nuisance. As far as
"Dogs are in every community. We
Staff Writer

have a nice little community here.There is
no reason why shouldn't have them here,"
said Laughlin.
Since September, 1993, UMaine Public
Safety haslogged 41 dog-related complaints.
Thirty-five complaints were regular dog
complaints;dogs roaming at large and soon.
Six complaints were due to noise.
The main problem is in front of the
Union, Laughlin said. Dogs are barking
while students are taking exams and studying in the library.
"We also have a problem with students
tying dogs to trees and shrubs. People
spend a lot of money, the University of
Maine spends a lot of money. I have seen
some good damage," said Laughlin.
Both students and Facilities Management do not have a problem with dogs on
campus until they cause a problem.
"A lot of discretion is given," said
Laughlin,"because we all understand the
issue of dogs on campus."

• Column

Being national figure gives Foley local problem
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — In his handsomely appointed room a few steps away
from the House floor,Tom Foley,a national figure with a local problem, talks about
what he's done for his district.
He's worked in Congress to hold down
electric power rates in eastern Washington
state, he says, and kept Fairchild Air Force
Base offthe list of military facilities scheduled for closing.
In the final hours before lawmakers
quit to campaign last weekend, he won
passage of legislation to help a few hundred current and former Spokane-area
Burlington Northern railroad workers in a
decade-old dispute with Montana tax officials.
"I worked hard on that," he says, including phone calls to Democratic leaders
in the Senate to make sure it won final
approval.
But Foley,65 and seeking a 16th term,
isn't just any Democratic veteran struggling to survive on Nov. 8. In the corner of
his office rests a White House telephone.
"It comes with about 50 pounds of electronics," he says, needed to provide secure
communications.

The finest AUTHENTIC Chinese
foods loaded with taste not fat

Tuesday get a double discount

20% Off with student II)
Save 10%
On any order with student ID,
eat in or take out, minimum order $5.
371 Stillwater Ave, Old Town
827-7996
• Minimum $15 order for free delivery*
We deliver to Orono, Old Town, Milford and Bradley.

As speaker of the House,Foley's office
is his curse as well as his blessing. A continent away, he's under attack as a symbol
of Congress, an unpopular institution, and
as a prominent partner ofBill Clinton,whose
own popularity has ebbed.
September polls showed Foley trailing
his Republican challenger, George Nethercutt, by 15 points or so in the congressional
district around Spokane. Recent surveys
suggest a closer race, particularly after Foley aired a television commercial linking
his rival to legislation he said would have
cut Medicare and other social programs —
a charge Nethercutt swiftly disputed in his
own ad.
"To say that this is some kind of firsttime experience for me isn't correct," Foley says ofa race that threatens to make him
the first House speaker in more than 130
years to lose an election.
Foley says he's won past elections with
"as low as 48(percent)and as high as 82"
percent, noting that Gerald Ford, Ronald
Reagan and George Bush all carried the
district in presidential campaigns. And if
he's overly concerned this time, it doesn't
show. While other lawmakers left the Capitol for home swiftly after Friday's House
adjournment, Foley arrived in his district
on Wednesday.
But beyond the national mood of disenchantment with incumbents, Foley is vulnerable on two issues that touch directly on
his district. He led a lawsuit that successfully challenged a term limit initiative the
voters of Washington attempted to place on
its congressional delegation. And he voted
in favor of a ban on assault-style weapons
that cleared Congress this fall.
"I don't think term limits are a wise
idea," he said, adding that he believes that
under the Constitution, states are prohibit-

ed from imposing such restrictions on
members of Congress. "The only way is
through constitutional amendments," he
said. "I have an obligation to say what I
think the Constitution requires."
Politically, he notes hopefully, while
the state voted for term limits, the district
he represents in eastern Washington voted
against them.
He also defends his vote for the weapons ban, an administration-backed measure, saying it won't harm the interests of
hunters.
"I knew when I cast a vote for the
crime bill I would be creating an issue for
myself in a district where the National
Rifle Association has endorsed me eight
times," he said.
A term limits group announced plans
earlier this week to spend $300,000 on a
district-wide campaign of its own. And the
NRA is considering its own independent
effort.
Foley seems to hope he can blunt these
efforts by depicting them as intrusions.
"This is for the people of the 5th District
to decide," he said.
He said he's anxious to debate Nethercutt. He'll tell the voters that if they decide
to make a change there would be a new
speaker and "that will move the power
and influence (elsewhere) that I'm not
ashamed to say I've used for the 5th District."
As if to underscore his point, he announced on Wednesday the recently passed
crime bill — which includes the weapons
ban — would mean 33 new police officers
for the district.
Nethercutt was waiting. At a pre-emptive news conference two hours earlier, he
said voters had been told for years to
support Foley because "he brings home
the pork." He cited a study by a Libertarian think tank claiming Washington fared
poorly in comparison with other states
under the measure.
The bill, Nethercutt said, was designed
to "put a little pork in.the pockets of the
incumbents. If that's the case, then why
did Foley do so poorly in this money grab
for the state of Washington?"
EDITOR'S NOTE — David Espo is
congressional correspondentfor The Associated Press.
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News
• Shut down

• Homicide

Hewlett Packard Husband arrested in year-old N.H. slaying
The mystery deepened the next month plastic bag in woods near the Anderson's
CONCORD, N.H.(AP) — Police beto close plant
lieve they have solved a murder mystery that when burned and dismembered remains former home last week was hers.
EXETER, N.H.(AP)— Hewlett Packard Co. will phase out a plant employing 400
beginning in November and hire a contractor to take over the operation, the company
announced Thursday.
Employees will be offered jobs in other
plants, including in Chelmsford, Mass., or
with the contractor that will take over some
of the plant's activities.
"The activities here are going to be
consolidated at other HPlocations," spokeswoman Lynn Wehner said.
The plant makes specialized computer
terminals. Some of the production will be
moved to the plant in Chelmsford while
other aspects will be carried on by a contractor who can do the work cheaper, Wehner
said.
"If another company can do this more
effectively," Wehner said,"we partner with
them where that's appropriate."
A contractor hasn't been chosen. Layoffs will begin in November and should take
18 months.
Employees were told Thursday morning
by company administrators.
"It is our goal to have everybody's job
requirement satisfied," Wehner said.
Wehner wouldn't say how much the
company hopes to save or the cost of operating the plant.
"Our people in Exeter are doing an outstanding job for HP with products that are
well-received by our customers," said
Pierre-Francois Catte, manager of the company's computer systems operations in Exeter and Roseville, Calif. "Our future success requires that we continually look ahead
and make required changes early."

• Accusal

VT. priest faces
assault charges
MOBILE, Ala. (AP) — An Alabama
man claims in a lawsuit that he was sexually
abused 15 years ago while he was an altar
boy by a Roman Catholic priest who now
lives in Vermont.
Attorney Archie Lamb of Birmingham
said he filed the suit for the man,who is now
married and living in Selma.
The suit alleges that the Rev. Nelson
Ziter sexually and physically abused the
man during Ziter's tenure at Our Lady Queen
of Peace in Selma.
Ziter, now 74, lives in Burlington, Vt.
Vaughan Russell,a Selma attorney for Ziter's
religious order, the Society of St. Edmund,
refused to comment on the allegations.
The suit was filed last week in Mobile
County circuit court. The suit names as
defendants Ziter's religious order and other
church officials.
The plaintiff claims he suffers from
post-traumatic stress syndrome, severe
emotional distress and loss of faith in
God.
"This is not anything against the Catholic church. It's not a Catholic issue; it's not
a denominational issue. It's an issue of people's lives," Lamb told the Mobile Register
in a story Thursday.

gripped a small New Hampshire town for
more than a year, arresting a man 16 months
after his wife disappeared and a week after
her skull was found near their home.
James Anderson, 50, was arrested
Wednesday in Cheyenne, Wyo., where he
moved from Florida two weeks ago.
He is charged with second-degree murder in the death of Sheilah Anderson, who
disappeared in Alexandria in June 1993.
Her husband told police she went shopping
in Conway the day before with a friend
named Diane, and never returned.
Police could not confirm the shopping
trip and never found a friend named Diane.
After the disappearance, Anderson slit
his wrists, almost dying, then checked himself into a hospital for alcohol treatment.

were found in their yard. An autopsy
couldn't determine who the person was
or how he or she died, but suspicion
focused on Anderson after neighbors reported seeing him tending the burning
brush the day before he said his wife
went shopping.
Authorities declared it a homicide, but
because of the inconclusive autopsy, they
sent fragments to experts who tried to use
DNA, the body's genetic fingerprint, for
identification.
Thursday, when they confirmed word
from Wyoming that Anderson had been
arrested, New Hampshire officials said the
burned remains were identified as Mrs.
Anderson's.
They also confirmed a skull found in a

Anderson was being monitored, though
he was not named as a suspect, authorities
had said.
The attorney general's office did not say
whether they were planning to arrest Anderson, or whether the identification of the
skull prompted the arrest.
"There was no resisting at all," Cheyenne Police Lt. Marty Luna said of the
arrest. "It went rather well actually, all
things considered.
"We had been working on a plan to get
him over the last couple of days," he said.
Luna said police didn't want to move in
on Anderson while he was at the home with
other people. They followed him when he
left the house alone and stopped him at an
intersection.

How to
interview
with the
Forme500
withouteven
getting out
of
OK,graduate-to-be. You can get up early or you can get Career/NET1'
It's simple: You give us your resume in a personal profile on the disk we
provide. And we guarantee to deliver it to 10,000 employers (including
the Fortune 500) in exactly the form they're looking for. Your Career/NET
enrollment kit—a preprogrammed disk and a booklet of step-by-step
instructions—is $99.95 To be in the next nationwide distribution to
employers, order today Call 1-800-682-8539.

CareeriM
*Plus $4.95 or shipping and handling.
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• Honk

• I see London, I see France...

N.H.to decrease Company perfects
recycled underwear
trucker's tolls
CANTERBURY,N.H.(AP)— As part
ofa plan to get big trucks offsmall roads,the
state has approved a six-month trial to lower
truck tolls.
Truckers with a special credit card will
pay halfthe regular toll,thanks to a proposal
approved Thursday by the Governor and
Executive Council.
The program is designed to increase
safety while reducing congestion and
wear and tear on the smaller roads, said
David Juvet of the New Hampshire chapter of the American Automobile Association and vice chairman of the legislative
group that studied tolls and the turnpike
system.
North Hampton trucker Paul Marston

hailed the move.
"It lowers your costs and increases your
ability to operate more safely, which will
have an effect your insurance rates," he said
in a telephone interview Thursday. "If you
don't make some money some days, you
won't be able to repair the equipment."
Trucks pay about $6.6 million ofthe $48
million collected in tolls each year, said
Leon Kenison, assistant state transporation
commissioner.
He said officials hope more trucks will
use the highways so the state won't lose
any money. He said the program is designed to give trucks the same benefit as
cars, which can used tokens to halve the
cost of their trips.

TODAY'S WEATHER:
Mostly sunny. Highs in the mid to upper 50s.

WOLFEBORO,N.H.(AP)— That bottle
of Mountain Dew that cooled you off in the
summer may keep you warm six months later.
Wickers Sportswear Inc. is working to
lessen both winter's cold and America's landfill use by making thermal underwear and
other products from recycled plastic.
Wickers is among a growing number of
U.S. companies turning recycled plastic into
underwear,T-shirts,backpacks and other products.
Navy blue and Mountain Dew green are
the only colors available for its thermals —
green because of the bottles' color and blue
because that is the only environmentally safe
dye the company has found,said quality control manager Carol Metivier.
In November, the mail-order company
Lands' End will begin selling 100 percent
recycled underwear made by Wickers.
Wickers president and owner Anthony
Ma77Pnga hopes to have the underwear in
specialty shops by August and September.
Tops and bottoms, for men and women, will
sell for $22 each, the same as comparable
thermal underwear made of nonrecycled material.
The Commack, N.Y.-based company
makes its thermals at a Wolfeboro factory
where most of its 75 employees work. It expects to sell about$400,000 worth ofthermals

Food
WEEKEND OUTLOOK:
Saturday...Fair. Lows in the mid 30s. Highs in the 50s.
Sunday...Fair. Lows in the mid 30s. Highs in the mid 50s to
mid 60s.

from page 6

the main goal of the conference, Houtman said.
The topic of water is a worldwide
concern and a concern of the state of
Maine. We are a good resource state and
with the potato industry using conservatory methods of irrigation, we should
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this year.
Overall sales at Wickers have nearly doubled since 1991 and sales this year are projected at$20 million,Ma77Pnga said. He declined
to disclose profit figures for the privately held
company.
The fabric Wickers uses for its thermals
comes from the fiber Fortrel EcoSpun, made
by Wellman Inc., a plastic recycler and polyester producer. The garments are as warm as
thermal underwear madefrom virgin material,
Mazzenga said.
Wellman has been making its recycled
product out of used soda bottles since 1979,
but it wasn't until two years ago that it produced a fiber soft enough for clothing, said
spokeswoman Judith Langan.
Wellman can keep 2.4 billion bottles per
year out of U.S. dumps and another 250 million bottles out of foreign dumps.
Welhnan melts plastic bottles and then
convertsthem to fiber,which it sells to companies that knit or weave it into fabric.
Wellman is the only company to make
fiber from 100 percent recycled goods and
Wickers is the only company to make 100
percent recycled underwear, Langan said.
Last year, two companies bought Wellman's recycled material — Wickers and Patagonia Inc.Today,Wellman sells to atleast70
companies.

think of the impact that it has on the state,
Jemison said.
Water is such an important part of
everyday life,that is pertains to and should
be of interest to everyone, Jemison said.
The teleconference is free and open to
the public.
from page 1

door-to-door," Varner said."She's running
a real down-to-earth,wearing-out-her-shoes
campaign."
Duson's platform includes improving
care for the elderly and job creation. Duson
said she wants to concentrate on sending a
positive message to minorities in Maine.
"I've been very well received and taken
care of in Maine, and I want to pass on the
same welcoming attitude that was extended
to me when I moved here," she said."This is
a diverse community. Black Mainers have
contributed in many ways to the state, and I
wantto belay the myth that Maine is a whitebread community."
As her campaign manager,Varner stresses the fact that Duson will continue to care

for the people she is representing,long after
being elected.
"One ofthe messages that she's trying to
send is that she's a real people-politician,"
Varner said.
Duson recently spoke at the University
of Maine as a part of her campaign. She
hopes to continue reaching out to students
here on campus even after the election.
"I was very happy to be invited to campus," Duson said. "In terms of minority
students,I'm doing all I can to be an extended family for the students who feel like they
don't fit in."
Duson said she has already knocked on
about two thirds ofthe doors in her district and
will continue her campaign up until Nov. 8.

Friday Night, College Night at Cats

Bea
See the Toe
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Orono's Only Underground Record Store
* We now have Phish tickets *
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• Hudson Museum exhibits show native culture

By R. David Tibbetts
Staff Writer
The Hudson Museum is currently featuring not one, but two exhibits dealing with the
cultures of Native-American people during
the 1800s."ILive Not Without Beauty:Plains
Indian Material Culture" is a display of authentic tribal paraphernalia rangingfrom clothing and toys to weapons and utensils.
"His Vision of the People: George Catlin
and PlainsIndians"is a presentation oftwentyfour color lithographs depicting the lives and
rituals ofthe people that called America home
for thousands of years before white men ever
set foot on it.
The work ofGeorge Catlin(1796-1872)is
nothing short of extraordinary. While not a
Native-American, he did develop an intense
interest in the Indian lifestyle. This,combined
with a love of painting, sent him throughout
the mid-west during the 1830s.
Between 1832 and 1836,Catlin visited no
less than 48 different tribes. What he saw and
learned,he preserved in a series oflithographs
and sketches(lithographs werethe early 1800s
equivalent of the photograph).
In all, Catlin produced over 400 lithographs and thousands of sketches. The 24

pictures on display in the Hudson Museum are
from Catlin's first collection,"North American Indian Portfolio," which was presented in
book form.
They are beautiful works. Not only do
they make use of bright, vivid colors and
exacting detail, but mostofthem also contain
a great deal of action and detail. Never,when
you look at one, do you not know what you
are seeing.
Thelithographs arelocated along the ramps
leading to the upper levels ofthe museum.The
exhibit is divided into three parts—each dealing with an important aspect of Indian life:
"The Hunt,""The Horse," and "Customs."
"The Hunt"is the largest ofthe three. Most
ofthe fifteen lithographs in this section examine the relationship between Indian and buffalo. Only two, "Antelope, shooting, decoyed
up" and "Grizzly Bears attacking Indian on
horseback," don't mention buffalo at all.
"The Horse"is a section consisting ofonly
two pictures:"Wild horsesatplay"and"Breaking down the wild horse." "Customs" is a
seven-picture section dealing with such topics
as ceremonial dances, games, and archery
contests.
Where Catlin's paintings are remarkable,
"I Live Not Without Beauty" is a display that

"I Live Not Without Beauty," an exhibit of Native American artifacts, is now

showing at the Hudson museum.(Geyerhahn Photo.)
is simply spectacular. Dozens of artifacts, all
incredibly well preserved, are set up in showcases on the ground floor of the museum.
The exhibit is aptly named. Obviously,
Native-Americans took great pride in what
they made. Almost every item on display is
lavishly decorated with thousands of tiny,
colorful beads. What isn't beaded is either
decorated with dyed quills or painted with
natural pigments.
In fact,the only articles that are not heavily
decorated are some bows and arrows and an
Apache club with a swinging head.

FOR. THE RICORD
Staff Writer
Public Enemy's new work, titled "Muse
Sick-n-Hour Mess Age" bears more than a
passing resemblance to their last two albums.
When people think of Public Enemy, they
tend to think of the activist element they
embody, and in that sense this album is normal. However, it's also the major problem
with the album.
I've always liked Public Enemy, and as
music this album is not really disappointing;
Chuck D is true to form in his awe-inspiring
delivery ofbiting lyrics,and Flavor Flay is still
annoying but necessary in the overall scheme
of things. In "Live and Undruggetl Parts One
& Two" lyrics are thrown furiously at the
listener; in the opening song "Whole Lotta
Love Goin'On In The Middle OfHell"Chuck's
slow but complex lyrics delivered in almost a
drawl serve as a perfect introduction to the
record(which,incidentally, is supposed to be
setin America in the year 1999;David Duke is
president).
The major problem I have with this record
is its incessant need to prove that all black
people are being oppressed. It's an interesting theme(although it's the same one used on
all their other records and many others like
them),but its lack oforiginality is disappointing, especially since PE has always been
considered to be on the forefront of hip-hop
music. It appears that this one issue defines
the whole existence of the group, and as a
result the music seems to get kind of stale
after a while. It's frustrating to see a group
capable of so much musically to spend their
lives on one topic.

What gets me even more about the record
(and the band for that matter) is the whole
attitude surrounding them, best shown in the
press release that came with the record:"Here
again are views of European international
power conspiracies:The destruction ofpeople
ofcolor through the mass distribution ofdrugs
and alcohol..,environmental pollution... miseducation and family corrosion"(Gee, I must
have missed the meeting of the White Male
Oppressors Coalition when we decided to do
all that). The clear attitude is that this is all a
conspiracy and that the group is the savior of
the oppressed. For balance PE also attacks
"blacks who are involved in community destruction".
Whatthis all means is thatPublic Enemy is
considered more of a political organization
than a musical group by many listeners.This is
a rather scary idea since the message is basically "We must stop the senseless oppression of
black people in this country and throughout
the world! Oh,and do you wantto buy a record
or something?" Not that I'm saying the group
has less than clean ideals,Ijust happen to have
a problem with so-called political groups that
happen to convey a message using music, go
on promotional tours to promote themselves,
and coincidentally just happen to sell large
amounts of records for no apparent reason. In
a sense they become examples of the system
they hate so much.
In any case the music itself is pretty good,
it'sjust becoming clear to me that I'm getting
too old for this crap. For white, non-ethnic
teenagers and "generation X-ers" it's a great
album because it's another way to rebel against
parents and authority in general. In closing:
Fight the power, man.

See HUDSON page 11

ON THE SILVER SCREEN
• The Specialist

• Public Enemy "Muse Sick-N-Hour Mess Age"

By Sam Bailey

Clothing,headdressesand moccasins make
up alarge partofthe exhibit.One very interesting combination of Indian and European culture can be found in the form of a man's shirt
with a beaded design inspired byspades,hearts,
clubs and diamonds on playing cards.
The craftsmanship evident in the relics is
incredible. Among the items is a girl's handbag that looks just like a modern-day purse.
The clothing and belt bags look more durable
and useable than those on the market today.

is played annoyingly big in today's movies.
It's unoriginal and colorless.
The movie's only saving grace is Stone.
With all of its hype and star power,"The After "Sliver" and "Intersection," Stone has
finally given a performance that is a worthy
Specialist" self destructs.
The film has a great premise with some follow-up to her breakthrough role in"Basic
of the best work of Sharon Stone's acting Instinct."
career, but it still comes across as being dull.
In"The Specialist,"Stone is again a sexy
Suspense is thrown away for the thrill of the and dangerous woman. She is the ideal, as
explosives, which isn't any thrill at all. In she was in "Basic Instinct," though she is
fact the audience will become quite irritated more vulnerable in this film. With such a
at the movie for showing some of the same great actingjob on the part of Stone,it is too
stuff as other action films. There is nothing bad that the film doesn't complement her.
new here.
There is little action in "The Specialist."
Director Luis Llosa makes the mistake All the time is taken up with gorgeous shots
of thinking that slickness will cover-up any of the two star's bodies, which do nothing
missing action. Audiences will not be fooled, for the plot. The filmmakers seem to forget
and the ill-placed love scenes between the that audiences have seen Stallone and Stone
two stars are a cheap trick to keep audiences without clothes before.
interested. It doesn't work. The film is all
The action does finally appear in the last
style and no bite.
segment of the movie, by which time the
Sylvester Stallone plays a rogue explo- audience has gone through an hour and a
sive expert who agrees to help Stone in her half of a seemingly actionless action movie.
crusade to destroy the organized crime family that killed her parents years before.
Eric Roberts plays the object of Stone's
repulsion. His performance is so stale that it
is evident that Roberts is bored with his
typecasting role in movies.
James Woods plays Sly's arch nemesis.
He is the head of security for the targeted
crime family. When bombs begin to go off,
he knows in an instant that it has to be
Stallone.
FIRESzir
Woods plays his character for laughs,
which at times is a welcome relief to the
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST
dreary film. But his acting starts to become
0 the LJDA lo,e7,1:-)errsce and
A Pub.o. Sel
annoying. Ever since Alan Rickman went
over the top in "Robin Hood," every villain

By Stephen Allan

Staff Writer
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MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
1994/95

PERFORMANCE

SEASON

Tori Amos

An evening with

a wildly original talent who
pours naked emotion into
every song. Her first record,
1992's Little Earthquakes, sold
ver 1 million copies.

Michael Hedges
with special guest

Michael Manring
also appearing

Bela Fleck and the Flecktones
2 spectacular performances in one

Come hear this exceptional
recording artist on Friday,
October 21 at 8 p.m.
$15 General Public / $12 UMaine Students

night! Wednesday, November 9 at
7 p.m.
• Michael Hedges has been named "Best Acoustic
Guitarist" by Guitar Player magazine for three
consecutive years.
• Michael Manring has attracted international,
critical acclaim as"... one of the most innovative
bassists on the planet." — Bass Player magazine
• Bela Fleck and the Flecktones are three-time
Grammy nominees and purveyors of a remarkable
fusion ofjazz and world beat, bluegrass and funk.
$14 General Public / $12 UMaine Students

Co-Sponsored by

THE UNION BOARD
Box Office Hours: M—F 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
and 1 1/2 hrs. before each performance.

For Tickets Call
(207) 581-1755
or 800-MCA-TIXX
TDD/TTY
Service available
through 581-1888

MAINE CENTER
FOR THE
ARTS
The University of Maine
is the state's center of learning,
discovery, and service to the public.
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Hudson

OFF THE SHELF
• "Delusions of Grandma" by Carrie Fisher

her life story, the reader definitely gets the
gist.
Fisher does have a talent as a writer. In
"Delusions of Grandma" (Simon & fact, she is one of the most sought-after
Schuster) by Carrie Fisher offers the reader script doctors in Hollywood today.Her alter
a look back on the past events in the author's ego, main character Cora Sharpe,in "Delulife.
sions" is also a script doctor. Her words are
Narcissistic indulgences have been Fish- priceless.An example ofher ability to stretch
er's expertise since she wrote "Postcards the English language is in the title itself.
from the Edge."In both novels the reader is
The main purpose in reading Fisher's
given a synopsis of what Fisher herself has novels is to enjoy her writing ability. Even if
been up to. She uses fiction to enable herself you are interested with the plot, it is the
to expand on the truth, but the basic idea is writing that makes the reading worthwhile.
still there.
It is evident that Fisher, who confesses to
Fisher's novels are devoured in the com- reading whole books in one sitting, enjoys
munity of Hollywood, where the rich and the endless possibilities of the English lanfamous try to figure out who, among the guage.
characters, is who.
The plot for "Delusions of Grandma"
The main character ofFisher's three nov- could be found in the gossip pages a few
els,the second being "Surrender the Pink,"is years back. Fisher tells the story ofher affair
always another form of Fisher herself. In with a certain Hollywood agent, with whom
"Postcards from the Edge,"the main charac- she had a baby. Of course, the names have
ters a struggling actress who is trying to stay been changed.
on her feet and deal with her famous mother
Cora Sharpe is a sought-after script docafter going through drug rehab.
tor who meets an entertainment lawyer, with
This probably didn't take much imagi- whom she falls in love. The two have a long
nation since Fisher, whose films include the relationship, but finally break apart. Cora
"Star Wars" trilogy, is herself a recovered then finds that she is pregnant.
drug addict. Her mother is also Debbie ReyLike"Postcards from the Edge,"the narnolds.
rative is sometimes interrupted. In "Post"Surrender the Pink" and "Delusions of cards" it was interrupted by,whatelse,postGrandma" deviate from Fisher's life a little cards written by the narrator.In"Delusions"
more,but her stories are still highly autobio- it is letters written by Cora to her unborn
graphical. "Surrender" was about Fisher's baby. The letters offer advice and explanagetting over of her ex-husband, singer Paul tion to the unborn child.
Simon.
Fisher has yet to top her first novel,
Fisher was once asked why she didn't "Postcards from the Edge." Although "Desimply write non-fiction books. Her reply lusions of Grandma" does come close at
was that she didn't have the memory for it. times to capturing the same feel as "PostFor not having the memory for recreating cards," it ultimately does not.

By Stephen Allan

Staff Writer

from page 9

Even more breathtaking is the artistry that
went into the articles. In the hands of the
Native-Americans,even such basic utensils as
ladles and scrapers are transformed into works
of art. Looking at them, it is hard to imagine
that these were everyday objects that were
used for everyday tasks.
"His Vision ofthe People"and"I Live Not

Mount

Asugarloaf/usa
10 Waterville Valley

limited.
is
time
Play
So is cash.
either one.
waste
We won't

Wherever your school is located
you're probably less than 90 minutes
from all the excitement of the best
snow resorts in the east - challenging
steeps, bumps you won't believe, halfpipe thrills and action that doesn't
stop when the sun goes down. Now
you can get all this for just $27 a day
- a 40% savings over the daily price!

TEN IN SEVEN

Monique's Top Ten Things To Do In The Next Seven Days Here At UMaine.
10. Learn to talk like a Muppet.Practice all
5. Call your folks and friends back home.
week long,on everyone you meet
Send them letters written on the best wall panphlets and notices you can find on campus.
9. Go fishing like you are just a little kid
again,with a stick,string,opened saftey pin and
4. Daydream about going away for spring
a gun-1mi worm. So maybe you won't catch break Look at all those silly tour deals posted
anything, but you'll have fun.
everywhere and think of how to get the money.
8. Have a campfire party! Sing silly songs
and play all those camping games you've been
iying to play for the last six years,(like spin the
)ottle.) Make up more interesting verses for
`Kumbya."
7. Pick someone that you know to do nice
_flings for (like leave fun stuff on their door or
Jut a card under thier windshield wipers,) but
ion'ttell them. Possibly nevertell them,just let
them wonder and feel loved,
6. Go outside and pile up lots ofleaves and
then jump through them with wild abandon.
Bringfriends andhave aleafbattle. Carry home
the winner on your shoulders.

3.Pretend it is spring break Grab the radio,
clearouta spot,puton the bathing suitsand break
out the potatosalad and other summerfoods and
imaginethat you are in Lauderdale.Makeexotic
topical drinks (those are non-alcoholic for all
you under 21-ers.) Hang up pictures of tropical
places and gaze at them as you party.
2. Go to the planetarium to see a show (get
some useoutofye oldestudentID.)There are alot
ofneatthings going on overthere anditisthe40th
anneversaxy too so you really should check it out
1. Getsomerope and teach yourselfhow to
lasso so you can amaze your friends and family
(and the you'll be all ready to be Wyatt Earp or
John Wayne this Halloween.)

Old Town House of Pizza
Restaurante

Without Beauty" are great exhibits that celebrate the Native-American life the way that
few displays could. Take time out from your
busy schedule to go over and give them the
examination that they deserve.
The Hudson Museum is open Tuesday
through Friday,9a.m.to 4 p.m.,and Saturday
and Sunday, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Just purchase the Extra Credit Card
for $30, then get a one-day or
multi-day ski pass at Killington,
Mount Snow, Sugarloaf or
Waterville Valley* for just $27 a day.**

72 lifts
443 trails

If you've never skied or snowboarded,
and have always wanted to learn, get
a complete package (lower mountain
lift ticket, lesson, and equipment)
for the same $27 a day.
Don't waste another minute, call

10 mountains

1.800.9.SKIERS (1.800.975.4377) to

order your extra credit card today!

627-6144 or 6157
FAX YOUR ORDER
827-8548

5 halfpipes

Old Town Plaza- Next to YMCA
Hours: Mon. - Sat. 10 am. - 12 am. Sun. 10 am. - 10 p.m.

4 snowboard parks

2 Small Cheese Pizza's
186 miles of terrain

2Large Cheese Pizza's Plus One Topping
One Coupon per Customer
riot Valid With Any Other Offer

EXPIRES December 31, 1994

J

*Whether the Extra Credit Card is honored at Waterville Valley this season rv
conditional on Waterville Valley becoming a S•K•kowned ski area.
**Some restrictions apply. Must be a full-time college student.
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Editorial Ptie
• Column

A column about
0.j.
Jason McIntosh
Yeah, yeah, I know... but, look, we at the Campus are trying
to look at least a little bit like a mainstream newspaper,and we'd
come nowhere near this goal if we didn't carry at least one
editorial about this business before the National Enquirer prints "Aw,Just Forget
It" as a front-page headline.
Which leads me to my bit: I can't figure why anyone at all should get sick of the
O.J. case.
To me, it all meshes in just fine with the human psyche. If it didn't, the media
wouldn't waste their valuable time and money on something they knew they
couldn't waste ours on. I think it's part of a large, complex, stupid formula,
consisting of a silent, irritating majority, and a noisy, annoying minority.
As anyone who's taken ECO 120 has probably forgotten by now, Adam Smith,
the granddaddy of modern economics, theorized that an "invisible hand" would
always make sure that demand and supply in the marketplace would be at some
sort of equilibrium. I say that there's a similar force at work within the strange
relationship shared by the mass media and their mass audience. Given the reputation of the media as being down and dirty with the facts by some,and merely in the
gutter by others, I'll call it the Invisible Foot.
This Foot is a driving force being unwittingly controlled by a majority made
silent by the amount of metaphysical pork rinds stuffed into its mouths. These are
the great unwashed, couch-sitting, infotainment-absorbing masses of America
some of you may have heard about.
On the other hand,eloquent people, those who are more apt to not give two bits
about any of this stuff, are often quite vocal about their views. Though the media
often welcomes and publishes their thoughts, since they have to look for balance
even in the middle of a blood-and-guts feeding frenzy, these people are themselves little Invisible Pebbles as far as stopping the Invisible Foot is concerned. Or
they may act as Invisible Marbles,slipping up the Foot and giving at an extra boost
down the Invisible Sidewalk.
Complicating things further is a sort of ratio the media uses, perhaps unconsciously, to compare the Footsters with the Pebbles/Marbles. For every person in
the nation cultured enough to not give a flying fajita about celebrity mishaps, the
advertisers figure, there's got to be, what, twenty who aren't? And for every
person writing a letter of complaint, there may be a thousand like them who aren't.
So, one letter to the editor saying "I'm sick of this" translates to perhaps tens of
thousands keening,"More!"
And even then, you've got to figure that most of the complainers must have
inhuman willpower to act as they say, due to the difficulty of the task: if you see a
squashed raccoon along the side of the road with its entrails splayed everywhere,
you turn your head towards it as you drive by, don't you? More!
But, like any muscle, the Foot grows tired after going down the same route for
too long, and the story, once in 48-point type, or leading Brokaw's nightly list of
events, gets pushed further down the medium.
Eventually it will trip and fall on its Invisible Face, where it will come to rest
and forever remain within the domain of savvy pop-culture pundits when making
"remember when" references to aging Generation-X types some decades from
now.
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• EDITORIAL

No means No, Dean
"Women have told me they like the drama of saying no".."If you were to stop as a male at the
point you hear the first no,and said,'hey,let's discuss this' that would ruin it for the male."..."Males
and females both know that you start a process by saying 'no' when everyone knows you
are
going to say 'yes"..."Saying no does not necessarily mean..."
Archaic statements like these may be typical in a men's locker room, at a local men's club or
even a fraternity house. But are these reasonable statements (or even thoughts) for a university
official?
In a panel discussion aired on WMEB radio during Rape Awareness Week,the Assistant Vice
President and Dean of Student Services, Dean Rideout, expressed some startling opinions on
rape, women and how women should be treated. The statements above are direct quotes from
Rideout.
Many people in this world(and at this university) believe in the old fashioned ideas mentioned
above. Although the statements may not be politically correct, people can hold to their opinions
on any subject. Once a citizen takes an authoritative position, his or her right to voice their
opinions also changes.
When someone takes a position of authority, whether in a university or in the business world,
they are a representative of that institution during business hours or during business events. The
person in a position of authority must put personal feelings aside for the sake of the institution he
or she works for.
At the panel discussion, Dean Rideout represented the administration of the University of
Maine. When Rideout accepted the job of dean, he also accepted the responsibility to uphold all
the rules, regulations and policies of the university. Rideout has the right, outside of business
hours at any time, to express his archaic opinions about rape. However, once he comes to work,
Rideout should adopt the positions of the university.
By supporting Rape Awareness Week, UMaine made it a policy to support women and rape
victims. By making the above statements, Rideout belittled the women on campus, confused the
issues of rape and most importantly sent the antiquated message to people outside of the
university that UMaine's administration is not sensitive to women's issues.
Rideout, who talks to fraternities about rape, left members of the panel and audience members
curious about the administrations true feelings of Rape Awareness Week.
UMaine is a school based on tradition and old-fashioned values, and UMaine tries to bring all
of its programs, rules and policies up to date. Dean Rideout is still in the dark ages, however.
Although Rideout may have attended school when the statements he made were the norm,times
have changed and women need the respect and support of their administration. By supporting and
believing in women's judgement, a campus can only be a more equal, a more safe and a more
educated place to attend school.
Although Rape Awareness Week does its best to dispel old fashioned ideas about sex and rape,
the message is obviously not very clear. The coordinators of the week should take this as an alarm
that people at this university still are not getting the message.
Just to clear up any confusion about rape, sex or women:
-When a woman says no, she means no.
-Women do not enjoy the drama of saying no.
-Women have a strong enough mind and voice to know what they do and do not
want to do
with their bodies.
-As males, if you do not stop when a women says no, you may commit a rape.
-Sex is a mutual agreement which should not be entered into lightly.
How can an institution expect to change its own attitudes when those in charge
have a
caveman mentality? Rape Awareness Week will be useless if those in power are not smart enough
to understand the message.

Exercise yourfreedom ofspeech write a letter or a guest column
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On The Record...
"We have women now so I'd hate to do anything too strict."
Konstantin Koster, president of the UMaine Karate Club, on
changes that have been made in the club to accommodate its first
female members.

• Column

"I don't doubt Harvey Prager is brilliant. He
ran a major international drug business for a
number of years. You don't do that being a
moron."

Sheep in Hippie's Clothing

-Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood, on efforts to get the
controversial State Supreme Court's new law clerk removed.

By M. Jon Rinaldi
A friend of mine told me about a conversation he overheard the other day on the steps
of the Memorial Union. Two or three people,"hackies," "hippies," "crunchies," whatever
they're called nowadays, were sitting around smoking butts and basically getting in the
way of people who wanted to get into the Union. One turned to the other and said, "I'm
bored, let's do something."
"I know, let's join a frat," said the second.
"No way duuude, I got better things to do with my time," said the first, as he lit another
cigarette and continued to be a nuisance by remaining on the steps.
When I first heard the story, I got a little chuckle out of it. As I thought more about it,
however, I got very angry at the closed-mindedness of this person. I thought the w.hole
hippie/crunchy ideal was that people were supposed to be accepting of one another.
Apparently that is not the case.
I know this is an isolated conversation involving just a few people, but I think it goes a
little farther than that. I don't like to stereotype people, but it seems to me and other
friends that a lot of these type of people exclude as many people as any fraternity.
If you don't wear the expensive fleece, carry the right knapsack with requisite dangling
coffee mug, wear your Birks or Docs, own some sort of stupid hat, smoke butts, and you
do shower on a regular basis, then you can't be part of the clique.
A female friend of mine told me that she found people much more friendly at the
fraternity houses she visited than at the houses of people leading "alternative lifestyles."
In my own fraternity experience, I found that I met many more people than I would have
had I lived in a dorm or an off-campus apartment. Some I liked, some I could care less
about.
I never judged anyone on whether they were or weren't a Greek, I judged them by their
actions and what I saw, not some preconceived notion I had. Not to say some of my
brothers didn't do those things - I admit they did. But we had a relatively diverse house as diverse as you can have in northern Maine.
I don't want to be a cheerleader for the fraternity system. I'm just saying that people
who profess to be so open-minded should practice what they preach. While I'm sure that
there are many people who live alternative lifestyles that are very accepting of others, I'm
sure there are just as many out there who have decided to be a hacky because they want to
piss their parents off and they have daddy's credit card. These "trustafarians" are the ones
who really make me laugh. You know, in five or six years when they graduate, they'll be
the first to jump on the yuppie bandwagon, wearing three piece suits, selling insurance.
It's true, I've seen it happen before.
It's trendy now, in some circles, to be considered a hippie, or at least look like one. If
you're going to go this route, try to let some of the old hippie ethic rub off as you put on
that $300 Patagonia fleece and take the next drag on your Camel filter. The real hippies
professed to be open-minded towards all people, not just the ones who looked like them.
My advice would be to get up off the steps of the Union and maybe meet some people
who are little different than yourselves. Failing that, would you please just move off the
steps so people could get by.
M. Jon Rinaldi is a staff writer with The Maine Campus.

Editorial Policy
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of ideas among
members of the university community. Letters to the editor should be no longer than
250 words. Guest Columns should be approximately 600 words. Unsigned and anonymous letters will not be published without a compelling reason. All submissions will
be edited for length, taste and libel. Direct inquiries to the Opinion Editor at 581-1270.

"I support the president's actions. I'd just as
soon not see us having to go back."
-Maj. Dave Larry, ofthe Maine Army National Guard.

"It's more like front-row seats in the courtroom."
- Fort Worth Star-Telegram Editor James Witt, on the rewardfor
a "readers'panel" to be commenced by the paper to comment on the
daily O.J. Simpson court proceedings.

"To the extent that we take part in this evil,
we will answer to God, and may God have
mercy on us all."
Former Presbyterian minister Paul Hill, to the jury hearing
charges related to the shooting ofDr. John Britton and his volunteer
escort.

"What matters is whether their breakfast
foods are good, and they are."
-Aunt Jemima spokeswoman Gladys Knight, on the controversy
over the company's logo.

"I would have thought that if the First
Amendment stood for anything at all it stood
for my right to put out a flyer on a street
corner on an issue I felt strongly about without identifying myself."
-Justice Sandra Day O'Connor, on arguments before the Supreme
Court regarding identification on campaign literature.

"All we are asking for is that you identify
yourself and then say whatever you want."
-Attorney Andrew Sutter, arguing before the Supreme Court, on
the same issue.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Patric Walker

North Wing

By Ryan Peary

For Friday, October 15
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
1 ow NEED TO COMPROMISE
Ms( PRINCIPLES, BECAUSE THEY
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THE FUSCO BROTHERS

by J.C. Duffy
LANCE,I REALLY WISH
YOU'D CoVER YOUR FACE.

WHEN I SNEEZE?
BE

A 1111111'

THE FUSCO BROTHERS
you KNow, RaLF, I'VE REALLY LEARNED
A LOT LATELY Asovr PEoPLE'S SELFLESS NE SS IN THE FACE OF PERSONAL.
SUFFERING.
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by J.C. Duffy

TO KEEP ME FROM CATCHING
THEIR MYSTERIOUS 2.4 -HOUR
DATES HAVE
VIRUSES,
BEEN DENYING

my

'THEMSELVES
THE THRILL
OF MY
LIPS.

Planetary activity seems to be bringing domestic matters to a head, and you probably feel
apprehensive and insecure. Honesty in your
dealings with others over the next few months
will ensure that a major move can be put into
operation without further delay.
ARIES(March 21- April 19): Challenging planetary aspects may bring about problems with partners or business associates. You
mustfind ways to alter your position or stance,
because what cannot bend must surely break.
TAURUS(April 20- May 20): So much
seems to be going on behind the scenes, you
probably feel like an outsider. Rest assured,
however, that the plans of others are about to
backfire and then place you in a more realistic
position to cleat with ongoing problems at work.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Harsh
realities and unhappy experiences may be creating situations you would rather forget. Once
the challenging aspects begin to wane,however, you will emerge wiser, stronger and undaunted by emotional of financial upsets.
CANCER(June 21 - July 22): Keep your
head held high and your emotions firmly in
check if partners of loved ones now appear to
have second thoughts about long-term commitments. An unusual aim ofevents will make you
realize that certain rules now need to clarified.
LEO(July 23- Aug.22): Intense planetary
activity related to the working pattern of your life
is not likely to promote clear and constructive
thinking. Be sure to give colleagues the benefitof
the doubt and accept some sort ofcompromise.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept 22): Planetary
conflicts seem to be posing plenty of questions
but providing very few answers. On the other
hand, you now have a wonderful opportunity to
convey in a forthright manner what most needs
to be said to those who most need to hear it.
LIBRA(Sept23- Oct.22): There really is
more to life than arguing with friends and loved
ones. It would seem, however, that you can
only progress further now by unloading certain
domestic responsibilities on others and by disposing of unnecessary personal obligations.
SCORPIO(Oct.23- Nov.21): You have
a lot on your plate at the moment, and much
depends on the outcome to secret discussions.
But whatever you hope to accomplish,remember that worry never robs tomorrow of its
sorrow but only saps today of its strength.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec.21): h is a
time to keep friendship and finances well apart.
Over the past few months, you've lost out in
more ways than one by giving others sympathy
and support. Now,however, you have choice
other than to protect your own interests.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22- Jan. 19): Planetary influences appear to have brought personal
or professional problems to a head. Before making any major decisions, however,ensure that all
the facts are accurate and that yourjudgement is
not being colored by gossip or conjecture.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 - Feb. 18): Because
there are so many planetary influences at the
sensitive mid-heaven point of your solar chart,
the best way to avoid any further conflicts over
career or professional issues is to take the line of
least resistance and sit loosely in the saddle oflife.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Your
patience may be taxed to the limit by the unreasonable behavior of a colleague or close
companion. There is too much at stake, however, for you to lose control or even consider
throwing in the towel over a joint financial
arrangement, business or property matter.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Patric Walker
For Saturday, October 3
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: No
one can hold a candle to you at the moment.
Even the most difficult situations can be used to
your advantage. So use them. What you have
are gifts to be utilized to the fullest, notjust for
your benefit but also for the good of others.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): You simply cannot gauge ofpredict how partners,friends
or companions will behave. What is apparent,
however, is that whatever conflicts arise, you
will instinctively know how to handle them.
TAURUS(April 20- May 20): Make the
most of current planetary activity to reassure
certain individuals of your honesty and loyalty. Above all, refuse to become involved in
any further power struggles with loved ones or
business associates, no matter who says what
or how much appears to be at stake.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Your life
seems to be undergoing a series of changes,
due to circumstances beyond your control. But
they are all for the good. For too long you have
encountered rebuffs at work. Now, however,
it is time to make your move.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Stunning
planetary aspects signify that you ought to be on
the threshold ofsome kind ofmajorchange,which
acids an extra dimension to your life. Putan end to
ongoing personal wranglesand make the mostofa
whole new phase related to affairs ofthe heat
LEO (July 23 - Aug.22): You can begin
to clarify or remove much or the confusion that
has been overshadowing your life. You are
entering a new phase. Think of this as the
beginning of a completely new era of you life,
and you won't be far off the mark.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): What lies
ahead is not as important as what is taking
place close at hand. Current planetary activity
is removing what has to be altered or discarded
so that your voice can be heard. Remember
that destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a
matter of choice.
LIBRA (Sept. 23- Oct 22): You may be
showered with praise and tempting offers — some
of which could provide a unique way to capitBli7e
on yourtalents and enterprises. Butthe mostimportantthing to remember is thatlife is nota problem to
be solved but a reality to be experienced
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): Discard
anything which doesn't live up to your expectations. Others may think that you're willing
to settle for second best, but you are now in a
position to prove that no crisis can threaten or
deter you any longer.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): You
have reason to count your blessings and realize
that each situation and every feeling has a slightly different hue. Planetary influences signify
that in spite of emotional or financial uncertainties, life is still very much what you make it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): A
memorable planetary setup makes it clear that
the world is getting better, not worse. You
must accept that whatfate seems to be offering
you,in terms of your secret desires, is the best
deal you could possibly hope for.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): You are
being trained totake on an importantrole. You must
be willing to meet each new day and each new
person with hopeful anticipation. Planetary activity
signifies both professional and personal sw'ss.
PISCES(Feb. 19 - March 20): It's time to
spread your wings and go in search of new challenges to conquer. Your solarchart at the moment
denotes change,adventure and excitement. In fact,
seldom have you been so confident that whatever
you attempt will turn out successful
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 Day in
Hollywood
6 Like a V.P.
10 Hula hoops,
mood rings, etc
14 Live
15 Talk drunkenly
16 Revise
17 Like Macaulay
Culkin, in a
1990 movie
19 Mr. Mostel
20 Diner signs
21 The Boston
23 Sense of self
24-- Moines
26 One of the

Greats

28 Loathed
33 Zilch
34 Egyptian deity
35 Jeanne d'Arc
and others:
Abbr.
37 Asp
ai Straddlers spot
44 Ordinary talk
45 Roman "fiddler"
46 Composer
Thomas
47 Western Indian
49 Hair Curls
51 Cheerleader's
prop
54 Kind of nut or
brain
55 Live
56 Verne captain
59 Cut in a hurry

63 Poses

65 Intersection
concern
68 Mound
69 Tickled-pink
feeling
70 Declaim
71 Confederate
72 Paradise
73 Big books

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

2

3

4

5

DOWN
1 N.J. neighbor
2 Plow pullers
3 Abundant
4 Ratio words
5 Bleachers
6 Mary Kay of
cosmetics
7 Hog filler?
8 Certain wrestler
9 Boring tool
10 Turk topper
ti Run like
12 Somber tune
13 Remained firm
18 Trypanosome
carrier
22 Divide the pie
25--fire (ignite)
27 Certain
wallpaper
design
28 Dewy
29 Eastern V.I P.
30 FUSS
31 Finishes
32 Postpone

6

7

8

9

10

14
17

liii

1111

21

111

29

30

41

31
35

44

51
55

127
32

42
11I

23

26
125

28

33
36

13

111

1122

24

12

19

18UIIi

20

11

16
15111

34

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
CARE
PALEFACE
CH I EN
I SADORAS
CHARMS
ZWI EBACK
ZORBA
AZAN
CH I
ELI AKAZAN
SHEM
CLOSEST
GO I NTO
ABBESS
HATE
TED
JOCUZZ I
OLE
POPLAR
META
UPRISE
OBERLIN
REEL
MOTORBOAT
NOIRE
I NE
BUOY
KANSAS
STMOR I TZ
KNEES
TO! L ET TE
KISS
SGEDLESS

1

No.0822

III
38

37

11

39

40

UUIU 11111

46
48111
45III
49 v.50
47 1

52

53

III54 II
56

57

58

59

61

62

160
67
63 1164
68

III

651166
70
69111
72

71111
Puzzle by Sidney L. Robbins

36 Not a one-panel
cartoon
38 Yawn inducer
39 Go into
hysterics
40 Soft drinks
42 Pretend
43 "I'm telling the
truth!"
48 Appear
50 Awkward bloke
51 Bygone title

73

1111

1111

60 Dated hairdo
52 Bay window
53 Kind of detector 61 Did laps in the
pool
57 Fine,
62 Abhor
temperature
64 Mata Hari, e.g.
wise
ss Convex/concave 66 Hatcher
molding
67 Favorable vote

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656 (75C each minute).

PerscnalAstrolowansultaticnsbyr-1.1ephcne
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Candidates debate
• Hillary comes to Maine
• Sportsmans Alliance defends King choice
•Sexual assualt

• Campaign '94

Dexter
at bus

Four 2nd district candidates square off

assualted
p-off

AUGUSTA,Maine(AP)— The major him."
holders "are controlled by the system,"
For his part, Baldacci boasted that he said. For voters seeking change,"the
DEXTER,(AP)— A 7-year-old girl party candidates for Maine's 2nd Conwas chased down and sexually assaulted gressional District seat jousted sporadi- his campaign was designed to "in- Green party fills that need."
after getting off a school bus with two cally Thursday night, but spent at least as clude more and more people in the
Michael,a term limits advocate,spoke
much time absorbing criticism from two political process."
friends, police said.
with trademark emphasis when he
Meanwhile, Charles FitzGerald and pledged to "kick Congress's rear end
The three girls were cutting through the independents who accused them of being
John Michael took turns deriding Bal- like they have never had their rear end
parking lot behind the DexterShoe building captives of special interests.
Democrat John Baldacci and Republi- dacci and Bennett for accepting large kicked."
when the assailant gave chase about 3 p.m.
Wednesday,said Cpl. Allen Emerson from can Richard Bennett sparred over the fed- contributions from political action comBaldacci, a restaurant manager from
eral deficit and their voting records on the mittees.
the Dexter Police Department.
Bangor,and Bennett, a former executive
Responding to a question about the director of the state GOP and small busiThe man caught the youngest girl, state sales tax during a 90-minute debate
desirability of a two-party system, both nessman from Norway, both emerged
threw her down in some tall grass and televised by WGME.
As Baldacci cited three years of re- FitzGerald and Michael said they sup- from crowded primary fields to qualify
jumped on top of her,but the man quickly
fled after the others screamed, Emerson duced deficits and credited federal policy ported the concept, but believed the cur- for the general election.
for "going in the right direction," Ben- rent system effectively fostered only one.
said. The victim suffered bruises.
Concluding his sixth state Senate
"Republicrats," said FitzGerald in term, Baldacci topped a seven-way
"All the kids started screaming, and nett blamed him for failing to vote to
he finally ran to his pickup truck and took phase out the 1-cent state sales-tax in- dismissing the party nominees, making Democratic primary contest. Bennett,
crease on time and called it a typical use of mockery employed regularly by wrapping up his second term in the
off," he said.
Police were seeking the assailant and occasion when "promises were not kept." members of the unofficial, environmen- state House of Representatives, bested
Bennett maintained the deficit prob- talist Green Party he represents.
his companion. Witnesses said someone
three primary rivals.
"We don't have any choice now,
in a truck fitting the description provided lem remained untamed, and Baldacci said
Michael, who describes himself as a
by police had asked for directions to the he would stand by his budget-balancing it's all a racket which has been taken one-time Democratic loyalist turned off
tax vote as preferable to a Bennett-fa- from us," said Michael,a six-term state by the party's embrace of big money,
border Wednesday night.
Police said today they had received vored alternative that he implied would representative from Auburn who won and FitzGerald, a small business owner
his elections to the House as a Demo- from Atkinson, repeatedly reached comnumerous reports of possible sightings of have raided the state retirement system.
During their on-and-off give and take, crat.
the truck at points across the state,but none
mon ground in their attacks on the major
FitzGerald, in urging community- parties.
ofthe leads had panned out by midmorning. Bennett even asserted that his hikes
The incident happened just 300 yards through the sprawling northern Maine based approaches to economic developThe four candidates are vying to
from the homes of the three children, district were a superior form of campaign- ment, echoed Michael in ranking cam- claim a seat held by Republicans for
Emerson said. The only witnesses were ing to the spaghetti suppers hosted by paign finance reform as the paramount more than two decades, and by GOP
three girls,ages 7,8 and 9,and some other Baldacci, in that he sought out voters political issue of the day.
senatorial candidate Olympia Snowe
while Baldacci "asks people to come see
Democratic and Republican office- for the last 16 years.
children, he said.

• Now what

Mitchell may give occasional
Bowdoin lectures

9",

PORTLAND, (AP) — Sen. George
Mitchell said Thursday he may step in
front of a chalkboard when he leaves the
majority leader's rostrum at year's end.
"When I went to Bowdoin,my goal was
to become a history teacher. I got sidetracked for a few years," he said at a news
conference.
Several universities have approached
Mitchell about lecturing. Mitchell told reporters in Portland that he'd be interesting in

"•••
1
91111

4P.

411tit

delivering lectures from time to time.
"It's something I've always wanted to do
and the opportunity may present itself, at
least on an occasional basis."
Mitchell, who surprised congressional colleagues and his Maine constituents
when he announced his retirement from
Congress earlier this year, also said he's
completing work on a new book about the
battle between communism and democracy.

Faculty and Staff

EIRTMI1N VS PREDATOR

BL000MI1TCH
THIS TIME, EVEN THE
HUNTERS AREN'T SAFE.
DC Comics and Dark Horse present the eagerly awaited
sequel to the blockbuster BATMAN VS. PREDATOR.
A four-issue miniseries starting in October. ,4•Ho
0 1994 DC Comics, Dad, Horse Comics. Inc and Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation.

romo-4.

droAtett
570 Selhvater Avenue • Bangor, Maine 04491 •(207) 947-5802

Comics ear(207) 729-925S
avir
100 Lemskamar Uiasor
Zoprithare...Moira.04086

BONUS! 10% OFF ANY DC COMIC BACK ISSUE
WITH A COPY OF THIS AD!

—.7,000 mutual funds, 2,000 insurance companies all claiming
#1 this and #1 that. Who can you turn to for objective financial advice to help you chart your course to a secure retirement?
Your Crew
Firstmark
Maine's Premier
Independent Financial
Services Company

Your Captain
Brian Bernatchez
Specialist in
retirement planning
for professionals in
higher education

Plan to attend Brian's information reception on Tuesday,
September 20,6- 8 p.m., at the Black Bear Inn. Space is limited.
Call Gloria Blair-Chapman for reservations today at 1-800-274-3476.
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ANNOUNCINIC
1111-1 DISCOVER® CARO
$25NEW HOMER

(Hurry,it won't be here for long.)

Apply for the Discover® Card
by November 10.
Spend $75. Get $25 backk:
NO Annual Fee.
MEMBER

ONUS NETWORK 01994 Greenwood Trust Company, Member FDIC

Discover Card applications received by 11/10/94,that are approved and enrolled between 9/21 and 11/21/94.
*This offer valid for
made by 3/31/95. Cash advances/balance transfers excluded. Offer limited to one rebate per account.
Offer valid for purchases

If YOU DON'T GOT IT,
GET IT!

WHERE TO CO 10CET IT:
Memorial Union Lobby,9am - 5pm, Monday thru Wednesday, October 17-19
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• Fins vs. claws

• Brennan

Lobstermen want restrictions
on net-using fishermen

First Lady stumps for
Maine Democrats

PORTLAND,(AP) — With New England groundfish stocks in decline, lobstermen are concerned that otherfishermen may
raid the more abundant lobster population.
Maine currently prohibitsfishermenfrom
catching lobsters. But lobstermen wantlaws
all across New England to restrict how many
lobsters fishermen can catch in their nets.
The debate over restrictions has taken on
a greater sense of urgency as the region's
traditional groundfish species like cod and
haddock have become depleted by the region's fishing fleet.
"Look what they've done to groundfish," said David Cousens, president of the
Maine Lobstermen's Association."They've
targeted fish and there aren't any left. It
doesn't take a rocket scientist to figure out
they can wipe out (lobsters), too."
New federal lobster laws are being developed and will be passed next year. The new
laws are designed to reduce pressure on lobsters because they have been deemed scientifically as "overfished," which means that
the amount oflobster being taken is such that
the population cannot sustain itself.
One option that lobstermen favor is to

restrict how many lobsters fishermen can
catch per trip. The lobstering industry wants
a limit of no more than 200 pounds per trip;
fishermen now often bring thousands of
pounds to shore on a single fishing trip.
The issue will be a contentious one as
lobstermen and fishery regulators work on
new lobster laws in the coming months.
Catching lobsters with nets is illegal in
many places around the world. In Maine,it
has been illegal since 1961 for netfishermen
to bring lobsters to shore.
But in the rest of New England,groundfishermen each year catch hundreds ofthousands — and perhaps millions — oflobsters
in their nets. They can legally bring them to
ports in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New
Hampshire, Connecticut and the eastern
shore of Long Island, N.Y.
Howard Nickerson, executive director
of the Offshore Mariners Association, a
fishing organization in New Bedford,Mass.,
said fishermen historically have been able to
keep whatever they catch.
"We've never had a law against it and I
don't think we ever will, because I'll fight
it," he said.

• King

SAM president defends
controversial endorsement
AUGUSTA,(AP)— The president of the
Sportsman's Alliance of Maine said Thursday
that its endorsement of independent Angus
King for governor was not influenced by the
fact its executive director is a paid political
consultant to King.
"Our board is very independentin its thinking," said James Gorman.
SAM,the state's largestsportsman's group,
originally did not take sides in the four-way
race.Instead,three weeks ago,it gave grades to
threecandidates—Kingand Republican Susan
Collins got A's, while Democrat Joseph Bren
International Students
DV-1 Greencard Program, by U.S. Immigration. Greencards provide U.S.
permanent resident status. Citizens of almost all countries are allowed.

For info & forms:
New ERA Legal Services
20231 Stagg St, Canoga Park, CA 91306
Tel: (818)772-7168;(818)998-4425

RESEARCH
INFORMATION
Largest Library ofinformation in U.S..
all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD

ORDERING
HOT LINE

800-351-0222

01 (310) 477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322Idaho Ave., # 206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

PORTLAND,(AP)— Hillary Rodham
Clinton congratulated Mainers for their independent spirit on Thursday, but urged
them to vote for the Democrats in the upcoming election.
"I know Maine is an independent sort of
state. The people are independent and I like
that because I'm kind of an independent
person, too," Mrs. Clinton said at a fundraiser for gubernatorial candidate Joseph
Brennan.
"But what is at stake in this race ... is way
beyond party affiliation," the first lady said.
"This race is about who can get thejob done
to make Maine work."
According to recent polls, Brennan's
leading opponent is independent Angus
King.
Mrs.Clinton said that Brennan and President Clinton have similar philosophies when
it comes to creating jobs.
"They both believe in helping people,in
using the government, not as an obstacle,
not as a burden, but as a partner with business and labor and citizens so that we can all
do better together," she said.
While Mrs.Clinton campaigned for Brennan and Democratic Senate candidate Rep.
Tom Andrews,the Republican governor of
New Jersey was less than a block away
campaigning for GOP gubernatorial candi• Term

nan got a C —and declined to grade independent Jonathan Carter.
But last week, after the release of polling
that showed Collins running a distant third
behind Brennan and King, the SAM board
decided that Collins could not win and that
endorsing King could help him beat Brennan.
The vote to do so was unanimous with one
abstention.
The endorsement focused new attention on
the fact that SAM's executive director, George
Smith,has received more than$7,000from King
through Smith's firm, Mainely Marketing.
Smith said he wasnotinvolvedinthe board's
decision and that he merely works as an "independent contractor" for SAM.
"They'rejustone ofmy clients," hesaid."I
am free (to pursue other consultant work) as
long as I avoid conflicts within SAM. My
contract specified that if they endorsed some
other candidate, that I would stop working for
Angus and he knew that. I stayed out of the
process."
The other candidates were skeptical.
"Ithink a lot ofpeople are raising questions
about the endorsement," said Brennan."To a
lot of people, it looks like inside politics by
someone who's allegedly on the outside."

date Susan Collins.
Gov. Christine Todd Whitman, in a
WCSH television interview,said her advice
to Collins was "to keep on the course that
she's on."
Collins is widely believed to be trailing
both Brennan and King in Maine'sfour-way
governor's race. But Whitman, who won a
come-from-behind victory in 1993, placed
Collins "exactly where I was this time last
year ... not quite as far behind as I was told
that I was."
"Susan's talking about the issues that
are really important to this state. She has
understood the importance of small business, of controlling government spending,
the fact that you can roll back the sales tax
and the world isn't going to come to an end
if you control government spending."
Whitman said,"that's going to be better
for the citizens of Maine,because it's going
to help createjobs. And that's what this is all
about."
Collins "just needs to keep punching
that one home and the voters will hear her,"
said Whitman.
Expressing gratitude for Whitman's visit, Collins said, "we are philosophically
very similar and I am stressing the same
issues that brought her to victory, so I think
it will help spotlight my message."

limits

UMaine prof raps term limits
AUGUSTA,(AP)— The chairman of
The initiative wound up on the Maine
Maine Common Cause denounced con- ballot as a result of a petition drive figressional term limits Thursday as "a bad nanced mainly by a national term-limits
idea" that should be rejected by the state's group.Similar proposals are being considvoters on Nov. 8.
ered this fall in at leastfour other states and
Kenneth Hayes acknowledged that the 100 cities.
proposal, which more than a dozen other
Maine voters approved term limits for
states already have adopted, is appealing state legislators and certain top state offito voters who are frustrated with govern- cials by a lopsided margin last fall, and
ment. But he said term limits are a super- proponents of the latest plan have said
ficial approach that is unlikely to improve they are so confident of winning they do
government and may do more harm than not plan a campaign.
good.
Hayes,a former state senator and head
"We'll do what we can to raise ques- of the political science department at the
tions, so that people don't automatically University of Maine in Orono, said apvote 'yes'," said the group's executive proving term limits amounts to giving up
director, Al Smith, who joined Hayes at the right to re-elect talented lawmakers for
news briefings in Bangor and Augusta.
long periods.
Under the proposal, which would take
Sens. Margaret Chase Smith and Edeffect in January, the names of Maine's mund S- Muskie are among the notable
two House members could not appear on Maine legislators whose tenures would
the ballot after they have served three two- have been cut short by term limits, he said.
year terms within a 12-year period. The
"If you believe in democracy ... you
limit for senators is two six-year terms don't vote away part of your democratic
within 18 years.
rights," Hayes said.

For the past four years there's only one name
that has meant leadership at the University of Maine.
Brent

Littlefield
Representative
•Fighting Budget Cuts.Listening to Students•Answering Concerns.

Vote November 8
Paid for by the Committee to Elect BrClit Litthfield, KePi11 Al. Waterman, TICITSIMT.
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National News

• Administration plans visa sweepstakes
• Republicans happier these days
• Everybody knows 0.1
TODA

• Iraq
U.S.

slows troop deployment

WASHINGTON(AP)— Noting Iraq's
pullback, the Pentagon put a hold Thursday on some ground units and aircraft that
had been ordered to the Persian Gulf.
"Iraq heard our message," President Clinton declared, but he also said the United
States would not let down its guard.
Defense Secretary William Perry arrived in Saudi Arabia on a two-day visit
to the Persian Gulf region and said the
deployment ofsome 30,000 ground troops
would continue, no matter what the Iraqis did.
Perry said some of those troops could
begin returning home within weeks if the
Iraqis keep withdrawing the forces that
had pushed close to the Kuwait border.
The U.S. warplanes in the region would be
bolstered to continue enforcing the no-fly
zone over southern Iraq, Perry said.
Clinton said the situation still bears
watching "very, very carefully."
"We will not allow Iraq to threaten its
neighbors or to intimidate the United
Nations as it ensures that Iraq never again
possesses weapons of mass destruction,"
the president said in a satellite address
from the White House to broadcasters in
Los Angeles.
In Saudi Arabia, Perry said, "We're
going ahead with the deployment ... because we don't have the withdrawal of
the Iraqi forces completed and it won't be
completed in some time.

"To put in simple terms, I don't trust
the statements we've gotten from them,"
he said.
The administration said a number of
Iraqi units had stopped their withdrawal,
pausing near the town of Naziryah.
The units amount to three brigades of
troops officials said. One of the units is
heavily armed with tanks.
"We're watching it very carefully,"
one official said, adding that it was a
matter of concern but that "it's not a
crisis mode."
At the United Nations, the United
States proposed that Iraqi troops and
heavy equipment near the Kuwaiti border be limited, a move Clinton praised as
"very strong."
A senior military official said plans to
deploy about 19,000 Marines from Camp
Pendleton, Calif., were being adjusted
and only about 7,000 now are expected to
go to the region. An announcement from
Camp Pendleton said simply that the deployment of the 19,000 Marines had been
delayed "until later."
Another official said, the Army's air
assault forces with the 101st Airborne
Division from Fort Campbell, Ky., would
remain on alert but would not deploy.
A third official said some Air Force
jets and bombers would "pause" in Europe while en route to the Gulf, pending
clarification of the situation.

Y'S

THE DAY

Stop Smoking.
American Heart V
Association

at the

Maine Center for the Arts

QUICK
COPY
a

subdivision of Quick Copy at
University of Maine Printing Services

NOW OPEN
at the Post Office desk
in the bookstore
BLACK & WHITE COPIES
COLOR COPIES
Save your parking space by using the
new centrally located QC2 for your
quick copy needs.

Oct•21•94 8pm $12/$15

Same competitive rates,
same fast service!

Sponsored by:
Maine Center for the Arts, Off-Campus Board
Student Entertainment Activities, Student Government

University of Maine Printing Services
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• Cuba

• Politics

U.S. plans lottery for
boat people admittance

Polls give GOP more
reason to cheer

WASHINGTON(AP)— Hoping to deter would-be boat people, the Clinton administration is planning to hold a lottery to
select 5,000 to 6,000 Cubans wishing to
emigrate to the United States.
The lottery also is seen as an inducement
for the return home of 32,000 Cubans being
sheltered at the Guantanamo naval base and
at U.S. military facilities in Panama.
The administration has said the only
hope these Cubans have for emigrating to
the United States is to return home and apply
through established channels.
Until now, visas have been largely restricted to Cubans who qualify for refugee
status or those with close relatives in the
United States who are American citizens.
Details on the operation of the lottery

will be announced by Nov. 1.
Doris Meissner, commissioner of the
Immigration and Naturalization Service,told
reporters the lottery will be limited to Cubans who would be self-sufficient on arrival
in the United States.
A State Department announcement
Wednesday said Cubans selected through
the lottery will be allowed to bring their
spouses and minor children with them to the
United States.
The announcement provided details on
the migration agreement the United States
and Cuba signed on Sept. 9. Under that
agreement, Cuba agreed to curb the exodus
of Cubans from the island by boat while the
United States promised to grant a minimum
of 20,000 visas annually.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Nearly threefourths ofAmericans are dissatisfied with the
way the federal government works, according to a new national survey full of bad news
for Democrats just a month before the midterm elections.
In an ABC Newssurvey released Wednesday night,47 percentofrespondents said they
planned to vote for the Republican House
candidate in their district, while 44 percent
favored the Democrat.
While the GOP lead was within the survey's margin of error, meaning it was a
statistical dead heat, Republicans have not
fared that well on such a generic congressional preference question in 40 years. And just a
month ago,50 percent of respondents in the
ABC poll said they favored the Democrat

while 44 percent picked the Republican.
Separately, a Times Mirror poll based on
a much smaller sample found 52 percent of
respondents saying they planned to vote Republican in House races, while 40 percent
said they favored the Democrat.
The Times Mirror poll surveyed 560 registered voters from Thursday through Sunday last week.It has a margin oferror of plus
or minus 5 percentage points.
But the ABC and other recent polls with
larger samples have found a smaller Republican advantage or statistical dead heats in the
congressional preference question.
The ABC survey found 51 percent disapproved of how President Clinton was handling hisjob,compared with 45 percent who
said they approved.

• Justice

Simpson juror prospects complicated by case familiarity
LOS ANGELES (AP) — There were
victims of domestic violence and a man who
endorses occasional wife-beating,sportsfans
and the football-illiterate, people disgusted
by TV talk shows and a fan of the National
Enquirer.
Judging from their responses on written
questionnaires, O.J. Simpson's potential jurors have one thing in common:They haven't

escaped publicity about the case.
"I am notlooking for hermits," Superior
Court Judge Lance Ito warned the first batch
of potential jurors. "We would be very suspicious of a Rip van Winkle that awoke
yesterday and just learned of this case."
None of the approximately 85 people
called into court Wednesday claimed to have
missed news reports about the June 12 knife

I'M WES MALLETT
AND I WANT TO BE YOUR
BEER SALESMAN
Education
Off & On: University of Maine, Orono. Dropped out of three engineering
programs. Failed Physics twice. Arrested for drinking in public at
Bumstock 1984. Buried a keg at Bumstock 1985 and sold 250 drafts during
the concert.
89-91: Eastern Maine Technical College, Bangor. Associates degree in
Machinery Toll Technology. Student senator. Dean of students Eagle
Citizenship Award. Awarded Elk's N.E.A.S., LADD,and Mid-state
Machinery Scholarships. Experiences in laughing gas, expresso and
smuggling beer into dormitories.

Experience
Summer 1990: Bangor YWCA Camp Jordan, Ellsworth. Camp counselor and
nature lodge director. Cared for 39 pets. Let small children feed large
snakes and other small animals. Cried twice during the America Cancer
Society's Camp Rainbow,and taught Commando classes.
1969-1994: Self employed artist. Won Easter Bunny Coloring Contest.
Attended gifted and talented art programs. Completes graffiti
projects in Bangor, Old Town,and Orono, without getting caught.
1986-1992: Pizza Dome,Old Town. Completed sixteen thousand deliveries.
Popped four tires. Fired twice. Rehired three times.
1992-1996: The Family Market, Old Town. Sold 75,918 gallons of beer to
university students. Help lower grade point averages of lower
classmen by .8 points. Delivered beer, established a thriving tobacco
emporium, and rented adult movies. Picketed by right-to-lifers, neomarxists, and religious extemists from six nations.

Natural Light Kegs $35.00 + tax & deposit

The Family Market
Stillwater Ave., Old Town
827-3771

killings of Simpson's ex-wife Nicole Brown
Simpson and her friend Ronald Goldman.
Many said in the questionnaires that they
were glued to televisions as Simpson's Ford
Bronco meandered along Southern California freeways during his flight from police on
June 17.
The prospects were questioned abouttheir
beliefs, backgrounds and knowledge of the
case. Some of the 79-page questionnaires
they filled out last month were released,
providing a glimpse into their thoughts and
lives.
"I'm inclined to believe him guilty at this
point," wrote a 68-year-old Los Angeles
woman.But a56-year-old South Bay woman
wrote:"More likely not guilty than guilty."
Many promised to keep an open mind.
Some indicated thatthey took allegations that
Simpson is a killer in stride,just another story
in a city struck by earthquakes, riots and
brush fires.
"Living in L.A., this type of news is not
surprising to me anymore," wrote a 32-yearold cleaning man from West Los Angeles.
The responses came out as the long, grueling task offace-to-face interviews began in
Ito's court. By law, the judge is the only
person who may question jurors, but Ito said
he would allow questions from lawyers because ofthe "unusual nature" ofthe case and
intense media coverage.

Five people were excused before they
were questioned, and a sixth was dismissed
after it was revealed he is an accountant in
charge oftallying the Sheriff's Department's
costs for the Simpson case.
Only three people were individually questioned, prompting Ito to say he wanted to
speed up the process. All three were kept on.
One of those kept in the pool was a office
cashier who said she found out who Simpson
was after his ex-wife was killed.
"Ididn't know who he was untilsomeone
told me he was that sport player on TV
sometimes broadcasting a football game,"
she said.
Another was a Pasadena hardware store
salesman who wrote"Wow!He was good,"
about Simpson's football career.
Two women yet to be questioned orally
wrote that they been victims of domestic
violence at the hands of men.Simpson pleaded no contest to wife-beating in 1989.
One of the women said she had to get a
restraining order."At this point in my life,"
she wrote,"Iknew I was capable ofkilling."
A 68-year-old divorced man from South
Central Los Angeles wrote "Hell yes" in
response to a question about whether domestic violence is sometimes warranted.
One prospect admitted to reading the
National Enquirer. Another had a low opinion ofjurors who later appear on talk shows.

SPEND A YEAR IN JAPAN!
The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program
If you have an excellent knowledge of English, hold
a bachelor's degree (or will receive one by
June 30, 1995), and are a U.S. citizen,
the J.E.T. Program needs you!
Opportunities are available
in Japanese schools and
government offices.

\
Applications are now availablefor the program beginning in A ugust, 1995. For
more information please contact: The Consulate General ofJapan, Federal Reserve
Plaza, 141h Floor, 600 ,41/antic Ave., 1/oston„114 02210,Phone (617)973-9772.

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS DECEMBER 10, 1994
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am sports Healthy Bears stop Crimson, 2-1
Jays let go of Righetti
TORONTO (AP) — Left-handed reliever
ave Righetti was released by the Toronto
lue Jays.
Righetti, 35, is ninth in career saves with
52. He has a 79-77 record with a 3.40 ERA
ver 15 seasons with the New York Yankees,
an Francisco, Oakland, and the Blue Jays.
"ghetti was AL Rookie ofthe Year with New
ork in 1981, and pitched a no-hitter for the
ankees against Boston on July 4, 1983.

Henderson sister claims he
raped her
OAKLAND,Calif.(AP) — Rickey Hend-rson's half-sister filed an amended complaint
o her lawsuit charging the Oakland Athletics
.tar raped her when they were children.
Paula Henderson filed the suitin response to
ruling last week by Alameda Superior Court
udge James Lambden, who said the statute of
imitations may have expired in the suit. The
b aseball star has denied the allegations.

Asian games halted
HIROSHIMA,Japan(AP)— Strong winds
orced postponement of six track and field
- vents at the Asian Games and slowed China's
•old rush to only six medals.In the day's three
ack finals, China won only one: 1,500-meter
orld record holder Qu Yunxia led a 1-2 finish
n the women's 800 and set a games record of
I minute, 59.85 seconds.
China still holds a commanding lead in gold
edals, 106 to 41 for Japan and 38 for South
orea.

Orange Bowl game to
relocate
miAmi(AP)—The Orange Bowl Commitee, eager to secure a lucrative role in the new
wl alliance, agreed to move its game north of
iami to the more modern Joe Robbie Stadium.
The Orange Bowl game on Jan. 1, 1996,will
the 62nd and final one in the historic downown stadium. The Miami Hurricanes will beome the Orange Bowl's lone tenant.

Kemp signs lucrative
contract
SEATTLE(AP)— Shawn Kemp showed u
or his first workoutofthe season three days late
P 5 pounds heavier and $20 million richer.
Kemp missed the first three days of practic,
ith the Seattle SuperSonics before agreeinl
unday to an extension that made his contrac
orth about $46 million over nine years.
"Anytime you can first ofall do ajob and b;
appy with it, you got to be satisfied," Kern,
.aid.

Gray.
Mark Jackson, UMaine director
Sports Writer
for student health is working closely
After 14 members of the University with the state to try and find a cause
of Maine men's soccer team came down but as of yet none has been found.
with a mysterious illness over the week"All our work shows no consisend, serious enough to cancel Satur- tent pattern in anything they ate,"
day's game, the Black Bears continued said Jackson. "The fact that other
their winning streak defeating Harvard athletes got it afterward leads us to
2-1.
believe is is a virus, something they
"I don't think it had a negative ef- all did together."
fect," said head coach Scott Atherley.
The concern with Saturday's game
"We were concerned about our strength was that players would be dehydrated
and endurance due to a four day rest because of all the fluids they had lost.
period."
The only players who remained
Thursday morning, after UMaine de- unaffected were freshman Jason Defeated Central Connecticut, many of the blitz, David Gregory, Seth Mulroonplayers checked into Cutler health ser- ey,juniors Jared Morse,Jake Ouimet,
vices with symptoms of severe vomiting and senior George Sherry.
and diarrhea.
Jackson says the outbreak may
After 12 players were struck by what have spread through the team sharing
was thought to be a stomach and intesti- water bottles and cups.
nal disorder known as gastroenteritis, it
After four days off due to this
was decided Friday that Saturday's game grueling sickness the Black Bears
against Manhattan College in New York came back strong ready to defeat the
would be postponed.
Harvard Crimson Tuesday night in
The players affected included fresh- Portland.
man Nathan Benoit, Erik Blaker, Ryan
"If anything it helped us because
Tougher, sophomore Paul Davison,jun- everyone who was injured had time
iors Jeremy Dube, Mike Dunphy, Paul to recuperate," said Morse. "It made
Kelly, Dan Noblet, Dustin Perkins, and us stronger; we're learning to take
seniors Adam Loovis, Paulo Nunes, and adversity and make it work for us."
Bob Strong.
Ouimet scored both of Maine's
On Sunday UMaine officials an- goals putting them up on the scorenounced that two more players were com- board at 12:11 off an assist from
plaining of the same symptoms, fresh- Strong.
man Brendan Clark and sophomore Kyle
Maine went into half-time with

By Jeannie Blancq

the 1-0 lead.
"We were definitely dominating the
game," said Morse. "After half-time they
scored their goal but it didn't phase us.
We got the ball on the ground and we
played a better game."
Harvard's Will Kohler scored their lone
goal at 73:25 unassisted to tie the game.
Ouimet came back again at 84:45 to
score the winning goal off of a Noblet
assist.
"Harvard had some great forwards and
they possessed the ball well," said Morse.
"They committed too many numbers forward which made them susceptible to the
counter attack. For the most part they had
an unorganized defense."
Maine outshot Harvard 13-6 with
UMaine goalkeeper Benoit collecting five
save to Harvard's Ned Carlson's nine.
Benoit recorded his first collegiate win
replacing starter Dube who was out with a
twisted ankle.
"Being his first start, Nate handled the
pressure well," said Morse. "He made
some pretty impressive saves."
Black Bear Notes:
•UMaine is ranked sixth in New England, improving to 8-2 on the season
with a North Atlantic Conference record
of 3-1.
•The Black Bears will play their last
home game this Saturday against UMass
at 1 p.m.
•The last time the Bears enjoyed a
season this successful was in 1990 when
they were 8-2 after ten games.

• Profile in excellence

When Knight runs well, Bears play well
By David Tartaglia
Special to the Campus
Athletes are usually judged by their
performance. Great athletes are judged
by their performance under pressure.
Starting off a season 0-4, can certainally build pressure, especially for a
captain. The only way senior fullback
Steve Knight could respond against nationally ranked Delaware was to rush a
career high 33 times for 162 yards and a
touchdown.
Steve Knight is the soft-spoken, result producing, co-captain of the Black
Bears.
It seems to be the consensus of both
players and personnel. Running back
coach, Scott Walker says Knight is "a
hard worker, very quiet, lets his actions
spaek for himself." Joe Marsillio,
Maine's back-up quarterback echoes
Walker,"(Knights)play speaks for himself."
Knight is not obsessed with personal
goals. In fact, he only expresses two for
the remainder of the season," win every
game and, as an offense, move the ball."
It is not surprising that when asked to
reflect on his career-high against Delaware, Knight gave full credit to some
"big holes" created by his offensiveline.
Although being named USA Today

Athlete of the Year for Maine in
1990, Knight arrived at Orono with
almost no scholarship. Since then,
Knight has earned a full-scholarship.
According to Coach Walker," he re-

ally earned it, he worked his ass off to get
it."
Black Bear Head Coach Jack CosSee KNIGHT on page 22

Steve Knight leading by example as usual.(1. McIntyre photo).

Air
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• On the move

• Baseball strike

Packers abandon Milwaukee Bargaining session called off
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) — The the Packers by the city's fans had helped
Green Bay Packers are abandoning Mil- keep the team going.
waukee, where they have played part of
"The Green Bay franchise would not
their schedule since the Great Depres- exist today without the past support of
sion, and will play their full home sched- Milwaukee and its fans," Ament said.
ule in Green Bay.
The team said it will lose $1.6 million
Team president Bob Harlan said this year by not playing their entire home
Wednesday the Packers will not renew schedule at Lambeau Field.
their lease on aging County Stadium,
Next year, that figure projected to
which has no lucrative skybox seating.
increase to $2.5 million, largely because
In recent years, the Packers have 90 more private boxes will be built at
played one exhibition and three regular- Lambeau, and seating there will increase
season games at County Stadium, home from 59,543 to 60,789. County Stadium
of baseball's Milwaukee Brewers.
seats 56,051.
Packers general manager Ron Wolf,
County Stadium, which Brewers prescoach Mike Holmgren and many Green ident Bud Selig wants to replace with a
Bay players have said they want to play state-of-the-art facility,lacks private boxall their home games at Lambeau Field. es, an important source of revenue. At
The decision leaves the NFL without Lambeau, 104 private boxes have been
a presence in Milwaukee for the first time constructed since 1984.
since 1933.
Selig has said the $190 million covThe team's lease on County Stadium ered-roof stadium he wants built to reexpires at the end of the season. The last place County Stadium is essential to keepgame will be Dec. 18 against Atlanta.
ing the Brewers from bolting Milwaukee.
The Packers' board of directors comWhen major league baseball players
pleted the decision in a meeting Wednes- went on strike Aug. 12, and Selig subseday.
quently announced the cancellation of
The move was a blow to fans and the World Series, a committee studying
businesses in Milwaukee. Mayor John ways to finance the new stadium said it
Norquist and Milwaukee County Execu- wouldn't issue a report until the 1995
tive Thomas Ament said past support of baseball season was assured.

.
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5TH ANNUAL
JASMINE'S 5K JAUNT
Sponsored by Jasmine's Restaurant of Orono to benefit
the University of Maine Upward Bound Program's
College Scholarship Fund
Sunday, October 30, 1994
10:00 a.m. Start at
Orono Fire Department
Pre Registration entry of $10.00 or $12:00 day of the race. To Pre-registar
call Jasmine's at 866-4200. Forms also available at Goldsmith's Sporting
Goods of Bangor, Legends of Bangor, Olympic Sport and the Athletic Attic
at the Bangor Mall, Whites Sporting Goods of Bangor, Gold's Gym,
Bangor Athletic Club, the Saucony Shoe Outlet and at the Upward Bound
office, 316 Chadbourne Hall at the University.

Free T-shirts to the first 100 entrants
Post race refreshments

Jasmine's Gift Certificate
to the male & female winners in the
following age groups:

NEW YORK(AP)— As the baseball
strike entered its third month, players
and owners called off a bargaining session that tentatively had been set for
Thursday.
Players and owners haven't met at the
bargaining table since Sept. 9, five days
before acting commissioner Bud Selig
called off the rest of the season. They had
spoken about resuming talks, but on
Wednesday decided a meeting wouldn't
be held.
"I still don't have much reason out
there to believe there's a deal to be had
because I think the clubs, at least officially, are still committed to a salary
cap," said Eugene Orza, the union's associate general counsel.
Management officials said they
thought it likely that talks would resume
early next week. The sides have met formally just three times since the players

Knight

from page 21

grove credits Knight for waiting his turn.
Cosgrove lists reasons such as"injuries
and good players ahead of him," that
have kept Knight from getting much playing time. However, once healthy, Cosgrove admits Knight used his ability,
great instincts, and physical play to earn
a starting postion. Cosgrove continues,
that Knight" runs with his eyes" as oppossed to speed.
Not only did Knight earn a full scholarship but the opportunity to be a Black Bear
captain. The true test of being a captain is
when a team is 0-4. Marsillio says that
Knight," spoke his mind when he had to
and wanted the team to 'keep it together'."
Knight himself confessed,"I tried to
keep everyones' morale up."
With the win against Delaware, Knight
certainly let his play speak for himself.
Maine's offense charts a players 'consistency stat'. When a back attempts a carry it
is considered "consistent" if it is over four

yards, a first-down or a touchdown. Coach
Walker says that the average for the stat is
52% consistency per game, against Delaware Knight was 67%;a performance definitely worthy of a full scholarship.
The 5-11 234 pound workhorse leads
the Black Bears with 459 yards rushing
on 96 carries, an average of 4.6 yards a
pop. He has scored twice.
Cosgrove says that Knight has not
changed since being a captain."He's still
the same kid," Cosgrove said.
Knight's productivity on Saturdays
has not changed either. Last weekend,
against Richmond, Knight rushed 17
times for 103 yards. For the second consecutive week, he has rushed for over a
100 yards. Is it no coincidence then, that
in both of those games the Black Bears
have won?
Knight will cap off his senior season
with a Public Adminisration degree in
December.

ROSE

BIKE

"Thanks for a successful year!"

10% OFF
Parts & Accessories
00 only at Rose Bike 00 only with this coupon

00 offer good through Ocotober 31, 1994
00 not to be used in conjunction with other offers

10+under, 11-14, 15-18, 19-29, 30-39, 40-49,
50-59, 60+
This is a USA Track & Field- Certified race, #ME91010-GN

struck on Aug. 12.
"There will be a meeting," management negotiator Richard Ravitch said."It's
just a question of logistics at this point."
Union head Donald Fehr was in San
Juan,Puerto Rico,on Wednesday to complete his series of nine regional meetings
with players. Fehr was scheduled to return to New York late Wednesday night,
and Orza said the sides on Thursday will
discuss management's request for a 45day freeze on signings and free agent
filing.
Free agent filing is supposed to start
on Saturday, and the union isn't likely to
agree to a delay. Management lawyer
Chuck O'Connor said owners reserve the
right to impose a freeze without the
union's agreement, but management officials and lawyers said it was increasingly unlikely that owners would attempt
a freeze on their own.

VISA

9 Pine Street
Orono, ME
866-3525

Open
M9-5
T.Th 9-7
F9-5
Sat 9-4
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• NFL

• Corruption in NHL

This weekend's picks

Kings' president involved in
bank fraud

By Dave Goldberg
AP Football Writer
Rich Kotite is testy.
For years,he's been trying to find a fulltime running back for the Philadelphia Eagles. Now he's got one in Charlie Garner
and is being second- guessed about using
him too much.
Why quibble?
After losing their first game,the Eagles
go into Dallas Sunday tied with the Cowboys at 4-1. A win and they take control of
the NFC East ... for the time being.
In some ways,the Eagles are lucky this
game is being played in Dallas.
Two years ago,the same scenario played
out on a Monday night in Philadelphia
when the Cowboys (3-0) came in to face
the Eagles(3-0). The city went bonkers —
the pre-game show came on at 6 a.m. —
and the Eagles won 31-7.
They never recovered.Philadelphia lost
its next two games,lost in Dallas, then lost
again there in the playoffs. Dallas went on
to win the first of its two Super Bowls.
Does that mean to the losers go the spoils?
No,the spoils go to the better team and
the odds say Dallas, which is favored by 8
1/2 points.
OK, Emmitt Smith has a sore hamstring, but Garner,the rookie with two 100yard games in two starts, is still recovering
from a stress fracture in the uppermost rib
underneath the collarbone.
"IfCharlie Garner is ready to play, he's
going to play,and I'm going to give him the
ball," Kotite says.
Barry Switzer says the same thing about
Smith.
COWBOYS,21-16
San Francisco(minus 5)at Atlanta
A win and the Falcons take the undisputed NFC Westlead for the first time in ... nine
seasons. The 49ers are still just hanging on.
FALCONS,27-25
Kansas City (plus 1) at Denver(Monday night)
Two streaks the Chiefs would like to
end: They haven't scored a touchdown
since Sept. 18 and they're 0-11 at Mile

sugarloaf/us

High Stadium since 1982.
They'll score a touchdown. Make it
two.
CHIEFS, 20-16
Cleveland(minus 2)at Houston(Thursday night)The Cleveland Indians might
have been involved in the baseball playoffs, which this game was scheduled to
avoid. The Browns keep the faith with
Indians' fans.
BROWNS, 19-8
Raiders (plus 4) at Miami
Tenth anniversary of the Raiders' 4534 win at the Orange Bowl, the last year
Miami made it to the Super Bowl.
DOLPHINS,45-34
San Diego (minus 3) at New Orleans
The Chargers have to lose some time,
don't they?
No.
CHARGERS, 17-9
Indianapolis (plus 9 1/2) at Buffalo
The Bills have won eight of the last
nine, most by scores like 38-0,35-7 and 426.
BILLS, 35-8
New England(plus 2)at New York Jets.
Bill Parcells gets the home field advantage
at the Meadowlands, even if it is draped
this week with ugly green bunting.
PATRIOTS,24-17

WS ANGELES(AP)—An accountantfor
troubled Los Angeles Kings president Bruce
McNall pleaded guilty Wednesday to filing
false tax returns and financial statements to help
McNall get more than $150 million in loans.
Robert J. Houston,44, was the second McNall associate to plead guilty in connection with
a bank loan fraud investigation that has been
going on for the last six months.
Aboutadozen McNallassociates along with
the former majority owner of the Kings are
reportedly negotiating pleas.
Houston entered his guilty pleas to conspiracy, bank and wire fraud charges. He is scheduled to be sentenced by U.S. District Judge
Richard Paez on Feb. 16.
Houston,who had pleaded innocenton Sept
26, is free on $10,000 unsi-fured bond,though
he has no known residence.
Assistant U.S. attorney Peter Spivak said
that Houston, who is cooperating with investigators, faces up to 40 years in prison, a $1.5
million fine and five years ofsupervised release.
Neither Houston nor his lawyer,David Reed,
would commentfollowing Wednesday's hearing.
In court, Houston told thejudge that he was
"hereto enter a plea ofguilty to the charges that
have been filed against me."

World Briefs.
Arounq
in six steps.

New York Giants (minus 2 1/2) at Los
Angeles Rams
Let's delve into the theory of the coastto-coast road trip after a short work week.
RAMS,20-12
Arizona (minus 1 1/2) at Washington.
At least Norv Turner knows the name of his
quarterback. Buddy Ryan doesn't even
know the name of his kicker these days.
Did anyone say Jim Bakken?
REDSKINS,8-5
Cincinnati(minus 13 1/2) at Pittsburgh
The Bengals are just good enough to
keep it boring.

Joanna Orehek, former vice president of
McNall Sports and Entertainment, pleaded
guilty in August to conspiracy, wire fraud and
aiding and abetting.Scheduled to be sentenced
Jan. 30, she faces a maximum of 10 years in
prison, a fuie of $500,000 and supervised releast- of three years.
McNallhassigned adraftagreementthatcalls
for guilty pleas to one count of bank fraud, two
counts ofmailfraud and onecountofconspiracy,
accordingto unidentified sourcesclosetothecase
quoted by the Los Angeles Times.
Although it is possible for McNall to receive probation from ajudge,sources familiar
with the agreement said that was unlikely.
Under federal sentencing guidelines and the
current plea, McNall probably would face a
maximum prison sentence ofsix to nine years,
the sources said.
McNall,44, was sole owner of the Kings
from 1988 until last May,when he was forced
to sell a 72 percent interest in the team to
investors Jeffrey Sudikoff and Joseph Cohen
because of financial problems that eventually
led to his filing for protection from creditors in
U.S. Bankruptcy Court. McNall remains a
minority partner in the team as well as its
president.

WOO/
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper
STEELERS, 23-13.
Last Week: 3-9 (spread); 7-5 (straight
up)
Season:32-43-3(spread);44-34(straight
up)
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• Football

• Red Sox

Sox seek new manager NFL Standings & Leaders
ARLINGTON, Texas (AP) — Texas
Rangers manager Kevin Kennedy, whose
team led the AL West despite a losing
record when the strike started, was fired
Wednesday,two days after the hiring of a
general manager.
"My gut feeling was that I wanted to
start with a clean slate in preparation for
next season," general manager Doug
Melvin said. "I'm hoping to heck that
Kevin lands somewhere. He shouldn't
have to go back to the minor leagues."
Kennedy was the fourth manager to be
fired since the players went on strike Aug.
12. Hal McRae ofthe Kansas City Royals,
Butch Hobson of the Boston Red Sox and
Johnny Oates of the Baltimore Orioles
were dismissed earlier, and only the Royals have filled their vacancy.
"I wasn't surprised," Kennedy said.
"I understand change, it's part of the
business. I have no regrets. I wish the best
for Doug Melvin and the Texas Rangers,
except when they're playing against us —
whoever I may be."
Rangers farm .director Marty Scott,
who had spent the last 10 years as director of player development, also was
fired.
Texas was 52-62 and in first place in
the weak AL West when season stopped.
The Rangers had lost six in a row before
the strike, and their lead over Oakland had
been cut to one game.
Kennedy, 40, became a major league
manager for the first time in 1993 and
guided the Rangers to an 86-76 record and
a second-place finish in the AL West. He
leaves with an overall 138-138 record.
Melvin has a list of candidates, but
would not reveal any names or say how
many people he had in mind. He did not
deny reported possibilities such as Oates,

Orioles dugout coach Jerry Narron, Indians pitching coach Phil Regan and
Pittsburgh coach Bill Virdon.
Melvin insisted he had not planned
on bringing in a new manager when he
was hired Monday from Baltimore. He
spent several hours Tuesday meeting
with Kennedy, and said his decision had
little to do with Kennedy and everything
to do with wanting to put his own people
in the organization.
"I leave here with a good taste in my
mouth and I was told that by ownership
as well," Kennedy said. "I'm a better
manager today than I was two years ago.
I walk out of here very proud."
Kennedy leaves with one year left on
his contract at a salary of $250,000.
Melvin joked he planned to begin
looking for a new manager after lunch.
He gave no set timetable other than to
say he wants to get it done as soon as
possible.
Melvin admitted he didn't want a
situation like the Orioles had a few
years ago when Roland Hemond came
in as general manager and retained
manager Cal Ripken Sr., only to fire
him seven games into the following
season.
"I think if you have a manager that
doesn't have the full confidence of the
general manager, then you're really in
an untenable situation," Rangers president Tom Schieffer said. "It permeates
the whole organization."
As for Kennedy's six coaches, Melvin
said they've been told they're free to
look for jobs elsewhere. None have been
fired, although their status may be in
doubt when a new manager is hired.
Scott had been with the Rangers since
1977 as a player and executive.

AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W
PA
PF
Buffalo
667
117
Miami
667
160
New England
500
158
N.Y.Jets
.500
92
Indianapolis
333
113
Central
Cleveland
,800
118
Pittsburgh
600
100
Houston
200
79
Cincinnati
,000
78
West
San Diego
1.000
134
Kansas City
600
90
Seattle
500
130
LA Raiders
400
116
Denver
108
200

help wanted
Attention! $1,000 weekly working
from home/dorm folding our
pamplets!...Materials supplied!...No
gimmicks!... See for yourself! Write!
Director, Box 11916, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33339-1916.
$30 hr. minimum. Sell funny college tshirts & profit $3 - $9 per shirt. A riskfree prog. Choose from 19 designs.
Free catalog 1-800-700-4250.
WANTED -Campus Representatives to
sell Great Student Vacations for Target
Sport Adventures. Earn free trips, commissions. Call 1-800-8324242 Chris X304.

,.. ,.:„,.. . , . . , .

f

or sale

Car Stereos, Alarms, Rem. Starters,
Sales/installation. Rockford-Forsgate,
Eclipse, JVC, JBL • Sound Shapers
989-1889.
1988 Ford Festiva, 4sp, std, 2 door
75,800 miles, 40+mpg, excellent radio/
cassette. $1200 or BO. 866-5695.
1992 Chevy PU 2wd 4.3Iv6, 5 spd,
40,000 mi. $8200 or BO. 827-5435.

miscellaneous
Recording Studio - 16 - track, digital
mixdown. Major credit cards accept.
Call Davenport Productions 827-8537.

4
116
4
129
3
159
3
105
2
128
4
58
3
101
1
123
0
129
5
84
3
80
3
86
2
141
1
146
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0

2

0

3

0

3

0

4

0

0
2

0

4

0
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0

0

0

2

0

3

0

3

0

4
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Pct.
L
East W
T
PF
PA
4
Dallas
1
0
800
135
56
Philadelphia 4
1
0
,800
127
82

Maine Campus Classifieds
Bauer F/5 lnline Skates. Brand new
used only three times. $190 value sell
for $100. Call 581-7533.
GT Mountain Bike. Onza bar ends,
suntour shifting components, toe clips.
Good cond. ask $300. Call 866-0283.
1993 Ugnal Zanzibar Mountain Bike. 19.5
frame. Lots of extras! Call Jim at 941-6573,
Down Hill Skis. Proform K20 TNC w/
Salamon 957 bindings 200cm. Worth
$275 will sell for $225 obo. 581-6574.
Spring Break '95 trips to Cancun,
Nassau, Jamaica, & South Padre Is. For
info/reservations call 866-3996.
Orono:2 bedroom condo: LR w/FP; kit;
deck; 1 1/2 baths; basement; ex. cond.
$55,000. Dawson-Brandford 947-6780.
Zetra 303 Rollerblades. New wheels
608's & bearings. Size 13, used. $65
obo. J - 827-8563.
Apple Ilc Computer, incl. color monitor,
epson printer, *joystick & software $250.
Cll
a D1533
ave x
.

Pct.

L

N.Y. Giants 3
.600
111
117
1
Arizona
49
111
.200
Washington 1
165
.167
112
Central
4
Chicago
.667
113
108
Minnesota
4
.667
134
95
Green Bay
3
.500
107
84
Detroit
2
129
.333
106
Tampa Bay 2
.333
80
118
West
Atlanta
4
.667
138
112
San Francisco 4
.667
154
131
LA Rams
2
.333
84
109
New Orleans 2
.333
97
138
AFC Leaders
Quarterbacks
Com
Au
Int
Humphries, S.D.
7
1155
2
Marino, Mia. 230
15
5
Harbaugh,Ind. 129
4
3
Montana,KC. 195
6
6
Bledsoe, N.E. 284
10
13
Rushers
Aft

Yds

2

0

4

0

5

0

2

0

2

0

3

0

4

0

4

0

2

0

2

0

4

0

4

0

Yds

TD

131

83

138

1786

80

901

126

1364

161

2072

Avg

LG

Stop by the basement of Lord
flail for your classified ad.

Seeking Rental for Prof w/family
near UMO starting 1/95. Call
(206)526-8402 or R&K, PO 95956,
Seattle, WA 98145.
Clark's Fitness - tanning, step
aerobics, hair salon, fitness, avon, etc.
827-2456 -25 So. Main St, Old Town.
The Maine Video Club is meeting
Tues. nights at 7pm in 106E Lord Hallall are welcome!
Discount Movie Tickets for Hoyts
Cinema - Bangor. Avail. M - F for del. on
campus. Tickets $5.50- SAVE $2.25!
Call 827-5184.
SPRING BREAK '95 - America's #1
Spring Break Company! Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona & Panama! 110%
lowest price guarantee! Organize 15
friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn highest
commissions! (800)32-TRAVEL.
Habitat for Humanity meeting 1912
room Union 7:30 N4onclay 10/17.
Questions? Call Amand 1-6968.

lost e? found
Lost: Burgandy Fencing Jacket,
personalized. Please call Bret at 5818961.

for rent
Large 5br 3bath apt in Orono, good
condition thru May. 900mth h & hw
included. 827-3780 leave message.
.

personals
Photographer Page - i see you taking
pictures everywhere, can I ride in your
cruiser with you? Your secret admirer.
To shy to tell someone that you are
interested? Send them a personal and
wait for their reply. It's fun and easy.

3 lines
-,
days
.1
3 dollars....
That's all!
the basement of Lord
Hall to place your classified ad.
All classified ads must be prepaid.
Any questions? Call 581-1273.

Stop by
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•The administration

• Alcohol

Hutchinson faces
heart surgery

Some students
pledge sober
week

By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
University of Maine President
Frederick Hutchinson will undergo heart surgery on Nov. 3 to correct a heart condition discovered
during his annual medical examination.
Hutchinson will receive heart
bypass surgery at Eastern Maine
MedicalCenterin Bangor,according
to a statement released by UMaine's
Department of Public Affairs.
The procedure should be completed with no complications due
to Hutchinson's overall good
health, the statement added.
According to Kay Hyatt,director of news services at Public Affairs, Hutchinson will face elective surgery to correct the condition.
"I can think of better things I
would rather be taking part in,"
Hutchinson said in the statement.
"But I feel very lucky that the
Bangor region has such afine medical facility and skilled physicians
capable of handling this procedure."
Hutchinson's work schedule
will continue without any restriction, according to the statement.
During the recuperation period, which is expected to last one

month, Hutchinson will conduct
UMaine businessfrom his on-campus home.
"My condition will have no effect on the day-to-day operation of
the university," Hutchinson said.
"For a few weeks I will miss out on
a few things, but for the most part,
things will remain the same.Teachers will teach, students will learn,
research will be conducted, outreach services will continue, and
events will take place as they always do."
Hyatt said UMaine doesn't anticipate the need to appoint a temporary president during Hutchinson's recuperation.
"If something does need attention, there's always someone on
the administrative team ready to
do that," Hyatt said.
A public announcement was
made to avoid speculation or misinformation about Hutchinson's
condition, Hyatt said.
"Hopefully, the president will
come back with renewed vigor,"
she said. "He's doing what has
been recommended to do. He decided that he didn't want(the condition) to get behind him."
The heart surgery will mark
Hutchinson's second time underthe
knife in two years. Last year, the
UMaine president underwent successful hip replacement surgery.

By Kathleen Brennan
Staff Writer
Some University of Maine students have pledged to give up alcohol for a week as part of a
"Drink-out" sponsored by the
Greek Peer Educators.
"We wanted to do something
that got everyone involved,teachers, students and the community,
to step back and examine their
own drinking habits," Dr. Sandra
Caron, associate professor, director and founder of Greek Peer Educators.
The Drink-out will take place
during Alcohol Awareness Week,
Oct. 16-22. Twenty-three Greek
Peer Educators are distributing
sign-up sheets on and off campus
trying to get people involved.
"A lot of college students are
not realizing the role alcohol plays
in your life," Delta Zeta Greek
Peer Educator Melanie Horne said.
"If you can't give it up for a week,
what is that saying about you."
The Drink-out sheets ask participants to make a concerted effort to
examine their drinking habits. Participants receive a tip sheet for surviving and learning for the week.
They also receive a message encouraging those who do not make it
UMaines Drink-Out week aims to lessen the number of inci- to question their drinking habits and
dents like this. (Staff photo illustration.)
consider getting professional help.
See HIC page 6

• On the ballot

Voters decide fate of proposed $5 million UMS bond
Comparison of proposed fund allocation from UMS bond
$2,500,000 -/V-----07

$2,000,000 -/

$1,500,000

$1,000,000

$500,000

./(

$0
UMaine

USM

UMF

UMFK

UMM

• Local
The UMaine population is
a potential petri dish for
STDs.
page 4

UMPI

UMA

• Editorial
Is too much Elvis toxic?
Rob Turkington has the
story.
page 12

By Michael Doyle
Staff Writer
Voters will decide whether or
not to fund a $5 million bond for
the University of Maine System
in the Nov. 8 election.
Already approved by state
government,the bond is now subject to voter ratification by referendum.
If endorsed by the electorate,
the funds would be utilized for
capital acquisition projects which
would have a useful tenure of at
least 10 years, Chancellor J.
Michael Orenduff said.
"A positive vote will enhance
the quality ofthe educational base

• Arts
Itzhak Perlman astounds
the crowd at the Maine
Center for the Arts.
page 9

for present and future students of
the University of Maine System,"
Orenduff said.
Bond issues are a means by
which large public and state institutions garner finance, Vice
President for Business and Finance, Charles Rauch, said. The
bond is then repaid by the state with interest, over a period of
time - normally 10 years.
The last bond floated for the
University System was in 1988
for $36.8 million, he said. Major
bond issues for the university
were also approved in 1982 and
1986.
"According to past precedent,
See BOND

page 6

• Sports
UMaine stuns UConn in
a come-from-behind
victory.
page 21
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•Two killed in outbreak following Aristide's return

Bri0

• Tents house thousands near demilitarized zone
• Perry sees China as key to nuclear negotiations

• Homecoming

• Stateless

Violence continues despite Aristide's return

Arabs seek return to Emirate
2

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti(AP)— A day after President Jean-Bertrand Aristide
came home in triumph, violence Sunday marred his message of reconciliation and
illustrated the challenge of putting Haiti's tragic past behind.
Two people were killed in the violence that began when two dozen vigilantes
wielding machetes,clubs and rocks wentfrom house to house in a Port-au-Prince slum,looking
for members of a paramilitary group known to have killed and brutalized Aristide supporters.
Led by a man with "Lavalas" shaved into his head, the name of Aristide's popular
movement, the vigilantes found a member of the Front for the Advancement and Progress of
Haiti(FRAPH), Lorreuis Francois, and bloodied his wife's face as she told them to leave her
husband alone.
A neighbor persuaded them to leave, but less than two hours later, witnesses said, Francois
came outside and angrily whacked a machete into thefirst person hesaw,a pull-cartdriver named
Jean, killing him.
Witnesses said the vigilantes came back,found Francois in his house and killed him with a
single machete blow.They brought a Haitian army helmet and a uniform out into the street and
set them ablaze.
Standing in the street, people watched the flames in silence.
The rampage Sunday afternoon came less than 24 hours after Aristide preached peace and
reconciliation to the Haitian people in a victorious speech at the National Palace.

1

KHOR ZUBEIR, Iraq (AP) — The distinctive Iraqi army-issue orange tents
stretch for two miles from the demilitarized zone, housing thousands of stateless
Arabs seeking to pour back across the border into Kuwait.
"Dear Kuwait,We Are Coming,"reads one banner atthe camp,while anothersends a veiled
warning to the emirate's ruling family:"Oh Al-Sabahs,sooner or later tomorrow is coming."
The return of the stateless ones is the stuff Al-Sabah nightmares are made of.
Kuwait expeled about 100,000 bidouns — the Arabic word for "without" because they
are without citizenship — after the 1991 Gulf War,accusing most of being an Iraqi "fifth
column." About 100,000 still remain in Kuwait.
Their sudden appearance on the border two weeks ago, when Iraq was moving troops
southward, indicates that despite Iraqi claims that the troop movements were standard
maneuvers, Baghdad sought to set the Gulf on the boil again.
Iraq feels its plight under U.N. economic sanctions, which bar it from exporting oil, is
being ignored despite its cooperation with U.N. cease-fire terms imposed after the 1991
Gulf War. It has allowed U.N.inspectors to dismantle its weapons of mass destruction and
monitor its weapons sites.
However,it has resisted recognizing Kuwait's sovereignty and a new U.N.-demarcated
border. Baghdad offered to do so through Russia last week, but Kuwait wants U.N.
guarantees that Iraq would never threaten it again.

• North Korea

Perry cites China as the
key to nuclear talks
01

BEIJING(AP)—Chinacan help solidify an agreement
between the United Sratr-s and North Korea over nuclear
arms,Defense Secretary William Peny said Sunday.
Perry arrived in the Chinese capital forfourdays oftalks with
military and civilian leaders dominates.
ButChina and its military are too importantto ignore,Perry said
ataformal banquetat Beijing's Great Hall ofthe People on Sunday.
"I believe it is importantto the security ofboth countries and
indeed for the security ofthe whole world that the United States
and China have friendly relations," Perry said in atoast."That's
why I'm here."
Perry's host at the formal banquet, Defense Minister Chi
Haotian,toasted Perry:"The Chinese people's governmentand the
armed forces attach greatimportance to this visit by DoctorPerry."
First on Perry's agenda was the role China might play in
helping the United States and North Korea reach an agreement
to defuse a long-simmering dispute over whether North Korea's
nucleartechnology is being used to develop atomic bombs.Perry
said an agreement between the two nations could come as soon
as this week.

• Standoff

U.N. demands Iraqi withdraw! • Victory
from Kuwait border
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — After a standoff
between the United States and Russia, the Security
Council voted Saturday night to demand that Iraq
pull back its elite troops from the Kuwaiti border and not
deploy them in the area again.
The vote was unanimous.
The vote, at 11:30 p.m. EDT followed a day of negotiations in which the United States tried to avoid a Russian
veto and gain as much support as possible for the resolution.
In a concession to Russia,the resolution welcomed "all
diplomatic and other efforts to resolve the crisis." It also
called on Iraq to "unequivocally commit itself by full and
formal constitutional procedures to respect Kuwait's sovereignty, territorial integrity and borders."
Earlier Saturday, Russian Deputy Ambassador Vasiliy
Sidorov said Moscow would support the resolution only if
itconsidered Iraq's latest offer to recognize Kuwaitin return
for the future easing of the crushing U.N. oil embargo
against Baghdad. The Iraqi offer was made in a joint
Russian-Iraqi communique during a visit by Russian Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev to Baghdad.
A U.S. official called the linkage of the resolution to a
lifting of sanctions "a non-starter" but said Washington
would consider other amendments.

4

• Loveless marriage

Kohl's coalition squeeks Charles bares soul in
authorized biography
by in national voting
BONN, Germany (AP) — Chancellor Helmut
Kohl claimed victory for his conservative coalition in
Sunday's election, but projections indicated he may
have the narrowest of majorities in governing the 80-millionstrong nation at the center of Europe.
"We've won the elections," Kohl told cheering supporters at party headquarters. Although projections based on exit
polls and partial vote counts gave Kohl a majority that could
be as little as one seat, he called it "a workable majority."
The main opposition Social Democrats,smelling blood in
the weakened government, predicted that Kohl's coalition
would soon collapse.
"It's not clear ifthe coalition will have a majority of one,
two or three seats. It will be confirmed — barely — but
remains a coalition oflosers," said Rudolf Scharping,leader
of the Social Democrats.
A projection by the ARD television network gave Kohl's
coalition nearly 49percent ofthe vote.It projected that Kohl's
Christian Democratic Union and and its Bavarian sister party
the Christian Social Union would win 282seats in parliament,
and be able to count on their junior partner, the Free Democrats, with 51 seats.

5

e

LONDON (AP) — In a stunning departure from
Ul royaltradition,PrinceCharlesbared his soulSunday man
authorized biography that says his overbearing father
forced him into a loveless marriage with Princess Diana.
"How could I have got it all so wrong?" Charles, 45,
lamented in 1986 — five years after his marriage— in one ofthe
letters quoted in the book.
Many observerssaw authorization ofthe book asahugegamble
by the heir to the British throne — an apparent attempt to revive
acceptance of him as the future king by being unusually frank
Buckingham Palace said Charles has no regrets aboutcooperating for the biography, which describes him as bullied and
mocked as a child and trapped in a nightmare marriage with a
bored,bulimic,self-absorbed and obsessivelyjealous young wife.
To the dismay oftraditionalists,Charles gave author Jonathan
Dimbleby long interviewsand unpm-edented accessto thousands
of his private letters and diaries for the book, "The Prince of
Wales."
"It is a book of very great historical importance," said
constitutional expert Lord St. John of Fawsley. "It will have a
major effect on the whole current debate about the monarch and
the royal family ... The prince has put his cards on the table."

3
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• Education

Stillwater Montessori offers parents alternative
choose their own work and set their own pace.
The preschool program is composed oftwo
Staff Writer
classrooms, each led by one teacher and two
The Stillwater Montessori School has ex- assistants. Each classroom has 24 children bepanded its program to include children up to tween three and six years old. At this level,
grade six, so parents have another option for children have almost complete control over
their activities. The adults give the children help
their children's education.
when they ask for it, but otherwise the children
preschool
"We started in 1983 with one
on their own. The elementary classes are
are
the
of
director
Alex,
Joseph
said
classroom,"
school."My wife had worked in a school, more structured.
"Right now we have fifteen students in the
and she wanted to work in a Montessori
lower elementary program," Alex said.
school."
The program is forchildren aged six to nine,
Alex described the Montessori program as
"a self-centered, multi-aged classroom". The who would be in grades one through three. At
basic principle ofthe Montessori method is that this level,the students are given a list ofareas to
the child is his or her own teacher. Children work on each day, but they still can choose

By Daphne Brinkerhoff

Alex said he would like to have five or six
when to work on each subject.
students in each level of the elementary
more
the
in
done
work
the
get
kids
"Sometimes
first half ofthe day,and then they have the rest program.
"Wejust started up and we're trying to get
ofthe day to work on whatever they're interested in," said the head teacher for the lower a game plan to recruit new students," he said.
Alex said that currently about70 percent of
elementary.
The upper elementary program is in its the parents are involved with University of
Maine in some way, as teachers, staff or stusecond year.
dents.
upper
the
in
"There are about nine students
Children in the Montessori program benefit
elementary," said Alex.
This program covers ages nine through 12, from the program. Maria Tijan-Wieck,has two
or fourth through sixth grade. Alex said that daughters whohave been going to the schoolfor
since many sixth graders would attend local several years.
"What impresses me is the level ofconcenjunior high schools, "I realize that our upper
elementary will probably have a predominance tration," she said."I think they have received a
See SCHOOL page 7
of fourth and fifth graders."

• Guest lecture

History professor speaks on U.S. coverage of Korea
By Michael Lane
Staff Writer
The media offer little in the way of
clarification of the current situation in
Korean,according to a Northwestern University history professor.
As part of the 20th anniversary celebration of the Maine Peace Action
Committee, Bruce Cumings, who currently holds Northwestern's John Evans
Fellowship, spoke last Thursday on
"American Responsibility in the Korean War and the New Korean Crisis."
Cumings specializes in Korean affairs
and has authored several books about
the country.

"Mainstream American journalism
has been no help in sorting out problems
of knowledge of Korea," Cumings said.
The U.S. government dictates press
coverage of the Korean situation, argued
Cumings. Coverage is characterized by,
"a feeding frenzy", followed by a period
of negligible coverage.
"Someone in Washington scripts a
front page story about Korea," Cumings
said."For three years now we have had a
pattern of dull coverage, then it looks
like we are going to go to war.I'm always
struck by the way this crisis comes and
goes."
Cumings lauded history as the only
means by which to solve the Korean Cri-

sis. He said that the events leading up to
and surrounding the Korean War are unknown by the American press and public.
"The East Asian past is utterly unknown," Cumings said. "It is only history which can unpack the situation and
find a solution."
The Korean and Vietnam wars were
the result of U.S. efforts to rebuild Japan in the post-World War II era, he
said. In 1945, the U.S. structured Japan
with a robust economy, weak defense
and little control of raw materials. In
1940, the U.S. had already begun naval
patrols of the Middle Eastern oil supply, Japan's main source of oil.
"In 1945, historians base decisions to

rebuild Japan as an industrial power which
led to the Korean War and Vietnam War,"
Cumings said. "In the spring of 1950 the
U.S. was trying to reestablish Japanese
imperialism."
The American responsibility for the
Korean War, Cumings argued, must be
emphasized. It is an aspect of the conflict
that the media almost never mention,
Cumings argued.
In September and October 1950, the
U.S. made numerous test flights of a B26
bomber with a large conventional bomb,
similar in size to an atomic bomb. The
planes flew from Japan. The mission of
Operation Hudson Harbor was to meaSee KOREA page 6

SENIOR AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
\

THE MAINE RECRUITING
CONSORTIUM IS PRIMARILY FOR
NON-TECHNICAL MAJORS IN:
Interviews
for full-time •SCIENCES
jobs after
•BUSINESS
graduation
take place •LIBERAL ARTS
on Thursday,

Companies participating
American Drug Stores(OSCO/SAV-ON)
Ames Department Stores
Bureau of Taxation/Audit Division
CVS - Consumer Value Stores
Cianbro Corporation
Dover Financial Grp/John Hancock
Emery Worldwide
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Frito-Lay, Inc.
John Hancock Financial Svcs/Maine
K-Mart Corporation
Lockheed Sanders
MBNA New England
Modern Woodmen Of America
Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company
Taft Locke Companies
U. S. Border Patrol
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.

December 8 Tosign upfor
theseinterviews,bringacopyofyour
at the
Bangor
Civic
Center

resume foreach company which interests you to
the Career Center, Chadbourne Hallby:
Wednesday, October 19
Call581-1359for details,

The Maine Campus, Monday, October
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• Health

Cutler: Awareness central to STD prevention
By Yolanda Sly
Staff Writer

Jean Anne Sturrup, assistant at Women's Health Services, updates a bulletin board
at Cutler Health Center. A nearby basket offers condomsto visitors.(LeClair photo.
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A routine physical,just to make sure all
the body parts are working, nothing to be
concerned about until you are informed
that you have a sexually transmitted disease.
"People have the potential to be infected
with a sexually transmitted disease, even if
they're in a monogamous relationship. Relationships change,partners change and someone not knowing they have a disease can pass
it to someone else,"Shellie Morcom,NP., at
Women's Health Services at Cutler Health
Center, said.
"People should be aware that there are
incurable diseases and they should protect
themselves and society," Jean Anne Sturrup,
Assistant to Women's Health Services said.
The mostcommonSTDsfound at UMaine
herpes and the human papillochlamydia,
are
ma virus(HPV). All are transmitted through
anal, oral or vaginal intercourse with someone who is infected with the disease.
Chlamydia is a bacteria infection that
affects both men and women. Symptoms of
this disease can appear between seven and 21
days after having sex,butsome people do not
show symptoms.
Male symptoms include pain and burning while urinating and a watery, white or
yellow discharge from the penis, Morcom
said.
Female symptoms include discharge from
the vagina,bleeding between periods and burning or pain while urinating, Morcom said.
Chlamydia can lead to a more serious

infection. It affects the ability of both male
and females to have children, and if the
chlamydia infects the fallopian tubes, it
could cause problems in child birth, Morcorn said.
"Chlamydia is apt to have more symptoms in women,and 80 percent ofthe women
who test positive during routine screening
have no symptoms," Morcom said. There
are some sexually transmitted diseases that
do not show up on clinical tests. Only if one
has symptoms can it be determined if one has
the disease, Morcom said.
Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) is also
known as genital warts. It affects both men
and women. The symptoms can show up as
early as three weeks after having sex,or years
down the road, Morcom said.
Symptoms are burning or itching around
the sex organs or small bumpy warts on
them.
"We can't do a test to see if someone has
this disease," Morcom said. "If there are
warts present, we know that someone is infected. During a pap smear test, changes in
the cells mightshow signs ofa women having
this virus. The warts can be treated but the
virus remains in the body,and there is no cure
for this disease."
Herpes is a virus that can not be cured,
and it affects both men and women. Symptoms appear from one to 30days after having
sex.They include flu-like symptoms,blisters
on the mouth or sex organs, and burning and
itching before the blisters appear. They last
from one to three weeks after appearing,
Morcom said.
See CHANCRE page 7

Do you fit the bill?
Find out at one of the following
required information sessions:
• Wednesday, October 19, 1994
4:00 p.m.
Penobscot Hall Lounge
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Thursday, October 20, 1994
3:30 p.m.
Androscoggin Hall Lounge
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So you want to be a
Resident Assistant, huh?
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ANNOUNCINC
TEE DISCOVER® CARO
$2NFlajr.V:MEMBER

Apply for the Discover® Card
by November 10.
Spend $75. Get $25 back
NO Annual Fee.
MEMBER

NOUS

NETWORK ©1994 Greenwood Trust Company, Member FDIC

*This offer valid for Discover Card applications received by 11/10/94,that are approved and enrolled between 9/21 and 11/21/94.
Offer valid for purchases made by 3/31/95. Cash advances/balance transfers excluded. Offer limited to one rebate per account.

IF YOU DON'T GOT IT,
GET IT!

WEEKIE TO CO TO CET IT:
Memorial Union Lobby,9am - 5pm, Monday thru Wednesday, October 17-19
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Hic
Even though the Greek Peer Educators
do not think UMaine has a severe alcohol
problem, a general self-evaluation is important for personal well-being.
"I don't think it's(drinking)a big problem, it's just something to do," Delta Delta
Delta Greek Peer Educator Heather Read
said. "Most students will be able to finish
the week."
Many local businesses have agreed to
help out with the Drink-out. Subway and
Pizza Dome are handing out flyers about
the Drink-out with every delivery. Marga-

rita's is offering non-alcoholic drink specials, Beverage Warehouse is having a
special on non-alcoholic brews and Geddy's is having its Friday chem-free night.
In preparation for the Drink-out, members of the fraternities and sororities on
campus were given a survey about their
drinking habits. The majority felt themselves to be responsible drinkers. The
majority also felt an occasional "drunk" is
okay as long as it does not interfere with
work and have increased their drinking
since entering college.

Bond

from page 1

this bond amount is quite modest," said cap, he said.
The appropriated funds would be
Rauch.
Despite reductions in state funding to shared among the seven campuses of the
the University System, the $5 million University of Maine System. The Univerwould be used solely for capital improve- sity of Maine at Orono, would receive half
ment projects, Kent A. Price, assistant to of the $5 million allocation.
Each campus is obliged to furnish dethe chancellor said. These are basically
once-off undertakings to augment the uni- tailed plans for the utilization of their
portion of the fund, prior to the election.
versity infrastructure, he continued.
Orono plan has already been finalThe
student
on
effect
no
"It would have
ized.
added.
rates,"
Price
tuition
One of the plans includes the estabHe said the normal operating budget of
$132.7 million does not allow for major lishment of a new food-science education
and research facility at Orono. Many of
infrastructural improvements.
"This bond is completely outside of the campuses are up-grading scientific
equipment such as new microscopes at
the operating budget," said Price.
The operational budget has declined Fort Kent and Southern Maine Universifrom $137 million per annum five years ty. Farmington is seeking improvements
ago, which also does not allow for the to the air-conditioning system in Mantor
Library, and Machias wants to establish a
ravages of inflation.
The University of Maine is capable of multi-media classroom.
Additional areas which would benefit
generating its own funds - up to a certain
amount - by means of general obligation from the $5 million fund include the perbonds. However, the system has already forming arts, health and safety and inreached the upper limit of its $27 million structional technology.

NLY AT T
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE,
THE SYBEX COMPUTER
BOOK SALE.
Get 25% Off All SYBEX Books—
October 17-29

The Greek Peer Educators hope that
the Drink-out will dispel some of the stereotypes associated with Greeks, Caron
said.
"Greeks do other things beside drink,"
Read said."You never hear about the good
things we do."
Roughly 1,200 people have signed up
for the Drink-out, including Fred Hutchison, Caron said. Support from Greeks,
students, faculty and community is very
strong, she added.
"It is being taken very seriously,"Horne

said."I've heard a lot of'I don't know if I'll
make it, but I will try'."
Some students who are not participating in the Drink-out still feel it is a very
positive step.
"There has not been a Thursday,Friday
or Saturday night this semester that I have
not been wasted. The Drink-out has made
me step back and look at how much I
drink," a junior student, who wished to
remain nameless, said.
"If we reach ten people to reflect on their
drinking,then it will be a success,"Caron said.

Korea
sure the radius of explosion, the winds
and currents affecting a possible nuclear
cloud.
In 1953, the U.S. Air Force bombed
Japan and made agricultural dams in Korea. The result was widespread destruction and starvation as the rice paddies
were swept away with the flooding waters.
"[The water] scooped clean 27 miles
below. Westerners can have little understanding of the loss of rice: starvation and
death," Cumings noted from an Air Force
memo.
Who started the Korean War, why and
how was the topic of long debate. While
not giving a definitive answer, Cumings
further elaborated possible factors.
"You know if another Korean War
started we won't know who started it,"
said Cumings, paraphrasing John Forrest
Dulles, from the 1957 Joint Chiefs of
Staff minutes.
Cumings, similar to Dulles, theorized
the North Koreans infiltrated the South
Koreans and staged an attack on the North,
thereby providing provocation for future
Northern Korean hostilities. This is plausible, argued Cumings, because the war
started in an obscure peninsula with no
witnesses and one year previous a South
Korean unit deserted to the North.
Up to the late 1980s no one was interested in Korea's nuclear reactors. United
Nations observers responded to North
Korea's inquiries regarding inspection of
nuclear sites, saying that Korea had

from page 3
missed the deadline and the next possible
inspection would be in 14 months. It was
not until American nuclear weapons were
removed from South Korea and the Gulf
War victory did the U.S. take interest in
Korean nuclear reactors.
"Once Bush won his victory in the
Gulf and nuclear weapons were out of
South Korea we could make a new enemy
of North Korea," Cumings said.
Cumings said he did not believe North
Korea possessed the technology for them.
Due to the low grade of plutonium available to the North Koreans, delivery of a
nuclear device would require an enormous strategic aircraft, the size of which
Korea does not have. The advanced trigger device also presented technical problems for the North Koreans.
"I don't think Korea could possibly
have deliverable nuclear weapons,"Cumings said.
Nuclear bombs must be tested, yet no
evidence has been uncovered that the
North Koreans have tested nuclear weapons.
"In order to know that the bomb
worked it must be tested, we have no
evidence that they have tested nuclear
weapons," he said. Cumings ended his
talk by saying that the North Koreans
have every right to have nuclear weapons.
"I myself think that if they go nuclear
they have every reason. Self-defense is
the first law of international politics,"
Cumings said.

Now you can get the best computer

°
°
Oa
Omni No. 111••••••••.

books available at a price that almost
anyone can afford. From October 17
through October 29, all SYBEX books
at the University Bookstore will be 25%

UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

off the regular price.

Mod Am Mao.. N..

SYBEX, the internationally renowned
publisher of more than 150 computer

11611•Preb ior

books a year in over 22 languages, is the world's
largest independent computer book publisher. For
over 18 years, SYBEX has been helping
all kinds of people make their lives
easier with IBM PCs and compatibles,
and Macintosh computers. And now,
for a limited time, these international

IN

Asa Second Language
401g1:731

bestsellers are yours at a 25% discount.
Come to the University Bookstore
and get expert computer advice from
SYBEX for 25% off.

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

Re-Elect

Kathleen
Stevens
November 8th

SYBB(
Shortcuts to Understandinr

Authorized and paid for by the Committe to Re-elect Stevens,
Jeannie Matava, Treasurer.
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School

tremendous confidence in their own ability and
they will be able to adapt wherever they go."
"There's only three ofthem in the state,one
in Waterville,one in Camden and our school,"
Alex said of the elementary program."We're
licensed as a private elementary school. Our
teachers are all state-certified for kindergarten
through eighth grade."
The tuition fees are"cheap when compared
to schools in urban areas," said Tijan-Wieck.
For a full day ofthe preschool program,the
parents pay $280 a month. For a half day,the
fees are reduced to $200 a month.The elementary program costs $330 a month. The school
year runs from mid-August to mid-June.
"Parents have been real enthusiastic about
our program and have wanted more for their
kids," Alex said.'That's why we're here."

Chancre

Two members of Orono Boy Scout Troop 47 rinse off a fire truck's wheel Sunday during a charity carwash, which was
cosponsored by Tau Kappa Epsilon. The Orono Fire Department, located across the street from where the event was
held, decided to take to take the truck over to take advantage of the wash.(Geyerhahn photo.)

from page 3

from page 4

There is no test for herpes unless there is
a sore present. If you has a sore, you should
get it tested for the herpes virus, Morcom
said.
"The scariest thing about HPV and herpes
is that many people show no signs of having
these viruses. They have it and pass it on to
someone else without knowing it," Morcom
said.
"STDs should be taken more seriously
these days," Sturrup said. "In the past STDs
were something people didn't want to have
because it was an inconvenience or embarrassing. Some diseases have no cure such as
AIDS,HPV and herpes, you just can't take a
pill and make it go away."
STD testing is available on campus at the
Walk In Clinic at Cutler Health Center and at
the Women's Health Clinic, Morcom said.

TODAY'S WEATHER:
Fair. Lows in the 30s to near 40. Highs in the 50s to near
60.

Try something new...

7teVele:‘
eaote meet ae 9bt14
TUESDAY'S WEATHER:
Fair. Lows in the 30s to near 40. Highs in the 50s to near
60.

Tuesday October 18 @ 5PM

Chinese Buffet
Wednesday October 19 @ 5PM

Tea for Two
Please meet in basement of

Kennebec Hall.
Any questions?
Call Melissa @ 866-7631
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New England News
• Fire

• Manhunt

Teen-ager dies in
Corinth, Vt. blaze

Prison escapee believed to
have wife, child with him

CORINTH, Vt.(AP) — A teen-age boy
was killed and his younger sister was badly
burned in a fire that destroyed their family's
home overnight Friday.
State police said 12 members ofthe Hathaway-Pudimsfamily were home when the bine
broke outsome time around 10:30 p.m.Friday.
Someofthe children,including the boy who
died and the girl who was burned,already had
gone to bed for the night when the fire began,
said Detective Sgt. Roland Prairie.
"The fire spread very quickly and apparently without much notice to the occupants,"
Prairie said. State police investigators said it
appeared thatalampfelland setastraw mattress
aflame.
Alan Pudims, 14, was dead when found by
firefighters, authorities said.
All ofthe other family members were taken
toDartmouth-Hitchcock MedicalCenterin Lebanon, N.H.,for treatments ranging from cuts to
the serious bums suffered by Jamie Pudims,8.
She was taken to the hospital aboard the
Dartmouth-Hitchcock medical helicopter and
was transferred to the Shriners Hospital in
Boston for treatment of her burns.
A nursing supervisor at Shriners said the
girl's condition was upgraded to poor Sunday. It had been critical when she was first
admitted on Saturday.

The girl was saved by her grandfather,
Albert Siewertsen, 54, who also lived in the
Corinth home.
The girl's stepfather, John Hathaway, 32,
had tried to rescue her but was driven away by
smoke. He climbed a ladder to her bedroom
window, which he smashed looking for her.
"I kept reaching in with my hand,trying to
grab her," Hathaway told the Sunday Valley
News.After inhaling smoke,he said,he started
to feel "pretty out of it."
That's when Siewertsen tried. "I went up
theladderand hollered ather," Siewertsen said.
"Like the pastor said, there must have been a
guardian angel there because the fire never
touched me.I couldn't even see her— all I saw
were the flames. I never even felt the smoke in
my lungs. It's a miracle. The Lord took care of
that one."
Heeventuallyfoundhisgranddaughterwhen
she screamed."He reached for the scream and
he got her,Hathaway said."Itook her and said,
'Thank God, we got her out."
They also tried to reach Alan Pudims but
they weredrivenaway bythe smokeand flames.
"There was no reaching(him)unless you went
in, and there was no way to go in," Siewertsen
said. "The place was engulfed in eight minutes. John said, 'I want to go in,' and I said,
'John,there's no way you can go in."

at the

Maine Center for the Arts

CONCORD, N.H.(AP) — Police believe the New Hampshire wife and ailing
child of a dangerous jail escapee are with
him as he continues to elude a nationwide
manhunt.
George Moore escaped from jail guards
in Hartford,Conn.,Thursday night,prompting a national search that has focused in
New Hampshire, where he used to live, and
where his wife and young daughter still
reside.
The woman and baby haven't been seen
since a few hours after the escape, prompting authorities to believe Kathleen Moore
may have been in on the escape and is
traveling with Moore now.
"We're still actively looking for her,the
baby and for him," said N.H. State Police
Cpl. Alan Welch. "The suspicions are that
they are traveling maybe as a family."
Moore used to live in Alton, his wife
works in Manchester and they both have

relatives or friends in several New Hampshire communities.
The state is well-known to the Moores,
but Moore is so well known to police here
that he may have headed elsewhere, Welch
said.
"It probably would be more difficult for
him to hide out up here," Welch said.
Moore has a history of violent crime and
spent about20 years in prison in New Hampshire on various charges. He was being held
in Connecticut on fugitive charges from
New Hampshire when he bolted.
Police say the Moore's 10-month-old
daughter, Kellee, is probably with the couple. Her grandmother said she had an eye
infection and was ill when she disappeared.
Welch said the FBI is joining the case
Monday.
Moore is considered extremely dangerous. He has vowed to kill any police officer
who tries to capture him.

• Abandonment

Police search for unknown mother
NASHUA, N.H.(AP)— Police continue trying to find the mother of an infant
abandoned in Nashua, as experts say she
deserves compassion.
The infant was left in an apartment building laundry room late Thursday night by
someone who wanted it to be found quickly.
Police found the baby after getting a call of
a disturbance in the room. There was no
disturbance, only the child.
They say the little boy apparently was
born outside of a hospital only a couple of
days before he was abandoned. They've
gotten many calls from people wanting to
know if he is up for adoption.
Police confirmed that doctors said the
baby, believed to be less than a week old,
appeared to have been born at home because
of the condition of the umbilical cord.
Portsmouth Child Psychiatrist David
Schopick says the mother probably was
overwhelmed and left the child out of im-

pulse. He says if she comes forward, she'll
need a lot of help to deal with her crisis, and
in learning how to care for the child.
"My feeling is that maternal instinct is
so strong that for someone to deny their
natural instinct, there must be something
serious and severe going on," he said.
"We're probably talking about a mother
who feels overwhelmed and did something
rather impulsive. It doesn't sound like she
had many supports available to her and
probably thought that things were very, very
bleak and she felt a need to do something
very rapidly."
While most of the concern from the
public so far has focused on the curly-haired
baby, Schopick said the mother deserves
some attention as well."Ifthe mothercomes
forward, I think she's going to need a lot of
help with whatever situation she's going
through now, and learning how to care for
that child."

• Lawsuit

Animal-rights groups sue
Vermont over moose hunt
BURLINGTON,Vt.(AP)— Two animal
rights groups have sued the state and federal
governments to stop Vermont's annual moose
hunt next year and thereafter.
The lawsuit charges that provisions of
the National Environmental Policy Act were
not followed in establishing the hunt last
year after nearly a century in which moose

hunting was illegal.
The Fund For Animals Inc.,based in Maryland, and Green Mountain Animal Defenders
Inc. argued that the state hunt should abide by
the federal law because the U.S.Fish and Wildlife Service is helping the Vermont Fish and
Wildlife Department pay for a study of the
state's moose population.

Oct•21•94 8pm $12/$15
Sponsored by:

Tuesday, 3:30 p.m.
The Art of Time Management

Maine Center for the Arts, Off-Campus Board

Dwight Rideout, Dean of Student Services

Student Entertainment Activities, Student Government

Nutter Lounge, Memorial Union
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Arts &Entertainment
A&E VEEK

PERFORMANCE

Monday,Oct. 17
*Roll it Again Cinema: "My Left
Foot," noon, Totman Lounge.
*Opening of photography exhibit:
"Photographs by Jere DeWaters,"shown
at the Graphics Gallery in the Union
through Nov. 27.
Tuesday,Oct. 18
*Roll it Again Cinema: "My Left
Foot," 3 p.m. Totman Lounge.
Wednesday,Oct. 19
*Poetry Free Zone with Czech Republic poet and translator Petr Mikes and
Kathleen Ligness, noon at the Honors
Center.
*Readers Theater: "The 'Somebody
Else' was Us," part of the WIC Lunch
Series. 12:15-1:30 p.m. in the Bangor
Lounge.
*"Biography from Below: A 19th
Century Ordinary Woman's Search for
Self," by C. Stewart Doty,7 p.m. in 100
Nutting Hall.
Thursday,Oct.20
*"Don Giovanni," performed by the
San Francisco Western Opera Theater.
7:30 p.m. at the Maine Center for the
Arts. Admission fee.
*Lecture:"Making it New:Using the
Past to Make it Modem." Will include
songs by Brahms, art and architecture in
the 1890s,etc. 3:30 p.m. in the Lynch
Room of Fogler Library.
*"Charlie Chaplin:The Early Years,"
film. 12:20 p.m. Totman Lounge.
*Thursday Night at the Ram's Horn
with Jen Spingla openingfor Adam White.
Beer served with I.D. No admission fee.
Friday, Oct.21
*"Love Hurts," a British drama series, premieres at 9 p.m. on PBS.
*Friday Jazz performance by the Patti
Wicks Trio, 12:15 p.m. in the Bangor
Lounge.
*Piano recital by Bajka Voronietzky,
UM associate professor of music. 8 p.m.
120 Lord Hall.
*"Royal Hunt of the Sun," performance by Maine Masque.8 p.m. Hauck
Auditorium. Free for UM students, admission for general public.
*Tori Amosperformance atthe Maine
Centerfor the Arts.8 p.m. Admission fee.
*Goodguy Blasters and Windmill
performing at the Ram's Horn. Beer
served with I.D. Admission fee.
Saturday, Oct.22
*"Royal Hunt of the Sun," performance by Maine Masque. 8 p.m. Hauck
Auditorium. Free for UM students, admission for general public.
Sunday,Oct.23
*"Royal Hunt of the Sun," performance by Maine Masque.2 p.m. Hauck
Auditorium. Free for UM students, admission for general public.

Perlman's flawless technique wows MCA audience
cast of"Three Tenors, Encore!," in July.
By Stephen Allan
The stage for the performance was set
Staff Writer
up with only a grand piano and a chair
Music has always been the ears' syn- with a music stand placed beside it, a
onym for beauty, the two words are one bland design that was forgotten once the
intertwined indefinitely; and no living wondrous music entered the concert hall
musician could demonstrate that point and decorated with sweet tones.
The first piece that was played was
with more purity than violinist Itzhak
Schnittke's "Suite in the Old
Alfred
Perlman.
Perlman performed Saturday at the Style." With the first note, the audience
Maine Center for the Arts to a full house, immediately understood the talent this
which seemed to be transfixed by the man has. So engrossing was the sound
music that was created on the stage. He that time no longer existed as a dimengrasped the audience's attention at once sion for the audience. Minutes were rewith his masterful talents and held it placed by notes made by Perlman's viothrough five compositions and an arrest- lin.
After each piece was finished, and the
ing encore.
showed their appreciation, Perfamous
musician
audience
internationally
The
first gained celebrity when he appeared lman and accompanist, Samuel Sanders,
on the "Ed Sullivan Show" at a young went offstage for a brief moment before
age. Perlman has gained worldwide fame starting the next composition. This brief
for his performances in such countries as break seemed unnecessary and inapprothe Soviet Union. Perlman performed the priate, but was only one of two things
violin solos for the Steven Spielberg film that took away from the performance.
The second flaw of the concert was
"Schindler's List" in collaboration with
composer John Williams. He was also the lack of a voice. Perlman addressed
Public Television's host for their broad- the audience only a few times, and those

times occurred only during the encore.
His statements, including one unintentionaljoke, made the encore more special
than his previous playing. The silence
before the performance accentuated his
music, but his speech made him more
human.
After the Schnittke's piece Perlman
played Brahms' "Sonata No. 2 in E-flat
Major, Op. 120" and "Three Hungarian
Dances."
After a lengthy intermission,Perlman
and Sanders returned with two wonderful
pieces by Bartok.
"Sonata No. 2 for Violin and Piano"
was utterly superb.Listening to Perlman's
violin, one could be drawn in by the
music and feel it surround. One experiences such perfection only rarely in life.
As the concert progressed, it only became better. Each piece was greater than
the one before, with the last piece of the
encore being the finest work of all.
Sanders's piano playing was the perfect complement to Perlman's violin. The
two mixed their own individual sounds
into a volley of excellence.

•Theater

"Noises Off"
an off-thewall comedy
By R. David Tibbetts
Staff Writer
Farce, a popular definition holds, is
"tragedy at 10,000 rpm." Even the least
humorous of events become comic when
played at high speed. Plot aside, farce is
all about miscommunication, fast pacing, and entering and exiting with precise
timing.
Few productions manage to blend all
three of these elements together as seamlessly as "Noises Off," the first production of the season for Penobscot Theatre
in Bangor.
The three-act play, written by Michael Frayn and directed by Lisa A. Tromovitch, is literally a farce about a farce.
Act one opens in a London theatre where
an acting troupe is having their final
dress rehearsal before opening.
It doesn't take long to realize that
things are not proceeding as smoothly as
they should be. Every member of the
cast, it seems, has some kind of problem. Dottie Otley (played by Ruth Miller) can remember neither her lines nor
her blocking with any degree of reliability. In addition, she is carrying on with
the leading man, Garry Lejeune (played
by Robert Libbey), who is only half her
age.
Brooke Ashton (played by Kat
Minkevich)is a stereotypical airhead who
is always losing her contact lenses at the
wrong moment. Frederick Fellowes
(played by Shaun Dowd)is a self-deprecating "Mr. Nice Guy." Belinda Blair

Matt Winslow, lead vocalist of Daddy Black Boots,shook the Ram's Horn
on Thursday night. Winslow's intense stage presence, teamed with the
band's hard-edged rhythm made for an incredibly loud, well delivered,
and unexpectedly professional show.(Geyerhahn photo.)

See NOISES page 11
••••
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• On stage

Do You want to:
*know the status of negotiation?
*have a say in the contract now?
*know what is offered for a medical
plan?

Come to a

Faculty
Meeting
When:
3:00 pm Wednesday, Oct. 19,1994

Where:
100 Neville Hall

Called By:
Earl Beard, President of UM
chapter of UFUM

"Brigadoon" shines
throuth the mists
By Monique Gibouleau
Staff Writer
Once every century the little village of
Brigadoon,surrounded by mist, appears in the
middle ofScotland. However,for a few nights,
Brigadoon is appearing with its mists in
Ellsworth,thanks to The Grand Auditorium.
The fantastically well produced version of
Lerner and Lowe's musical,"Brigadoon," was
presented by the performers atThe Grand.With
a diverse cast ofcharacters,a bright and unique
musical score and colorful costumes, "Brigadoon" is a delight for both the ears and eyes.
The tale begins with two Americans, Jeff
Douglas (played by Bill Shaw) and Tommy
Albright (played by John K. Harris), who are
lostjust before dawn in the woods ofScotland.
The brilliantly played Jeff, constantly full of
drunken sarcastic wit,suggests to Tommy that
they figure out where they are. Tommy,a stiff
New Yorker who tends to over-articulate his
words,looksoffin the mistand discoversatown
which they had not noticed before. The two
enter the town center where a marketplace is
bustling with activity.
The reason for the activity is the wedding
that will be occurring that day between Jean
MacLaren (played by Frances Jacobs) and the
extraordinarly charming Charlie Dalrymple
(played by Todd Grenquist).Everyone is excited and people begin to pester the sister of the
bride, Fiona MacLaren (played by Leslie Adams) who retorts in the song "Waitin' For My
Deane"thatshe is waiting for someone special,
for true love instead ofjust marriage.
Enter Charlie with a bit oflaughter about the
upcoming wedding, one comment being about
marrying a"good maid"to which one ofthe men
replies"All maids are good! So tell me where all
the bad wivescomefrom!"The men thenjoin him
in stealthy andjolly singing and prancing aboutthe
stage in a grand state to the utterly danceable "I'll
Go Home With Bonnie Jean." The men, in full
Scottish costume looked so authentic that one
would trust that Brigadoon itself had indeed appealed,right before where one was seated
As Tommy and Jeff enter,it is obvious that
Fiona has found the "dearie" that she had been
singing over earlier in Tommy. In the mean-

time, one of the townsgirls, the delightful and
dynamic Meg Brocicie(played by Heather Astbury)sees her own dearie in Jeff. One gets the
idea that all of the men in Brigadoon have
already fled from Meg's zealous advances,but
the unsuspecting Jeff is taken aback, and she
proceMsto playfully flirt and hopefully seduce
him with a song about how she intended to find
"The Love of My Life."
Meanwhile,Tommy and Fiona have fallen
in love though they have not yet realized it,
singing the touching "Almost Like Being In
Love." Tommy's strong baritone voice filled
the hall with a warm and comfortable sound.
Fiona,though an extremely strong and talented
actress, falls somewhat short as a strong vocalist,though it is only painfully evidentin thefour
duets that she shares with Tommy.
The weddingsceneis merry and bright,with
a wedding dance that brought the best out ofthe
talented ensemble.Meg takes center stage once
more to tell of"My Mother's Wedding Day."
Disaster befalls the wedding day,as one of
theinhabitantsofBrigadoon attempts to flee the
mystical town,and is subsequently killed in an
accidental fall. The dancing and music cease
and the boy is lowered to the floor, covered in
black and lifted above the men of the town as
they act as pallbearers. The town creates a
solemn processional off the stage as the pipes
continue until they fade.
"From This Day On"is sung by Fiona and
Tommy before he leaves and the village vanishesfor another hundred years,and the nextscene
is of Jeff and Tommy in a bar in New York.
However, magical things happen to people in
love, and "Brigadoon" will not disappoint in
that aspect at all.
Through the use ofa magnificent and versatile set designed by Art Bousquet and the wonderful direction of Ken Stack, the show shines
out of the Scottish mists like the village itself.
Theorchestra,underthedirection°Bohn Haskell
perfectly bridgesthe scenesand songsof"Brigadoon."If it were only so easy to get there are it
appears to be!
"Brigadoon" will be playing at The Grand
Auditorium on Main Street,Ellsworth on October21 &22at8pm and October23at2pm.'Tis
one bit o' kilt you'll not want to miss.
International Students

.
d
-_ZXe
LINCOLN TOWN CARS

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
DIAL (207) 947-8294 • 1 -800-997-8294
Local and Statewide Service • Bus and Airport Service
Time Calls Accepted • 24-Hour Service

DV-1 Greencard Program, by U.S. Immigration, Greencards provide U.S.
permanent resident status. Citizens of almost all countries are allowed.

For info & forms:
New ERA Legal Services
20231 Stagg St., Canoga Park, CA 91306
Tel:(818)772-7168;(818)998-4425

The finest AUTHENTIC Chinese
foods loaded with taste not fat

Agenda:
*Update on Negotiations
*Plans for action

igh
Tuesday get a double discount

20% Off with student ID
Save 10%

All faculty are invited
Voting restricted to dues paying members ofAFUM
UFUM memberships available at the door

On any order with student ID,
eat in or take out, minimum order $5.
371 Stillwater Ave, Old Town
827-7996
• Minimum $15 order for free delivery•
We deliver to Orono, Old Town, Milford and Bradley.
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• On exhibit

Noises

Metropolitan Museum exhibit
gives new view ofimpressionism
By Joan Brunskill
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — A landmark
chapter of art history unfolds in "Origins
of Impressionism," a current exhibition
of French painting in the 1860s at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Don't think for a minute that means a
solemnly didactic experience. Even the
most obdurately anti-academic visitor,
looking no deeper than the surfaces of the
masterpieces on show, couldn't help but
feel a lifting of the spirit.
This is not just another lineup of Famous Impressionist Names, beloved as
they justly are. At the heart of this collection of about 170 paintings are the revealing and inventive works done in the
decade of the 1860s by young French
painters intent on developing a new kind
of painting — before what became Impressionism was even given its label.
Here's the visible evidence of the influences and the inspiration, the friendship and the rivalry shared by the avantgarde group that included Monet, Manet,
Renoir, Degas and Cezanne.
"This is the first modern exhibition
organized to form an overview of the
future Impressionists in their formative
years," said Metropolitan curator Gary
Tinterow, at a recent preview. He coorganized the exhibition with Henri
Loyrette, curator of the Musee d'Orsay,
Paris.
Some of the artists meet you as you
enter the show — including Renoir, Monet and Bazille, grouped rather stiffly
around Manet in Fantin-Latour's "A
Studio at Les Batignolles," which leads
off the installation. Bazille's "The Studio in the rue La Condamine," hung in
the final gallery, shows a more informal
gathering in the studio Bazille shared
with Renoir.
The first of the dozen intervening galleries shows the conventional range of
painting at the beginning of the period.
It's a selection of paintings shown in the
1859 Salon, the influential annual exhibition that this year turned down Monet
but accepted Manet, Pissarro and Whistler.
Subsequent galleries explore in detail
the new artists' experiments,in paintings
aglow with energy and insouciant originality. Works are grouped in themes such
as history painting, the nude, the landscape, still life, the portrait.
The young painters didn't necessarily
turn from conventional themes. Baudry's
saccharine "The Penitent Magdalen"
was in the Salon selection; next door

there's Cezanne's startlingly different
treatment of the same subject,dark, heavily brushed.
Manet also referred to the old masters, Tinterow said, in "The Dead Christ
and the Angels," for example, "but at
the same time making a new kind of art,
with his rough brush and striking realism. He hoped to shock people into realizing he was doing something new."
The new painters really came into
their own when they looked at the life
around them, Tinterow pointed out.
Painting outdoors, they brought freshness and spontaneity to their work, and
they were eager to marry their love of
figure with landscape. Among the lavish selection of the decade's paintings
on show, the Monet works are outstanding examples.
"He finally achieved the full integration of figure with landscape," Tinterow
said, summarizing a series of explorations. A luminous proof is "Women in
the Garden," on a rare loan from the
Musee d'Orsay.
Tinterow calls the painting "one of
the glories of this exhibition," with its
vibrant contrasts ofsunlight on pale dresses, shadows and dark green foliage.
Another highlight in a show full of
them is Cezanne's "The Black Clock,"
a still life in a different mood from the
sun-dappled Monets. It's a supremely
"modern" work, with bold use of thick
paint.
"No compromises,total discipline and
control," Tinterow commented, of the
composition's solid sculpted white cloth,
square black clock, curve of sharp lemon
and counterpoise of rough shell.
Canvas after canvas reflects the painters' interaction: they painted each other,
shared working space and subjects, borrowed ideas and quoted from each others' works — Cezanne sometimes in satirical vein.
Manet's "Olympia" is at the center
of one chain of interaction. Although the
original of the famous coolly poised reclining nude is not in the exhibition, look
for Olympia links in other works by Courbet, Cezanne and Manet himself. The
paintings' caption labels are a great guide
here and repay attentive reading.
In scenes shimmering with summer's
pleasures or delicate wintry tones; catching the urban bustle of streets, racetracks and the opera; presenting wonderfully confident portraits of ordinary
people, the new painters brought their
world vividly alive. Their radiant revolution also set the standard for painting
for decades to come.

The
t1tIV
I114
IPIrco=rounnt
Oct.19 Strategies for
Wednesdays - 3:15p.m.
College Reading Totman Room
Memorial Union
Joanne Boynton
Asst. Professor
Onward

Sponsored by the Memorial Union
and the Office ofCommuter Servii

A series of one-hour seminars
designed to offer helpful tips
on improving a variety of
your learning skills.

from page 9

(played by Sharon Zolper) is an incurable gossip who has the dirt on all her
fellow cast members. Selsdon Mowbray
(played by Chuck Cronin)is an over-thehill actor who is half-deaf, slightly senile, and a complete alcoholic.
The three members of the stage crew
are Lloyd Dallas(played by Brent Askari)
the harried director,flighty stage manager Poppy Norton-Fowler (played by
Rebecca Cook), and tongue-tied assistant Tim Allgood (played by Tim LeConey).
The first act is presented as a rehearsal of the play in which the actors are
performing. The farce within the farce,
punctuated by hilariously flubbed cues
that Lloyd must straighten out, is actually quite funny. More importantly,it gives
the audience a look at how the play is
supposed to look.
It is in the second act, however, that
things really start getting interesting. The
show has been touring for a month so far.
By this point, the cast and crew are getting on each other's nerves. For this act,
the set has been rotated 180 degrees so
that we now can see what they are doing
backstage.
What, indeed! Professionalism has
been almost completely usurped by lover's quarrels, bruised egos, and shameless backstabbing. While cast and crew
bicker, attempt to reconcile, and try to
keep Selsdon away from a liquor bottle
that has been floating around, they also
have to put on their play.
It is obvious, though, that they can't
do both. Their play, taking place on the
opposite side of the set, begins to un-

ravel. Matters aren't helped when the
cast begins to pull spiteful tricks on
each other. Garry, fed up with Dottie,
dumps a plateful of sardines on her
head. Dottie, in retaliation, ties Garry's
shoelaces together just before his next
entrance.
The final act of the play, taking place
a few weeks later, has the set revolved
again so that it is the same as it was in act
one. By this time, the play has disintegrated to the point where it is not even
recognizable. Nothing goes right. Lines
are missed, entrances forgotten, props
misplaced, and nobody has any clue as to
what they are doing.
As the hapless cast futilely tries to
improvise their way through the mess
that they have created,the situation grows
increasingly more confused. In the end,
they close the play by all gathering onstage and delivering the final lines like a
Greek chorus...fighters to the last.
"Noises Off' is every actor's nightmare. It is also hilarious from start to
finish. With all the action going on—
especially in the second act—it is as much
like watching a well-choreographed
dance as watching a play. Everything
was timed perfectly.
Some bits of business, such as the
actors attempting to kill each other with
a fire axe and Garry's tumble down a
flight of stairs, were so flawlessly executed that the audience broke out in spontaneous applause. This is definitely a
play that deserves to be seen.
"Noises Off" will be playing at Penobscot Theatre until Oct. 30. Go see it before
it's too late. You'll be glad you did.

Applying to
Graduate School?
Attend the Graduate School Workshop

Wednesday,
October 19,3:15 pm
at the Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union

Featuring
Karen Boucias
Assistant Dean of the Graduate School,
University of Maine
Topics of discussion include:
• The overall application process
• Specific tips on applying
• Timetables and deadlines

• GRE/GMAT
• Letters of recommendation
• Application essays

• Questions and Answers •
Sponsored by the Career Center and the Graduate School.
For further information call 581-1359.
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By Rob Turkington
Ever heard the Elvis song "Viva Los Vegas?" Unfortunately,
I have. For the past 21 years my auditory orifices have endured a
constant barrage of Elvis music.
Now don't get me wrong, one or two renditions of"Love Me
Tender" or "I'm All Shook Up" are tolerable, but the Elvis mania that has struck
my household is a little out of hand.
Since my mom discovered the wonders of CD's, she has systematically replaced all of her old worn-out Elvis records with new shiny Elvis CD's. Now,she
isn't some Elvis fruitcake who has little Elvis night-lights, nor is she one of those
loonies who thinks he is flipping burgers at some little fast-food joint.(Personally
I think he works for the Colonel at KFC - coincidence? I think not)
The problem is not that she likes Elvis, but rather she listens to him almost
every day,and it is all my fault. I bought her her first Elvis CD,she has since added
her collection. Now I can hear my arch nemesis in full surround sound stereo. Joy.
Why couldn't he have been a one-hit wonder like Menudo? I wouldn't have
minded if he were a lounge-jack in Reno and never made it past the glitzy gates of
Vegas, sort of like Wayne Newton. Instead, he has become an icon of the
American culture.
There are Elvis statues, Elvis key chains, and I'm sure there is even Elvis toilet
paper. Everything you could ever want or need to become one with the mecca,
Elvis. If you think the Elvis craze is bad in America,try the rest of the world. Elvis
is the buzz-word for the American culture. I am surrounded by Elvis and I can't go
home!
It is getting really bad now, I actually had a dream starring Elvis. I suppose I
should be happy that Elvis has entered by subconscious, but I am not. What is
worse is it wasn't just Elvis - it was Elvis post 1968. You know, the big guy with
the sideburns down to his jowls and a sloppy sequined jump-suit. Oh yeah, he had
those cheesy sunglasses on, too. Yeeeech!
Sometimes it feels like it is a government conspiracy. Perhaps the CIA is
behind it all. It would have to be. How else would he have been allowed to do all
of those crummy movies he did? Elvis sits on a beach, starts humming a little tune,
and BAM!- a four-piece band parachutes on to the beach to sing cheesy Elvis love
songs. This is a movie?
And there are the theories that he is still alive. If you haven't noticed, if you
screw around with the letters in Elvis it is an anagram for the word 'lives.'
Coincidence? I think not.(Elvis also spells out 'evils,' which doesn't surprise me
either)
So, is Elvis alive? Does it matter? Well, if he isn't, he is still alive in my
nightmares. Regardless, he also still lives in my mom's record collection,from the
bopin' 50's to the bulging sequin-filled 70's. Pure, unadulterated, Elvis.
What I can't figure out is why this guy's songs bother me so much. After all,
the man is dead. Or maybe he is on an extended vacation at some burger joint or
cruising the stars with aliens.
My other question is - if he is alive, why does he only appear in the Weekly
World News, has the rest of the mainstream media been paid off?
Whether he is dead or alive, his music will live on and on and on, sort of like
George Burns. Well, regardless, I'll have a peanut butter and `nanna sandwich,
just for him.
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• Commentary

Cliques don't click
When people leave high school, they expect
to leave the cattiness of cliques behind. Although the maturity level of excepting others in
college is much greater than in high school,
cliques do not seem to be a thing of the past.
UMaine's set-up of residence halls seems to
foster 'staying with your own kind.' The placement of first-year students according to interests and majors is one way UMaine is not
integrating students. For instance, most of the
science majors are located on Hilltop and art
majors are on South Campus. As for interests,
most athletes live in the Stewart Commons
area resident halls.
Students are also separating from other
students who differ from themselves. Most
of the athletes associate with other athletes,
as if it was some sort of elite group. The
fraternities and sororities are no different. In

classes, they tend to separate into one section
of the room. The group of students who hang
around on the Union steps make other students, not a part of that clique, feel uncomfortable to even break the wall of students to
enter the Union.
So, what do students do if they do not fit
into these groups...they conform. Think back
to yourself as a first-year, have you changed at
all? Have you bought new clothes, changed
your hair or even changed your language? One
sorority member who did not fit in once said,"I
did not have many girlfriends, so I joined a
sorority." As a first-year,one student stated she
did not like "those crunchie sandals." She is
now wearing Birkenstocks.
Change is a good thing. Don't be afraid to
try something or someone different. Just remember to be yourself.(KB)

• Commentary

Sobering up
This week marks the observance of Alcohol
Awareness Week, and the Greek Peer Educators have been kind enough to take it upon
themselves to remind everyone that (horrors!)
maybe some folks drink too much. They have
asked everyone to join them in a pledge to stop
drinking for the next week, and think about
how they use alcohol.
Coming from the Greeks, this plea for introspection must be viewed as more than a little
hypocritical. In truth, it is nothing more than a
shameless public relations ploy.
The rhetoric accompanying the "Drink-out"
carries a shrill tone of holier-than-thou selfrighteousness,insinuating that those who choose
not to participate in this sanctimonious exercise are, at best, too dependent upon alcohol
for their own good.

Granted,not every Greek is a hopeless drunk,
but it is common knowledge that a good portion of Greek life revolves around alcohol. At
party after party, cheap beer is the social lubricant of choice, and you can be sure that this
weekend the suds will flow as usual. After all,
some of the Greeks will not sign the pledge.
Additionally, this week on the wagon will
most certainly be followed by a return to the
patterns of behavior that spawned the event in
the first place. Instead of holding the mirror up
to the UMaine community at large, the Greeks
might do better examining themselves and their
behavior a bit more closely.
For example, let's see a fraternity or sorority forswear alcohol at its parties for a year or
SO.

Yeah,sure,and pigs will fly tomorrow.(RIG)

• Corrections
• On October 14 The Maine Campus incorrectly referred to Jill Duson as the first AfricanAmerican candidate for the Maine State Legislature. She is the first female African-American
candidate.
• The new tuition rate for the proposed Community College of Maine in Bangor was
incorrectly reported as $30 per hour. The rate will be reduced by $30 per hour,to a rate of $75 per
hour.
• The October 7 Stillwater Village story incorrectly reported that all college students
experience difficulties in maintenance service. The sentence should have said some students
experience difficulties.
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Letters

-Jill Duson, the first African-American female candidate for the Maine State
legislature

"The Joshua L. Chamberlain Chapter of NORML
believes it is time to recognize the failure of marijuana prohibition and to replace the current laws with
reasonable policies and regulations."
-Press releasefrom the new group, which has used the Brewer Civil War hero's
namefor their chapter ofNational Organizationfor the Reform ofMarijuana Laws.

• Letters
To the Editor
HIGHER EDUCATION SLATED FOR MORE CUTS
Governor McKernan fails MATH; Should be the headline of this story. The governor
conveniently disregards a 26 million dollar SURPLUS. June 30, the 1994 Maine budget
closed. The State had collected exactly $26,664,047 in taxes over the budgeted requirements.
This amount was reported by a government top bureau, the State Controllers Office.
Insiders expect this republican governor will again cry poor mouth of around 2 million
dollars this fall. Any reasonable person will deduce the Financial Year, FY '94 $26 million
dollars abundance must be accounted for before a shortfall can be claimed in FY '95. For the
past three years we have had SURPLUSES in revenues collected. Maine has also scared
people then improperly CUT the budget.
Under the guise of"A PROJECTED"financial shortfall, the governor has FORCED deep
cuts at state schools, services used by students living off state and private campus have been
reduced.
All of society has been HOAXED, given false information. Our daily newspapers
disregard their right to speak out against injustices imposed by the government.
Need students who care about maintaining their FREEDOMS. Students who will say NO
to misleading statements and cuts being made under false pretenses call 1-800-438-3890,
453-2986, or write Jan Lightfoot, P.O. Box 62, Hinckley, Maine 04944.
Dictators HIDE THE TRUTH from their people, not"OPENLY OPERATED Democracies.
This above editorial is for publication.
Jan Lightfoot
Hinckley, ME.

• Community College clarification

"My feeling from knowing Joshua Chamberlain
historically is that he would not be interested in that
kind of group and probably might even be opposed
to it."
-Julia Oehmig, curator ofthe Chamberlain museum in Brunswick, on the name
ofthe NORML chapter's name.

"Our objective is to get bulldozed lines around
each one of the fires so we can control them."
-District Ranger Rod McLellan, on multipleforestfires burning in the northwestern part ofAroostook County.

"This is immediately recognizable as a DNR (do not resuscitate) order."

-Jay Bradshaw, assistant director ofMaine's EMS, on the new orange wristbands
to be worn by terminally ill patients not wishing life-saving measures in emergency
situations.

To the Editor

"America's working women are exhausted."
Reporter Kathleen Brennan's page-one story October 7 may have left readers confused about
changes occurring at Augusta and Bangor. Let me try to clarify the most important points.
First, the Board of Trustees did not vote to separate the University of Maine at Augusta from
the University of Maine System, as the article states. Rather, the Board established a Community
-A conclusion in the recently released nationalsurvey Working Women Count,
College of Maine composed, for the present, of University College of Bangor and University
College of Augusta, which encompasses all the two-year programs at Augusta(UMA's four-year
programs are unaffected, as the article correctly notes). The Community College of Maine is an
"You know, when you hear tragedy like this, it doesn't
integral part of the University of Maine System.
matter who or what - if you're human it hurts. It hurts."
And second, the tuition rates at University College of Bangor and University College of
Augusta after a two-year phase-in period will be the same- $75 per credit hour, which the
Trustees established as the rate for the Community College of Maine. The article mistakenly
-Eberlena Bush, great-grandmother of5-year-old Eric Morris, who was dropped
reported that tuition at Bangor would be $30 per hour, which is the amount by which the current out a 14th story window by two boys, aged 10 and 11, who he would not steal candy
$105 per hour rate will be reduced.
for.
Finally, one wonders whether any other newspaper in the country ever has reported that
"students protest tuition drop," as your headline stated. Unsurprisingly, lower tuition is welcomed in Augusta, as is reported later in the article. What students and others at Augusta are
concerned about is the changing of the name of(most of) the institution.
"It is for my people who suffered a lot, people
Regardless of errors, it is good to see the Campus making an effort to cover the rest of the
who have been able to achieve the peace of the
University of Maine System. With campuses and centers ranging from Fort Kent to Sanford and
our
Machias to Mexico plus the Education Network of Maine's ability to bring higher education brave, for our martyrs, for our prisoners, for
directly to students, even in their own homes,the University System is improving lives all across children, for the future."
Maine.
Kent A. Price
Assistant to the Chancellor

-PLO chief Yasser Arafat, upon the awarding ofthe Nobel Peace Prize to him,
Yitzhak Rabin, and Shimon Peres.
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson
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Calvin and Hobbes
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CoOR, WILL
YOU PLEASE,
CALVIN?
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For Monday, October 17
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Having managed to stay above the battle for so long,
it would be foolish to get involved in situations
which don't concern you. Your personal star is
very much in the ascendancy, and someone in a
position of authority is about to champion your
cause.
ARIES(march 21 - April 19): Even though
you should now be on firmer ground, you can't
afford to take anything for granted. What transpires over the next three or four days may force
you to think again about a particular item of
expenditure, as well as put long-term investment plans on hold.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You've
worked hard to reach your present position and
don't intend to give it up because of a minor
disagreement. Be ready, therefore, to take expert advice if people in positions of authority
insist that you do things their way or not at all.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): The greater
the problem, the more diligently you'll have to
search for a solution. Pay more attention to
detail, therefore, and don't pay out a penny more
than you have to. The more others get, the more
they'll want.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Your main
priority now is to stop worrying what others
might think of and just get on and do your own
thing. Some kind of excellence is within reach,
but you'll always fall short of your potential
unless you have confidence in your own judgement.
LEO (July 23 - Aug.22): This may be the
beginning of a whole new era for domestic affairs. Things won't really begin to change, however, until around the time of the solar eclipse in
Scorpio on November 3rd, so bide your time
and don't promise anything you might later regret.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You dislike
conflict and will go to any lengths to avoid
creating a scene. Partners and close companions, however, have had more than enough time
to make up their minds over some kind of project.
Now you must insist that they shape up or ship
out.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Planetary
activity should give your finances a much-needed boost, but you still to keep an eye on joint
activities. A partnership which has been going
through a rough patch can still be saved, but first
you must ask yourself if it's worth the cost.
SCORPIO(Oct.23- Nov.21): You appear
to be burning up a great deal of nervous energy
these days without getting much done. But all
you're doing is preparing the ground for a completely new approach to life which, eventually,
is guaranteed to bring you the kind of rewards
you clearly deserve.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec.21): Current aspects urge you to focus on financial
and business matters and set about clinching
deals while you can depend on others' goodwill. Take the plunge and accept what is
being offered, because it really is the best deal
you'll get.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22 -Jan.19): Positive
thoughts generate positive experiences, which
are sure to increase your changes of success. No
matter how much pressure you may be under,
continue to give your best, and the best will
eventually come back to you.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 - Feb. 18): Planetary
activity indicates that it would be extremely
unwise to take anything for granted. In fact, you
could easily come unstuck if you endorse plans
simply because partners or colleagues urge you
to do so.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20):Although
you may be experiencing problems at work, the
situation is nowhere near as black as you've
been painting it. In fact, intuition should be
telling you that enforced changes are not only
necessary but can even work in your favor.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Patric Walker
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Doonesbury
For Tuesday, October 18
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY: Those
who imagine that you are willing to either put
up or shut up are about to realize just how wrong
they've been. In fact, planetary activity on your
anniversary indicates that certain individuals are
in for a rude awakening.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): Problems
of a partnership or professional nature seem
to be making you behave in a manner which is
alien to your nature. What transpires this
week, however, may give you the courage to
bring a decidedly costly phase of your life to a
close.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): For reasons best known to yourself, you seem reluctant to alter the working pattern of your life.
What takes place after the Sun's magnificent
aspect to Saturn on the 29th, however, should
answer all your questions and resolve all your
doubts.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Because
your ruler Mercury, the planet of the mind, is
still moving backward through your solar chart,
you're advised to consider what is for the best in
the long term. If that means postponing certain
agreements or plans until early next week, then
so be it.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You still
feel that you've been taken for a ride by a partner or loved one. Try to think of what you've
lost, however, as something which needed to be
discarded. Besides, planetary activity on the
weekend promises to throw a new light on affairs of the heart.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Planetary influences mark the end of a rather downbeat phase.
Very shortly you'll be in a position to dictate
terms. Continue to distance yourself, therefore,
until loved ones or colleagues have settled their
differences.
VIRGO (Aug.23 - Sept. 22): Current planetary activity experts a rather uncertain influences over creative matters and affairs of the
heart. Don't bank on receiving quick, positive
responses,even from those you can usually trust.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Misunderstandings and conflicts, particularly on the home
front, have undermined your position. With a
little more flair and imagination, however, you
can channel your energies in the right direction. Time alone will heal the rifts and anxieties.
SCORPIO(Oct.23- Nov.21): Even though
you've gone out of your way to help others
recently, no one seems to have given you the
support you need. Now, however, you can afford to stand on your own two feet and seek no
one's approval but your own.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec.21): There
is no point in refusing to cooperate over money
matters. Your long-term comfort and security
can only be guaranteed by convincing other that
a complete reorganization of all financial arrangements is inevitable.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Sometimes one has to clear a path or lay foundation
before it is possible to build up. What takes
place over the next month or so only urges you
to go to any lengths to safeguard and protect
what gives you a feeling of well-being and selfworth.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 - Feb. 18): Planetary
activity signifies a new beginning and the ideal
chance to prove just how assertive you can be.
Changes at work are to your advantage, and
seldom have you been presented with so many
Opportunities to streamline your financial affairs.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Put on a
brave face and try not to evade personal of
financial difficulties. One-to-one discussions, coupled with a sincere desire to find
a new format or formula, will lead to a greater understanding and help establish a meaningful relationship.
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Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656 (75C each minute).

PersonalAstrologyarsultatiansbyalephone

Corrections

Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.

To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
•

Not a tape or computer message( Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-728-3038.
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State News

• Politicos strive for voter turnout

• Accident

• Debate

Maine Yankee exposes group to toxic gas

Snowe, Andrews
meet Perot voters

WISCASSET,(AP)— The Maine Yan- body where the radiation was," Quattrucci
kee nuclear power plant discontinued tours said.
after a student group was exposed to radioMaine Yankee spokesman Marshall
active gas.
Murphy said no one received a measurable
A spokesman for the plant said there was dose of radiation in the Tuesday incident.
no health threat, but a medical physicist said The gas dissipated quickly and posed no
the exposure could put the students at great- health threat, he said.
er risk of developing several forms of canJimi Yerokun, senior resident inspector
cer.
at the plant,agreed."The doses that the kids
The 10 students from a University of were exposed to (are) of no real concern,"
Southern Maine chemistry club were ex- he said.
posed to radioactivity when they passed
But Ernest Sternglass, professor of radithrough an area in which rubidium gas had ology at the University of Pittsburgh, said
been released, said Joseph Quattrucci, the the danger lies in the likelihood that the
club's president.
students inhaled a radioactive substance.
Quattracci said the gas was attracted to
The rubidium decays into strontium,
clothes that tended to build up static.
which gives off beta rays and remains in the
"Cotton clothes didn't attract it. I had on bone. The exposure can lead to immune
a green nylon jacket that attracted it. They system disorders and higher rates of leukehad a scanner that showed directly om your mia and breast and skin cancers.

"Very tiny amounts are harmful," he
said.
Murphy said the incident represented the
first time that members of a tour group had
set off radiation monitors. Nearly 2,000
people tour the plant annually.
Murphy said the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission was notified of the incident,
although Maine Yankee was not required to
report it.
A spokesman for the Committee For a
Safe Energy Future, William Linnell, expressed skepticism over the Maine Yankee
account.
"Too often Maine Yankee gives its spin
without our being given the opportunity to
challenge them," he said. "Maine Yankee's attorneys will never allow them to say
radioactive exposures are harmful to the
public."

• Telephone

Area code required for in state long distance calls
AUGUSTA,(AP) — Mainers must now
include the 207 area code wheneverthey make
long-distance calls within the state.
Prompted by a nationwide shortage ofarea
codes,the change affects all Maine customers
ofNynex and otherlocal telephone companies.
Nynex spokesman John McCatherin said

the change will not affect rates or local calling
areas.
"A local call will remain a local call; a toll
call still will be a toll call," he said.
People making calls within their local area
willcontinue to use only seven digits.However,
calls outside the local area to other points in

Ttie most exciting STAR TREH event of 1994
will not he televised!

Maine will now require 11 digits: 1-207 plus
the telephone number.
Callers who neglectto use the area codefor
in-state toll calls will be advised by a taped
message that the call cannot be completed.
Until now, all area codes in the United
States had either a zero or one as their middle
numbers — 207 in Maine, for example, and
212 in New York City.
That numbering system allowed electronic switching equipmenttodistinguish between
interstate and intrastate toll calls and route
them along the appropriate network.
But growing demand for telephones has
exhausted all the numericalcombinations with
a zero or one as a middle number. To make
room for new area codes that may have any
number in the middle, both interstate and
intrastate toll calls must now include the area
code.
"This will increase the supply ofavailable
phone numbers in the nation from one billion
to more than six billion," said McCatherin.

AUGUSTA,(AP)— Setting aside their
campaign rhetoric,Democrat Tom Andrews
and Republican Olympia Snowefound something nice to say about each other.
At a debate, the Senate candidates were
asked what they admired about the other.
Andrews responded that Snowe is a "nice
person" who has overcome adversity in her
career. Snowe returned the favor,saying she
admires "how hard he fights for what he
does believe in."
"They mean well," shrugged Plato Truman, an independent opponent of both Andrews and Snowe, in a light moment that
brought hoots and laughter from the debate
audience.
The three were appearing together Saturday for the debate sponsored by Maine members of United We StandAmerica. It was the
start of a two-week string of debates.
Also Saturday, the Snowe campaign reported that it took in more than $930,000
from July 1 through Sept. 30 and had more
than $1 million in cash on hand,according to
financial disclosures.
Andrews' campaign said it raised nearly
$595,000 in the most recent reporting period
and that it had cash on hand totalling about
$327,600.
To date, according to disclosure filings,
Snowe has raised more than $1.7 million to
Andrews' total of $1.2 million.
Snowe,who earned a B on the Ross Perot
group's congressional scorecard, was welcomed to the Augusta Civic Center event by
more than 100 sign-carrying supporters.
After being serenaded by chants of' Let's
go,Snowe"and "Olympia votesfor Maine,"
the 2nd District congresswoman sought to
cast herself as an independent voice and to
brand Andrews a negative campaigner bent
on distorting her record.
Snowe said the November election would
offer "a very clear and a very stark choice"
— "who can you rely on?"

Maine Hemp
Referendum for'95
The citizens of Maine have launched a petition drive to
give voters the opportunity to vote on the hemp/marijuana
issue in 1995. The citizens of Maine have never voted on this issue
and we feel it's time to LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE. Signing the
petition is merely supporting the people's right to choose.

Petition Tables
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BONUS! 10% OFF ANY DC COMIC BACK ISSUE
WITH A COPY OF THIS AD!

Wednesday, Oct. 19
9-1pm
Memorial Union (2nd floor)
Tuesday, Oct. 25
11-4pm
Memorial Union (2nd floor)
Thursday, Oct. 27
11-3pm
Memorial Union (2nd floor)
*Register to vote at the petition table.

Volunteers are needed to collect signatures, especially on voting day
Tuesday, November 8.
To volunteer, please call the number listed below.

LET THE PEOPLE DECIDE
SIGN THE PETITION TODAY!

For more information call 827-1636.
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• The campaign

Organizers, coordinators work the state for vote
AUGUSTA (AP) — Democratic and
Republican organizers are plumbing
Maine's population, seeking potential
partisans they can persuade to go to the
polls.
"Who knows what the ultimate result
will be?" Arthur Stilphen asks rhetorically. "They can say what they want to
about parties. ... But there's 200 people
running for office as Republicans and
200 Democrats. ... And it can be very
significant in close elections."
Stilphen, a longtime friend of Democratic gubernatorial candidate Joseph
Brennan, serves as co-director of Maine
'94, the coordinated Democratic campaign.
Assessing the project from its outpost
in Presque Isle last week, Stilphen said
cooperation among Democratic campaigns this year is better than in the best
year he remembers — the 1982 campaign
that produced a second Blaine House win
for Brennan and gave George Mitchell a
comeback Senate victory over Republican David Emery.
"In many cases,it's an uneasy truce,"
Stilphen allows. "You've got Jerry
Brown Democrats working shoulder to
shoulder with Jacksonian Democrats. And
I just try to tell them, don't talk too
much."
The Democrats have established more
than 20 offices around the state,equipped
with phone banks that strategists say provide about 300 telephone lines for nightly calls by volunteers.
Callers seek to determine voter pref-

erences for various races and, if favorable to Democrats,follow up with offers
of absentee ballot applications or a ride
to the proper voting place on Nov. 8.
The offices also bring together workers from different campaigns up and down
the ticket, allowing them to coordinate
the distribution of signs and literature.
"There are real functioning campaign
offices doing the business of bringing home
victory," says Joe Cowie, an aide to Democratic senatorial candidate Tom Andrews
who co-directs Maine '94 with Stilphen.
"This is a real campaign. This isn't someone in some town putting up a few signs."
Democrats believe superior field operations will pay dividends next month,
and call the coordinated campaign their
most advanced effort ever.
''It's so huge," says Gwethalyn Phillips, the party's executive director.
"Close to 1,000 volunteers are working
on these."
Phillips says sophisticated targeting
is crucial.
"The phone calls are geared to try to
increase Democratic voter turnout and
people who are friendly to our candidates," she says. "We're going after
particular voters. We're not trying to turn
out the whole state."
The Republican Party has its own Victory '94 program to finance local candidates and get out a favorable vote, according to Executive Director Ben Coes.
"We do have a similar thing, but we
choose to target our resources differently," Coes said.

"It's not so much a PR thing. It's a
"We'll call every Republican in the
and bolts thing," he said."We share
nuts
state that has a phone on the last weekin all parts of the state, but we
offices
he
vote,"
to
out
end, urge them to get
a big deal out of it."
make
don't
traditional."
said. ''That's
A key part of the contest between the
In addition, absentee ballot applications are going out to all GOP registrants, parties will be which side has developed
making it easier for those unable to go to the most reliable voter lists, which aid
the polls on Election Day to vote any- campaign trackers. Democrats and Reway. With the applications goes a letter publicans alike boost of their achievements in assembling computer data bases,
from Sen. William Cohen.
while lamenting the cost.
in
headquarters
GOP
Inside the new
The full extent of party spending on
RivKennebec
the
alongside
Hallowell
er, Coes said Republican candidates man- election-related activities won't become
age to share resources without trumpet- public until the end of the month, when
disclosure statements must be filed.
ing a large network of joint offices.

• Backstage

Media consultants
back candidates
Snowe has a healthy lead in the polls,
PORTLAND (AP) — Two men in
in part to effective advertising creatdue
Virginia and New York City are playing
Smith & Harroff, a well-known
by
ed
state's
the
in
a key role behind the scenes
consulting firm based in VirRepublican
U.S. Senate race.
With less than a month left in the ginia.
Andrews'best hope is Joe Slade White,
campaign, political consultants hired by
Reps. Olympia Snowe and Thomas An- who is orchestrating Andrews'television
drews will play a critical role in deciding advertising campaign from his offices in
which person succeeds Sen. George J. New York City and Washington.
Both firms have very good batting
Mitchell.
In 1992,Smith & Harroffhelped
averages.
anythan
important
"TV is more
and its clients lost four.That
races
11
win
Sandy
said
stage,
this
at
else"
thing
Maisel, a political science professor at same year, Joe Slade's record was 12
wins and five losses.
Colby College.

Proven Leadership and Experience
State Representative
Kathleen Stevens
UM Class of 1992
Graduate Student

State Senator
John O'Dea
UM Class of 1991
Chairman, Education
Committee

State Representative Kathleen Stevens and State
Senator John O'Dea have a unique understanding of
our University's needs.
Both have been strong, outspoken advocates of
the University and of quality education throughout the

state of Maine. They are both ranking members of the
Joint Standing Committee on Education. Both are
recognized and respected as the University's best
friends in Augusta.
Let's keep them working for us in Augusta.

Authorized and paid for by the Committee to Re-elect Stevens and O'Dea. Jeannie Matava and Laurie Sleight, Treasurers.
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• Equal rights

• Iraq

Christopher: You won't be so Anti-gay rights referendum
gets on many ballots
lucky next time, Saddam
CORINTH, Vt. (AP) — A teen-age
boy was killed and his younger sister was
badly burned in a fire that destroyed their
family's home overnight Friday.
State police said 12 members of the
Hathaway-Pudims family were home
when the blaze broke out some time
around 10:30 p.m. Friday.
Some of the children, including the
boy who died and the girl who was burned,
already had gone to bed for the night
when the fire began, said Detective Sgt.
Roland Prairie.
"The fire spread very quickly and
apparently without much notice to the
occupants," Prairie said. State police investigators said it appeared that a lamp
fell and set a straw mattress aflame.
Alan Pudims, 14, was dead when found
by firefighters, authorities said.
All of the other family members were
taken to Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical
Center in Lebanon, N.H., for treatments
ranging from cuts to the serious burns
suffered by Jamie Pudims, 8.
She was taken to the hospital aboard
the Dartmouth-Hitchcock medical helicopter and was transferred to the Shriners Hospital in Boston for treatment of
her burns.
A nursing supervisor at Shriners said
the girl's condition was upgraded to poor
Sunday. It had been critical when she was
first admitted on Saturday.
The girl was saved by her grandfa-

y

ther, Albert Siewertsen, 54, who also
lived in the Corinth home.
The girl's stepfather, John Hathaway,
32, had tried to rescue her but was driven
away by smoke. He climbed a ladder to
her bedroom window, which he smashed
looking for her.
"I kept reaching in with my hand,
trying to grab her," Hathaway told the
Sunday Valley News. After inhaling
smoke, he said, he started to feel "pretty
out of it."
That's when Siewertsen tried."I went
up the ladder and hollered at her," Siewertsen said. "Like the pastor said, there
must have been a guardian angel there
because the fire never touched me. I
couldn't even see her — all I saw were
the flames. I never even felt the smoke in
my lungs. It's a miracle. The Lord took
care of that one."
He eventually found his granddaughter when she screamed. "He reached for
the scream and he got her, Hathaway
said. "I took her and said, 'Thank God,
we got her out."'
They also tried to reach Alan Pudims but they were driven away by the
smoke and flames. "There was no
reaching (him) unless you went in, and
there was no way to go in," Siewertsen
said. "The place was engulfed in eight
miinutes. John said, 'I want to go in,'
and I said, 'John, there's no way you
'
can go in."

oRs'

It's your turn...
Comejoin

Senior Council
as a Yunior delegate

Backlash against protection for homosexuals from bigotry and bias is evident in this year's elections, with antigay rights measures on ballots in Oregon,
Idaho and Alachua County, Fla.
But there might have been more, making just the few measures a victory of
sorts for gay rights advocates who spent
the year keeping similar proposals off
Nov. 8 ballots in seven states.
Anti-gay rights activists in Maine set
out to get their proposal on the ballot next
month, but failed to collect enough signatures in time.
Concerned Maine Families' proposal,
which would ban what it sees as special
protections for gays under Maine human
rights laws, will be put to a vote in 1995.
Oregon's Measure 13 and Idaho's
Proposition 1, which are virtually identical, would bar state and local governments from enacting laws that shield gays
from discrimination. They also would
outlaw programs in public institutions
such as schools that suggest homosexuality is acceptable. And they would require libraries to keep books on homosexuality away from minors.
Oregon's measure would eradicate local gay rights ordinances in Portland,
Corvallis, Ashland and Eugene and undo
a 1993 state law that bars local anti-gay
rights ordinances.
In Alachua County, home to the University of Florida at Gainesville and
182,000 people, voters will decide two
ballot measures, one to repeal a county
ban on discrimination against gays and
the other to forbid future ones.
The Oregon measure grew out of a
failed 1992 proposal to brand homosexuals "abnormal ... and perverse" in the
state constitution.
The author is Lon Mabon of the Oregon Citizens Alliance. The Idaho Citizens Alliance is run by Kelly Walton, an
old Bible school friend of Mabon.
They believe it is wrong to provide
any specific protection from bias in housing or employment — civil rights guarantees already on the books in eight states
(18 other states have executive orders
hat ban discrimination in public employment).

Faculty and Staff
Where Can You Turn For Objective
Financial Advice To Help You Chart Your
Course To A Secure Financial Future?

4 positions open...
Elections at our meeting

October 17@9P9vL
in Sutton Lounge
For more information,
CalfAntonia @866-2570

"I think a vast majority of Oregonians, including business owners, are
pretty tolerant people. As long as someone keeps their sexual practices to themselves, I don't think their job is in jeopardy," Mabon said.
Mabon said Measure 13 protects children: "We don't want children taught
that homosexuality is OK."
Polls indicate public opinion vacillates on the issue. And all but a few
candidates in Oregon and Idaho, Republican or Democrat, oppose the measures.
Some Roman Catholic nuns in Cottonwood, Idaho, denounced the anti-gay
initiative. The 92 sisters of the Monastery of St. Gertrude said "it fosters an
attitude of hatred, bigotry and discrimination and lays a basis for denying to
homosexuals basic civil rights that should
be assured to all citizens."
But in Salem, Ore., Phil Matthews is
nervous. He said he was fired from his
job at a pest control company after his
bosses learned he is gay.
"I heard the company owner in the
next room screaming, 'I don't care how
good of a salesman he is. We don't hire
those kind,'"Matthews said.
He fears the same fate could befall
other gays if voters approve Measure 13.
Equally worried is Amy Feinberg, a
teacher's aide at a Christian school in
Junction City, Ore.
"The homosexuals want to be able to
come into our schools and foist their
propaganda there," Feinberg said. "I
believe homosexuality is immoral, unhealthy behavior."
Gay activists and civil rights organizations see the measures as part of a
broader agenda by some conservatives
using moral and religious beliefs to raise
money and gain political power.
"I think that people who are concerned about human rights and the dignity of all Americans have to be concerned
about the right wing's continuing effort
to exploit this issue," said Arthur Kropp,
president of the liberal People for the
American Way in Washington, D.C.
If Oregon, Idaho and Alachua, Fla.,
voters approve the anti-gay rights measures, they could be overturned,anyway

F1RSTMARK
• Maine's Premier Independent
Financial Services Company
Brian Bernatchez
• Specialist in retirement
planning for professionals in higher education
• Publisher of The
Chronicle of Financial
Planning Newsletter

• 1994 Blue Chip Enterprise
Award Winner
• Estate planning attorney on staff
• 5 In-house CPAs
• Over 100 years of combined
financial expertise

To schedule an appointment with Brian on his next visit to
campus call: 1-800-274-3476 or write Brian at Firstmark Corp.,
222 Kennedy Memorial Drive Waterville, Maine 04901.
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Former jurors: sequestration Board orders audit to see
would be hell
if chairman double dipped
LOS ANGELES(AP)— Judge Lance
Ito says he isn't looking for hermits to
serve asjurors in the O.J. Simpson murder
trial, though the people he selects are likely to feel hermetically cut off from the
world.
Some formerjurors sequestered in highprofile cases say the ordeal transformed
them into cranky, isolated prisoners who
rushed to a verdictjust to get back to their
lives.
"You're giving up your family,friends
and life. You have to be prepared to face
hell," said Christine Herman, a member
of the sequestered jury in last year's Reginald Denny beating trial.
Ito has said he would rule on sequestration after he sees how much potential
jurors have been exposed to the publicity
around it. Last week he began conducting
interviews to select 12 jurors and eight
alternates from the nearly 300 people still
in the Simpson jury pool.
Jurors could face partial sequestration,
in which they are sent to a hotel during
deliberations,or total sequestration, which
lasts the whole murder trial. Simpson,47,
is being tried for the slayings of ex-wife
Nicole Brown Simpson and her friend,
Ronald Goldman.
Prosecutors have requested total sequestration, which could mean up to six
months of shuttling jurors between the
courthouse and a hotel.
Whatis remarkable,lawyers and former
jurors say,is that all the prospective jurors
have told the judge they might be able to
do it.
"You're lining up for a cruise ship
that's going away for two or three months,
and people are lining up for tickets," said

Boston criminal defense lawyer Tom
Hoopes, a former prosecutor.
Butformer sequesteredjurors recall their
time as anything but a vacation.
Bailiffs would switch the television
channel when a news brief came on, and
jurors would get only scraps of newspapers.
"Prisoners have it much easier than we
do," said Herman,23. "They get to watch
television; we didn't. They get to use the
telephone somewhat privately; we were
monitored. They get to breathe fresh air;
we were air-conditioned morning, noon
and night."
In the federal trial of four policemen
charged with violating Rodney King's civil rights, all phone calls were monitored
and family visits were allowed only on
weekends.
"For seven weeks you never had a
private conversation," said Barbara Rasmussen, whose husband was a juror.
In the Denny case, one juror was so
frustrated about being away from her boyfriend that she urged colleagues to declare
themselves hopelessly deadlocked. One
night, jurors said, she ran down a hotel
hallway, screaming.
"We just see her charging, crying, and
she just started saying,'I can't take this no
more,' cussing and saying ... she wants to
go home," Herman said.
Whether they cracked or not,sequestered
jurors said the cases consumed their lives.
"In the sequestered life, you had one
focus: reach a verdict," said Jeremiah Cole,
the 52-year-old foreman in the 1989 New
York City trial of Joel Steinberg, who was
convicted of beating his 6-year-old daughter to death.

BALTIMORE (AP) — The NAACP's
board avoided a vote of confidence Saturday on the tenure of Chairman William F.
Gibson, choosing instead to order an audit
that could show whether he double dipped
on his expenses.
"They still have confidence in my leadership," Gibson said during a brief news
conference midway through the board's
closed-door meeting at the organization's
headquarters.
The 64-member board had been expected to vote on a resolution supporting Gibson.The measure was approved by the executive committee during a conference call
last week. A defeat of the resolution would
have cleared the way for the board to dismiss Gibson at its next meeting in February.
The board and Gibson were trying to
reach an agreement to avoid another embarrassing dismissal like that offormer Executive Director Benjamin Chavis.
Among the possibilities discussed were
for Gibson to not seek re-election once his
term expired in February, board members
said. That would allow Gibson to retire
quietly from the position he has held since
1985.
Gibson's leadership wascalled into question during the ouster of Chavis, who was
fired Aug. 20 after agreeing to settle an
employee's sex discrimination claim for
$332,400 without telling the board.
Gibson was one of Chavis' key supporters during his 16-month tenure as head of

• Who's buried...

Grant family may relocate
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NEW YORK(AP)— The descendants of $400,000on the site this yearand$450,000 next
President Ulysses Grant threatened Saturday to year, the Grant family was not appeased.
"The governmentis basicallythrowing nickmove the bodies of the Civil War hero and his
wife out of Grant's Tomb unless the blighted els and dimes at the site," Dietz said.
No one was in the park service's offices on
site gets a multimillion-dollar renovation.
The family, represented by the president's Saturday to commenton the possible move.The
great-great-grandson Ulysses Grant Dietz, de- park service took control of the tomb in 1959.
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the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
Gibson said he is the target of factions
that opposed Chavis' attempts to diversify
the NAACP's mainstream, middle-class
membership. Chavis angered some board
members by allying himself with Nation of
Islam leader Louis Farrakhan and other controversial figures.
Chicago Sun-Timescolumnist Carl Rowan accused Gibson of seeking reimbursement for expenses he had already charged to
an NAACP credit card. Gibson denies the
allegations.
At its meeting, the board unanimously
approved a motion proposed by Gibson for
a detailed independent audit of the civil
rights group's finances, including his expenses.
"That will help us get to the truth of the
allegations," said board member Joseph
Madison, a Washington radio talk show
host.
Madison said he expected the audit to be
finished before the board's February meeting in New York. Board members probably
will make a final decision on Gibson at the
meeting, he said.
The audit will review the spending ofthe
offices ofexecutive director,chairman,treasurer and president from January 1989 to
August of this year, said Gibson, a dentist
from Greenville, S.C. He isn't paid for his
work as chairman of the 85-year-old civil
rights group.
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• Vigilantes

Private collection agencies track down deadbeat dads
(AP) Rebecca Morrick of Grand Junc- don't use them," Drake says.
Congress passed a law in 1992 making it
tion, Colo.,grew so frustrated over her husband not paying support for their three chil- a federal crime to cross state lines to avoid
dren that she set up her own collection paying child support, but a recent check
showed only five people had been prosecutagency.
In business less than a year,her company ed. An estimated $14 billion is owed to 9
called Trak-Ex is working on $1 million in million children, officials say.
Private companies have moved in to fill
collections, taking a 25 percent commisgap. Some have slick recordings on 800
the
sion.
Now when a deadbeat dad tells her the numbers promising "extraordinarily high
check is in the mail, "It's in the mail," she success" rates in "each and every state."
Atleast two states, Mississippi and Utah,
says.
"I do it to help the mothers," Morrick have hired private agencies to help them
said. "I've been there and I know they need collect. California has authorized collection
help. My real goal is to mend relationships. If agencies to cross state lines to garnishee the
these men are paying,maybe they'll see their earnings of delinquent parents.
"Government can't do everything. We
children and be the fathertheirchildren need."
use their help," says Kathy Stumm,
could
Texas,
Antonio,
San
of
Charlie Drake
who believes he "gave birth to the indus- director of Colorado's Child Support Entry" in 1988, says his Childrens' Support forcement Division.
Richard Casey Hoffman,a former assisServices gets more than 50 percent of the
tant Texas attorney general and now presimoney it goes after.
Government agencies were only able to dent of Child Support Enforcement of Auscollect from deadbeat dads or moms 19 tin, says the government should focus on
welfare cases.
percent of the time in 1993.
"Incredible as it may sound,IvanaTrump
they
but
laws,
excellent
create
"They

would be eligible for free services in 35 of in jail in 24 hours.
Most of her clients, like Jesse Opp of
the 50 states and pay only a token fee in the
Wichita, Kan., live in other states.
other 15," Hoffman says.
"She did a really good job," Opp says.
a
in
Drake says there are 49 companies
finally gotten somewhere. He was
"I've
colthat
companies
of
national association
years behind.I had been trying to go through
lect child support at offices in 29 states.
Most require a small application fee, the courts but they are so backlogged it takes
ranging from $25-$35, and charge a 25 them a year to even get going."
Her present husband, Roger, now is uspercent commission if they are successful.
The agencies don't take welfare cases be- ing Morrick to try to recover money owed
cause money collected would be taken by by his previous wife for running up their
credit cards when they divorced.
the states to recover welfare costs.
Dan Price,who has been in the collection
detail
in
talk
to
like
don't
Investigators
about how they get their information,speak- agency business in Casper, Wyo., for 25
ing only in general terms about having ac- years and in child-support collections for
three, doesn't believe private agencies will
cess to databases such a credit reports.
"A lot of the time you get a lot of eliminate the problem.He says he has had so
information from relatives and neighbors," much trouble getting cooperation from auMorrick says. She might call and ask what thorities that he no longer solicits new childsupport clients.
they see in the deadbeat's driveway.
Drake is more optimistic. "We've just
for
there
are
Many times the deadbeats
budge
a record-breaking month," he says.
had
will
authorities
local
if
the picking
Drake says new legislation in Maine,
from their offices. She recently called police in Michigan about a deadbeat and was Massachusetts and South Dakota that altold they had already checked. Morrick lows authorities to take driver's licenses
says she gave them his address and he was away from deadbeats will help.
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itnuent mutation may cure heart disease
LOS ANGELES(AP)—CristoforoPomaroli and Rosa Giovanelli had a son in 1780 in
their small town in Italy, never knowing they
bequeathed a genetic legacy that offers hope
for reversing heart disease two centuries later.
The boy's descendants in Limone inherited a genetic defect that protects them from the
scourge of Western living — fatty deposits
that clog the arteries.
The 38 lucky carriers have a simple mutation in a protein of so-called good cholesterol
that lets them eat red meat,sausage and butter
without artery-clogging deposits.
They range in age from the teens to nearly
90.And they have never worried about strokes
or heart attacks since longevity runs in the
family.
"They are almost all smokers. They eat
like hell,the worstdiet," said the University of
Milan's Dr. Cesare Sirtori, who screened residents of Limone for the miracle mutation.

ROSE

Ever since Sirtori discovered the mutation,
called Apolipoprotein A-1 Milano for the university where he is a pharmacology professor,
doctors have wondered about harnessing its
power to eliminate coronary artery disease.
"Eventually itis notinconceivable thatthe
gene could be transferred to the liver or other
organs of very high-risk people who could
then end up manufacturing it on their own,"
said Dr. Prediman K. Shah, director of the
cardiac care unit at Cedars-Sinai Medilogging
that occurs after a blocked vessel has been
cleared with balloon angioplasty surgery.
In the October issue ofthe American Heart
Association journal Circulation, Shah reports
injections of a genetically engineered version
ofthe protein dramatically reduced the reclogging of rabbits' coronary arteries.
Before and after the surgery, eight rabbits
got injections of Apo Milano attached to a fat
molecule that tar ets the •ro I r site. Eiht

BIKE

KILLER DEALS
THE LEAVES ARE FALLING AND SO ARE OUR PRICES!

Jamis UKIA SAVE $54
GT Tequesta SAVE $44
Jamis Cross Country SAVE $50 Trek 920 SAVE $45
Jamis Durango SAVE $80
Trek 7000 SAVE $65
Jamis Exile SAVE $100
Trek 950 SAVE $76
GT Zaskar Frlanie 18" SAVE $119
Available

Sunday & monday Night during Football Season only

14:* 9 Pine Street
Orono
866-3525

others got injections of only the fat molecule. mailed samples all over Europe to colleagues.
Nobody gave a damn about it," Sirtori said
Four rabbits got no treatment.
Milan.
from
rabbits
"The striking finding was in the
the Swedish biotechnology
Eventually,
the
of
version
that received the recombinant
A.B. began producing the
Pharmacia
firm
up
built
that
plaque
of
amount
Apo Milano,the
was70percentless than the(untreated)control laboratory version, supplying Shah and coinvestigators at the Karolinska Institute in
group," Shah said.
Sirtori said he willpublish similar results in Stockholm.
Heart disease is the leading cause of death
December showing "no plaque at all" in
rabbits injected with Apo Milano. Shah said in the United States and accounted for489,340
Friday he will test monkeys, pigs and mice deaths in the 1990, according to the federal
before considering human trials, a point that Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
The animal studies drew cautious reaccould take several years to reach.
tions.
mutation
Limone
the
about
Shah learned
Dr.James Willerson,editor ofCirculation
two years ago while searching for sources of
synthetic high-density lipoprotein,HDL,which and medical director ofthe Texas Heart Instiis cholesterolthat mightThroughchurch records tute in Houston,called the results "very interin Limone,Sirtori traced the anomaly to Poma- esting." He added,"I learned long ago not to
roli and Giovanelli, then went to the town and get too excited about an observation made in
animal models until one can show it works and
screened every resident over the age of 10.
"I believed it was something important. I is safe in humans."

Open:

M 9-5
T-Th 9-7

F 9-5
Sat. 9-4

HALF TIME
HALF ORDERS
HALF PRICE!!
All Half Order Appetizers
at Half Price at Half Time
with every Drink Purchase.
Available Sunday & Monday Night during Football Season only.
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Bangor Mall Boulevard, next to the Cinema • 947-6969
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• Patriots battle Jets
• Hockey shows promise in Blue/White game
• Chris Debeck Column

SportsPage
• Maine football

Black Bears come from behind to beat UConn
Hardaway signs for
megabucks
ORLANDO, Fla.(AP) — Orlando's
Anfemee Hardaway, who made the NBA
all-rookieteam lastseason butstayed away
from training camp in a contract holdout,
signed a nine-year deal Saturday with the
Magic that puts him among the NBA's
highest-paid players.
The contract,estimated at$70 million,
includes an option year.
Hardaway,who has sat out since camp
opened Oct. 7, will be at practice Sunday
and is expected to play Monday against
Phoenix in the Magic's second exhibition
game,the Magic said.
"I'm more nervous aboutthis contract
than I was about the first one," said Hardaway, who signed a 13-year,$65-million
deal that contained a clause that allowed
him to become a restricted free agent after
one year.
The6-foot-7 guard averaged 16 points,
6.6 assists, 5.4 rebounds and 2.3 steals in
his rookie season. He was voted unanimously to the NBA all-rookie team and
was six votes behind Golden State's Chris
Webber in rookie of the year voting.

UNLV's Massimino
resigns
LAS VEGAS(AP)— UNLV basketball coach Rollie Massimino reached a tentative agreement with the university late
Friday to resign in exchange for a reported
$1.8 million buyout of his remaining contract UNLV interim president Kenny Guinn
said.
The agreement ended a week of onagain, off-again negotiations and brought
Iviassimino's turbulent stint as coach ofthe
Runnin'Rebelsto aclose less than 24 hours
before the start of preseason practice.
"We have reached an agreement in
principle," Guinn said late Friday. "It's
nowjusta matterofprocessing the details."
Guinn said thefinal agreementinvolved
formalizing the details that the sides had
already agreed upon.
The agreement came under increasing
pressure from Quinn, who said he was
determined to resolve Massimino's fate
before the start of practice.
Talk of Massimino's departure as basketball coach spurred a rush of ticket sales
for the upcoming season. Extra workers
were hired to handle the demand for tickets,
and the athletic department said some
$500,000in new ticket sales were madethis
week alone.
The school had projected a deficit of
some $750,000 this season from falling
ticket sales. Even last season, crowds of
only a few thousand showed up at the
19,000-seat Thomas & Mack arena.
Earlier, Guinn had said talks were at"a
very fragile point" with Massimino, who
balked at an earlier offer of about $1.6
million to leave the university.
"We're going to have an answer one
way or another," Guinn said. "We've gotten to the point where we need to say
something."

By Larry Rogers Jr.
Sports Editor
When the Maine football team had
two of its top runningbacks suffer injuries about three weeks ago, it may have
been a blessing in disguise. The Bears
re-structured their offense and have gone
3-0 since with an unstoppable rushing
offense.
Such was the case Saturday as senior
fullback Steve Knight's 10-yard touchdown run with 3:16 to go in the game
gave Maine a 35-31 come from behind
win.
Knight had another huge day,rushing
for over 100 yards for the third consecutive week, as he picked up a career-high
178 yards on 26 carries, along with two
touchdowns. He credited the offensive
line for his success.
"They're (the line) really coming together up front," Knight said. "We have
a lot more confidence now than before."
Maine's first touchdown came after
senior free safety Greg Mikell recovered
a fumble at the seven-yard line of UConn.
Two plays later quarterback Emilio Co-

lon completed a five-yard scoring pass to
tight end Brian Gaine.
The Huskies came right back, as junior quarterback Zeke Rodgers(16-24 230
Yds., 2 TD)completed a 12-yard scoring
toss to wide receiver Monte Nowden.
It was a game of tug and pull as both
teams had success moving the ball, amassing over 300 yards of offense apiece.
The Huskies opened up a 10-point
lead early in the third quarter. After
getting to the Maine 41-yard line on seven plays,runningback Pete Connoly raced
41 yards for the touchdown. Dave DeArmas' PAT gave UConn a 24-14 lead.
Knight said the Black Bears' offense
just stayed focused at this point.
"We just went out and we knew what
we had to do," said Knight.
Maine's offense did stay focused, and
they came right back with a touchdown.
The scoring drive revolved around Knight
as he carried six times for 53 yards, including a six-yard touchdown run to end
the drive.
The Black Bears scored again on their
next possession to take the lead. Colon
found a hole a scrambled for 26 yards to

set up a 1-yard touchdown plunge by Ray
Baur, to give Maine a 28-24 lead.
Connecticut came back with a 12play 80-yard drive. Rodgers fueled the
drive connecting on four of four throws
for 67 yards. A pass interference penalty along with a face mask penalty, both
against the Bears, helped move the
chains. Ed Nook took it in from oneyard out to give UConn the lead back,
31-28.
Maine once again rode the shoulders
of Knight on their final possession, behind the powerful offensive line consisting of junior guards Mike Thomas and
Steve Stinson, sophomore tackles Ryan
Ray and Mike Flynn,junior center Mike
Missbrenner, along with tight ends Brian
Gaine and Mitch Maury. The Bears
mounted a 15-play 79-yard drive, giving
the ball to Knight 10 times. He responded with 62 yards including the gamewinning 10-yard touchdown.
Junior linebacker Ross Fichthorn lead
the Bears, now 3-4 overall and 2-3 in the
conference, with 11 tackles and a sack.
Connecticut slipped to 2-5 (2-2 conference).

• Field hockey

Gallan leads Maine past Providence
By Tony Hallett
Sports Writer
The UMaine Black Bears field hockey team
finished their final home game ofthe'94 season
in style. The Bears defeated Providence college
2-1,andraisedtheirrecordto9-3-1 ontheseason.
Providence dropped to 9-5.
UMaine faced off against the #18 Friars
after two consecutive losses to UMass and
Northeastern.
The#1 NAC Huskies defeated the Bears21 Friday at Boston.
Kacey Strout scored the only goal for
UMaine in the competitive NAC battle. Karen
Hebert got an assist on the play.
Denice Nasca and Ken Bettenhauger each
scored for the Huskies.
Winstel was forced to make an incredible
16 saves that game, while Huskie goalie Jen
Ruggiero made four saves on 23 Black Bear
shots.
Sunday's game would not be a three-pete in
UMaine defeats.
"We were told we were equal teams, with
the same strengths and weaknesses," Junior
midfielder Wendy DuBois said after the game.
DuBois,though she didn't score any goals
for the Bears, aided on several offensive and
defensive plays that paved the way for the
Maine win.
From the onset,this appeared to bethe case.
Both teams battled for control of the game,
forcing each other to play up to an incredible
tempo.
UMaine struck first on a corner shot.Senior
Michelle Gallan rolled the ball past Friars' goal
keep Courtney Dolan. Margaret Herrick and
Annie Ellcanich were each given an assist
Gallan played an outstanding gameto punctuate her final home game as a Black Bear.
Gallan fired both Bear goals, and it was here
second half corner shot with 6:32 remaining
that decided the game. Heinick and Ellcanich

corner shot 10 minutes into the stanza. Kim
again assisted on the goal.
Robbins was credited with the assist
early
that
outdone
be
to
Providence was not
The Friars continued to put pressure on
an
score
not
could
they
in the game. Though
answering goal in the first half,they were quick Maine goal keep Winstel, challenging her to
make several difficult saves. Winstel was up to
to sting in the second.
"I think whenever your the #18 team in the the challenge as she made 6 saves on 10 shots.
Courtney made 4 saves on 8 shots for the
country, and your losing at half time, your
natural reaction is to get fired up," coach Terry Friars.
Providence would not be ableto maintain its
Kix of Maine said.
The Friars came on strong early in the dominating pacefortheentire half.TheUMaine
second,dominating the halfearly.Tara KaminSee FIELD HOCKEY on page 22
ski slipped the ball past Mary-Lou Winstel on a

UMaine goa epper Mary Lou Winste stops a s ot y Provi ence's Me issa
Mills. Winstel stopped six shots to help the Black bears defeat the Friars 2-1.
Maine improved to 9-3-1.(Geyerhahn photo).
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Allison keys Blue win

Men's soccer has found ways

By Larry Rogers Jr.

Special to the Campus

Sports Editor
Two scenarios were played out Friday
night at the annual Maine hockey BlueWhite game: one, Maine should have a
solid scoring line and two,the Bears will
have a good experienced goalie.
Maine's Blue squad fought back from
a 4-2 deficit to capture the 6-4 victory
over the White team.
The top line for the White team
emerged as a scoring line. The line,
featuring freshman left winger Scott Parmentier, junior right wing Brad Purdie,
and centered by freshman Shawn Wansborough, combined for three goals and
four assists.
"I liked the chemistry of the line a
lot," said Parmentier, who had two goals
and an assist. "We've been (playing on
the line) together for most of the camp
which is really kind of an advantage. We
had a lot of speed on both wings and a
tough smart center in the middle."
Head coach Shawn Walsh was also
very pleased with the performance of
White's top line.
"That line is just a real solid line,"
said Walsh. "Now we've got to come up
the right combination for all the lines."
The biggest story of the game was
undoubtedly the performance of junior
goalie Blair Allison. He stopped 11 of 12
shots,including a number of brilliant pad
saves, and showed the poise and confidence of a big-game goalie. Allison was
11-8-3 last year as a rookie with a 3.37
goals against average.
"Allison played great, he's a great
goalie," said Walsh. "He's older, more
mature and he's in better condition. I
think he knows what to expect at this
level."

Field Hockey

Blue took the early lead in the game
10:26 into the first period when sophomore winger Barry Clukey lifted a shot
past White goalie Blair Marsh off an
assistfrom fellow classmate Trevor Roenick. Twenty-nine seconds later, White's
John St. Pierre tied the game,slipping the
only shot past Allison. Freshman defenseman Jeff Libby was credited with the
assist.
The White squad appeared to be cruising to the victory after a goal by Purdie
15:09 into the second period gave them a
4-2 lead. But the resilient Blue team
stormed back getting the next four goals
in the game. Six different Blue players lit
up the lamp, along with Clukey for the
Blue team,they included: Dan Marcotte,
Marcel Pineau, Dave MacIsaac, Jason
Dekker and Tony Frenette. Dekker got
the game-winner 11:43 into the third on
assists from Roenick and Tim Lovell.
Dekker reflected on the goal following the game.
"Ijust saw two of my forwards, Roenick and Lovell breaking up the side," said
Dekker."A couple ofthe opposing team's
forwards were caught so Ijust got a great
opportunity to jump in the play."
Junior goalie Greg Hirsch, who played
the second period for White, was also
very solid in goal,stopping 12 of 13 shots
he faced. Walsh liked what he saw from
Hirsch.
"Hirsch has really had a good camp,"
Walsh said. "He's been consistent from
day one and he's earned a spot on our
team."
The Blue team outshot the White team
35-17.
The Black Bears open up their season
Thursday, Oct. 20, at Alaska Fairbanks.
The home opener is Saturday, Nov. 5,
against New Hampshire.
from page 21

defense continued to wear away at the Friars.
The Bears successfully broke the Providence
momentum with a series of corner shots that
eventually led to Gallan's game winner. The
Bear's had 8 penalty corners total to Providence's 10.
The game continued to be an epic struggle
for both sides, but it was UMaine that finished
on top.
"We tried to focus on ourselves instead of
our opponent," DuBois said. "We were definitely focused through the entire game."

DuBois wenton to add that"we needed this
win to pump us up."
"Any time you lose a couple of games it
takes a lot ofcharacter to come back out on the
field and play strong with the No.18team in the
country," Kix said.
The Bear's coach saluted her team's effort
on Sunday.
"The kids played an emotional gamefor the
seniors,and I'm real pleased with the outcome.
TheBearsnextplay atCapeFlimbeth against
Rhode Island Tuesday at 3 p.m.

By Chris DeBeck
For the University of Maine men's
soccer squad,last season was a season of
missed chances.
UMaine finished the season with a 78-1 overall mark,3-3-1 in North Atlantic
Conference play. The story, though,only
starts there.
Of UMaine's eight losses, six were
decided by one goal, including four 1-0
shutouts as the Black Bears were unable
to capitalize on scoring chances.
What a difference a season — and veteran experience — makes.
The Black Bears are currently 8-3, 31 in the NAC, returning most of last
year's edition with one year under their
belt. Last year's losses are becoming victories. Shots that one tipped the posts or
crossbar settle in the net.
With success comes confidence,something Kyle Gray noted after UMaine
knocked off Brown University, 1-0 on
Sept. 28.
"We played really well today," Gray
said. "We came into the game knowing
these guys (Brown) were ranked 16th in
the nation. We really thought we could
beat them from the get-go; we planned on
beating them and we beat them."
UMaine even overcame gastroenteritis before defeating Harvard 2-1 on Oct.
11 in Portland.
For these early season successes,
though, this Black Bear squad faces its
toughest test as it closes out the season
with four road contests.
After a Wednesday game in Worcester, Mass. with Holy Cross, three NAC
foes stand in the way of UMaine's first
conference tourney appearance since 1990:
New Hampshire, Vermont and Hartford.
Each squad presents particular challenges for UMaine, posing tough questions which must be solved:
• Can UMaine finally defeat UNH, a
perennial roadblock? Close losses have
been the rule over the past few seasons,

including one-goal defeats the past two
seasons. Midfielder Ryan Leib and goalkeeper Steve Baccari give the Wildcats a
tough combination.
• Can UMaine stop Hartford's dangerous Elvis Thomas. Unfortunately,
Elvis has not left the Hawks' athletic
building, and the senior from Toronto
has a lethal scoring touch keeping the
squad near the top of the NAC standings.
• How will UMaine react to the physical play of UH? Last year's contest in
Orono seemed closer to American football, with fists, shoves and fouls aplenty.
Even a 1992 loss in Hartford featured
frequent carding.
• And finally, can the Black Bears file
away last year's contest at Vermont?
UMaine has managed a tie over the last
two meetings with the Catamounts, and
returning backs John Coughlin and Brad
Bierman figure to pressure UMaine's of-'
fense front.
In short, the above questions are not
easy to answer.
To become a NAC contender,though,
UMaine mustfind answers and show mental toughness to continue its early season
success.
Mike Dunphy and Bob Strong must
continue to find ways to score goals. The
goalie combination of Jeremy Dube and
(recently) Nathan Benoit must continue
to shine in net. Tight defensive marking
will be a must. And UMaine will have to
find ways to win on the road, improving
on a 2-2 record.
The UMaine men's soccer program
again has a NAC tourney appearance
within grasp. If the questions are answered, and UMaine builds on its 8-3
start, perhaps this time the Black Bears
will play another home game in November.
And last year's frustration will become this season's joys.
Chris DeBeck is currently a staffwriterfor the Houlton Pioneer Times in Houlton, Me. and a former Campus staff
writer.
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36 Main St., Orono, ME 04473(207)866-7562
Equipment and Apparel for the Outdoors

GRAND OPENING
Climbing •Backpacking •Camping
Bring this coupon in to receive

r

t

10% off store-wide sale
15% off selected climbing gear

Alipenglow hours:
M-F: 12pm-7pm
SAT: 9am-3pm
(Closed Sunday).

aster Ca3

Valid through Nov. 15th. Not to be used in conjunction with other promotions. Limit one coupon per customer

Mid Mall
41 Bangor Mall Blvd.
942-0001
Have a Bagelful Day
Begin Your Day with us
We open at 7:00 a.m.
Fresh Baked Bagels
No Fat • No Cholesterol
• Plain
•Pumpernickel
•Poppy • Lt. Rye
• Sesame • Whole Wheat•Super
• Onion •annamin Raisin
• Garlic • Bialys
• Salt

Eat in or Take out
Call Ahead to Pre-order
Open 7 days a week
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• NFL

Patriots drop another game
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP) Smashmouth football — strong running
and a defense that forces turnovers — is
Bill Parcells' trademark. On Sunday, his
New England Patriots fell victim to it.
Johnny Johnson rushed for 122 yards,
Brad Baxter had two short-range touchdowns and the New York Jets got three
takeaways in a 24-17 victory. The Jets
overcame six sacks, two turnovers and a
missed 32-yard field goal by the usually
reliable Nick Lowery.
Lowery did make a 37-yarder with
1:36 left to clinch it.

New York improved to 4-3 with its
second win after a three-game slide. The
Patriots (3-4) have lost two in a row
following a three-game winning streak.
Parcells, who coached the Giants to
two Super Bowls with the Meadowlands
as his home base, saw quarterback Drew
Bledsoe struggle for the first time this
season. Bledsoe came into the game leading the league in passing attempts, completions and yards. But the aggressive
Jets defense, led by Ronnie Lott and Mo
Lewis, held him to 242 yards, 45 in the
dying minutes.

• Women's soccer

Delaware downs Bears, 5-0
From Staff Reports
The University of Maine women's soccer team continued their season-long
struggles Sunday,losing to the University of Delaware, 5-0, in a North Atlantic
Conference match-up.
The Blue Hens got all five goals in the
first half.
Delaware's Kristy Hendrickson lead
the attack scoring two goals. She found
the back of the net at the 27:05 and 30:32
marks in the first half. Beth Hatt and
carrie Lippincott assisted on the scores.
The Blue Hens' Jessie Reynolds got
on the scoreboard first, hitting a Beth
Gregory past UMaine netminder Allsion
Snooks eight minutes into the first half.
Minnie Hudson and Hatt each added
goals of their own.
Snooks was forced to make 14 saves
23
shots. Her ninth save of the game
on
marked her 500th of her career. She
has 195 saves this season and 505 in her

career, both of which,are Maine records.
Delaware's Melissa Kulp made two
saves on seven Black Bear shots.
Maine is now just 1-11 (0-4 NAC)on
the year and have lost 10 straight. Delaware improved to 12-1-1 overall and 3-1
in the NAC. They clinched second-place
in the NAC.
The lady Bears have two home games
this week, Monday they host Hofstra at
3:00 p.m. and then Providence on saturday at noon.
Maine Sports Notes: Both the men's
and women's basketball squads held their
first practices Saturday...The Men's
cross-country team placed 10th out of 31
teams at a recent meet at Boston College.
Sean Tynan was Maine's top runner,
finishing 13th out of 120 runner...This
weekend marks the last home football
game, the Bears host New Hampshire at
1:00 p.m. at Alumni Field.

Senior forward Sharon Rothwell moves the ball up the field against Delaware.
The Blue Hens handed the Bears a 5-0 loss.(Lachowsky photo).

Sex matters?

You bet it does.

Read about it very Friday.
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper

Maine Campus Classifieds

The Maine Campus

Stop by the basement of Lord
Hall for your classified ad.
-......7

.
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$30 hr. minimum. Sell funny college tshirts & profit $3 - $9 per shirt. A riskfree prog. Choose from 19 designs.
Free catalog 1-800-700-4250.
,,
----------Car Stereos, Alarms, Rem. Starters,
Sales/installation. Rockford-Forsgate,
Eclipse, JVC, JBL •Sound Shapers
989-1889.
1988 Ford Festiva, 4sp, std, 2 door
75,800 miles, 40+mpg, excellent radio/
cassette. $1200 or BO. 866-5695.
1993 Lignal Zanzibar Mountain Bike.
19.5 frame. Lots of extras! Cal Jim at
941-6573,
Down Hill Skis. Proform K20 TNC w/
Salamon 957 bindings 200cm. Worth
$275 will sell for $225 obo. 581-6574.
Spring Break '95 trips to Cancun,
Nassau, Jamaica, & South,Padre Is. For
info/reservations call 866-3996.
Orono:2 bedroom condo: LR w/FP; kit;
deck; 1 1/2 baths; basement; ex. cond.
$55,000. Dawson-Brandford 947-6780.

Zetra 303 Rollerblades. New wheels
608's & bearings. Size 13, used. $65
obo. J - 827-8563.
Apple Ilc Computer, incl. color
monitor, epson printer, joystick &
software $250. Call Dave x1533.
'87 Nissan Sentra 2 dr. Pioneer
cassette. Great mpg. Runs great. 5
speed standard asking $1,300 or bo
call Steve 827-2798.
'81 -'82 Toyota Tercel Parts - new
tires, fuel pump, heater, blower, motor
and more. 866-2207.
286 Computer $500 obo. Mono monitor,
3 1/2" dd, 5 1/4" hd. Has wp, 123 lotus,
dbase, mcad and more. Mark 947-9833.

Seeking Rental for Prof w/family
near UMO starting 1/95. Call
(206)526-8402 or R&K, PO 95956,
Seattle, WA 98145.
Clark's Fitness- tanning, step
aerobics, hair salon, fitness, avon, etc.
827-2456 -25 So. Main St, Old Town.
Discount Movie Tickets for Hoyts
Cinema - Bangor. Avail. M - F for del. on
campus. Tickets $5.50 - SAVE $2.25!
Call 827-5184.

SPRING BREAK '95 - America's #1
Spring Break Company! Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona & Panama! 110%
lowest price guarantee! Organize 15
friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn
highest commissions! (800)32TRAVEL.
Habitat for Humanity meeting
1912 room Union 7:30 Monday 10/
17. Questions? Call Amand 1-6968.
Grand Prize $10,000. AT&T Collegiate
Investment. Play stock market. Late reg
till Oct. 31. Call 1-800-545-1975.
Free lingerie, or extra cash, for
giving an exotic lingerie party!
Recorded details (603) 666-9069.
Send for info on business opportunities & how to help the United Way
at the same time. Send sase to 447
York Hall.
,
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Large 5br 3bath apt in Orono, good
condition thru May. 900mth h & hw
included. 827-3780 leave message.
1,2, & 4 Bedroom Apartments
located within distance to University.
866-2816.

T

persona!
Photographer Page - I see you taking
pictures everywhere, can I ride in your
cruiser with you? Your secret admirer.

3 lines
3 days
3 dollar
That's all!

S••••

Stop by the basement of
Lord Hall TO place your
classified ad. All clad adk
must DC prepaid. Any
questions? Call 581 1273.
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AIBNA
NEW ENGLAND*"

We're looking for
people who like people.

Join MBNA New England on
Wednesday, October 19,from 4:30 p.m. to 6:00p.m.
at Memorial Union's Sutton Loungefor

FREE PIZZA
and to learn more about opportunities within our
Orono Telemarketing Center.

What do we offer?
Paid Holidays
Paid Vacations
Paid Incentives
Opportunity for full-time careers
Competitive Salaries starting at $6.50
Highly Professional Wor_dng Environment
Convenient Hours: Monday —Thursday,5-9 p.m.
Learn how you can earn an average of$400 plus
incentives per month working part-time by joining us
for free pizza on October 5th,or call us at 866-0700
MBNA New England
16 Godfrey Drive
Orono, Maine

AlEINk
NEW ENGLAND"

MBNA New England is a subsary of MBNA America Bank NA
MBNA America is an Equal Employment OpportunitylAffirmatrve Action Emoloyer ©1994 MBNA America Bank NA

